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2Abstract
The use of reverberation models is required in many applications such as acoustic measurements,
speech dereverberation and robust automatic speech recognition. The aim of this thesis is to
investigate different models and propose a perceptually-relevant reverberation model with suitable
parameter estimation techniques for different applications.
Reverberation can be modelled in both the time and frequency domain. The model param-
eters give direct information of both physical and perceptual characteristics. These characteristics
create a multidimensional parameter space of reverberation, which can be to a large extent captured
by a time-frequency domain model. In this thesis, the relationship between physical and perceptual
model parameters will be discussed. In the first application, an intrusive technique is proposed to
measure the reverberation or reverberance, perception of reverberation and the colouration. The
room decay rate parameter is of particular interest.
In practical applications, a blind estimate of the decay rate of acoustic energy in a room
is required. A statistical model for the distribution of the decay rate of the reverberant signal
named the eagleMax distribution is proposed. The eagleMax distribution describes the reverberant
speech decay rates as a random variable that is the maximum of the room decay rates and anechoic
speech decay rates. Three methods were developed to estimate the mean room decay rate from
the eagleMax distributions alone. The estimated room decay rates form a reverberation model that
will be discussed in the context of room acoustic measurements, speech dereverberation and robust
automatic speech recognition individually.
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8Chapter 1
Introduction
Tell me your secrets,
And ask me your questions,
Oh let’s go back to the start.
Runnin’ in circles,
Comin’ up tails,
Heads on the science apart.
The scientist
1.1 Context
Our lives are, for the most part, spent in a reverberant environment. Whether we are enjoying
a musical performance in a concert hall or speaking to colleagues in the office, the sounds we
hear are invariably accompanied by delayed reflections from many directions [1]. When sound is
produced in a space, multiple reflections may build up and blend together, creating reverberation,
or reverberance1.
1.1.1 Reverberation
In an enclosed space, the listener will hear the direct sound first, followed by early echoes, which
are later followed by late reverberation as shown in Fig.1.1. Early echoes are distinct reflections
that occur soon after the direct sound, and are not perceived as separate sound events. Instead
these reflections modify the perception of the sound, changing its loudness, timbre and spatial
characteristics. Late reverberation or diffuse reverberation often form a background ambience which
is distinct from the foreground sound and has the quality of being resonant and spacious.
1In this thesis, the terms reverberance is used distinctively for the perception of reverberation while the use of
reverberation is limited to the physical acoustic phenomenon.
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Early Echoes
Direct Path
Late 
Reverberation
Figure 1.1: Reverberation in a room.
For many hundreds of years, the use of acoustic echo and reverberation effects has taken
many forms in music. Medieval and Renaissance sacred music relied on the composers’ exten-
sive understanding and use of the complex natural reverberation and echoes inside churches and
cathedrals [2]. Music without reverberation sounds dry and lifeless. On the other hand, too much
reverberation, or the wrong kind of reverberation, can cause a fine musical performance to sound
muddy and unintelligible. In modern telecommunication systems, reverberation is not seen as part
of the artistic composition but rather is seen as a serious degradation on the transmitted speech
signal’s quality and intelligibility [3].
There are two approaches to studying reverberation: from a physical or perceptual point of
view. The physical approach seeks to simulate exactly the propagation of sound from the source to
the listener for a given room. The advantage of this approach is that it offers a direct relation be-
tween the physical specification of the room and the resulting reverberation. However, this approach
is computationally expensive and rather inflexible [1]. The perceptual approach seeks to reproduce
only the perceptually salient characteristics of reverberation. If the space of all percepts caused
by reverberation can be spanned by N independent dimensions, which correspond to independently
perceivable attributes of reverberation, and if each perceptual attribute can be associated with a
physical feature of the impulse response, then it is possible to attempt to construct a model with
N parameters that reproduces exactly these N attributes at its output, given a dry input signal.
1.1.2 Application for Telecomunications and others
Telecommunications is a fast growing industry and is closing the distance between people due to
advances in technology, decreasing costs and increasing capabilities. The ideal case scenario is to
be able to speak to target audience at a different place to you while your voice sounds just like you
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were sitting in front of the target audience. A key factor of realising this ideal case scenario is the
‘quality’ of speech transmission, since the subjective quality of the speech is the main indicator for
the quality of service.
There are many types of degradation along a signal path that impair our ability to decipher
voice transmissions, such as background or ambient noises, distortions, coding errors, channel errors,
acoustic feedback, reverberation, etc. The effect of reverberation on speech is to cause it to
sound distant and spectrally modified which can reduce naturalness and intelligibility [3]. In many
hands-free devices such as mobile phones, PDAs, voice over IP, hearing aids or teleconferencing
equipment, where the microphone or array of microphones is not placed close to the mouth of the
speaker in order to pick up mostly direct sound, the reflected path cannot be neglected. In these
applications, the reflected paths or reverberation in the talker’s environment, can be an important
factor in degrading the overall speech quality as perceived at the listener’s end. Human listeners are
able to recognize speech even in noisy reverberant acoustic environments. In contrast, automatic
speech recognition (ASR) in significantly noisy and reverberant acoustic environments remains very
problematic [4]. In particular, the study of the reverberation models and blind estimation of their
parameters is important for applications such as:
Acoustic Measurements Acoustic measurement is an important area of study for architectural
room acoustics, and designing and furbishing enclosures where the reverberation character-
istics are important [5]. Blind or non-intrusive acoustic measurements are useful where a
controlled stimulus is not a feasible option to deploy.
Dereverberation Dereverberation is the process of removing reverberation from a speech or au-
dio signal. Although dereverberation is a quite new area of research, many techniques have
transferred to this area from areas such as acoustic echo cancelation, adaptive beamform-
ing, spectral enhancement, blind source separation etc. In particular, spectral enhancements
directly the reverberation characteristics needs [6].
Automatic Speech Recognition Distant-talking speech capture can increase the comfort and the
acceptance of many ASR applications, such as automatic meeting transcription, voice control
of consumer electronics, and dictation systems. However, the reverberation caused by multi-
path propagation of sound waves from the source to the distant-talking microphone leads to
a mismatch between the input utterances and the acoustic model of the recogniser, usually
trained on close-talking speech. Therefore, the performance of ASR systems is significantly
reduced by reverberation [7] if no countermeasures are taken.
Evaluation Evaluation is also an important issue, many of the current objective measures that
give good prediction of speech coding quality do not do well in predicting the amount of
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reverberation or the quality of speech in reverberation. Evaluation of the performance of
different dereverberation techniques is time consuming as subjective listening tests are needed.
There is also no standard database that researchers in dereverberation can use to compare
their algorithms, therefore statistical uncertainty in comparing different room impulse response
or reverberant speech files can arise.
1.2 Research Aim and Thesis Structure
1.2.1 Research statement
The aim of this thesis is to investigate different models and propose a perceptually-relevant rever-
beration model with suitable parameter estimation techniques for different applications.
1.2.2 Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of reverberation are
reviewed. Both physical and perceptual models of reverberation are reviewed in Section 2.2 and
Section 2.4 respectively. Applications which benefit from estimates of reverberation model param-
eters are reviewed in Section 2.5.
In Chapter 3 reverberation models are studied in more detail. A time-frequency room model
is studied in Section 3.2. A central parameter of this time-frequency room model is the frequency
dependent room decay rate. Two non-blind signal based measures proposed: Reverberation Decay
Tail, RDT , based on the room decay rates and Reverberation Colouration, Rcol , based on the early
echoes’ spectral response. Their performance is evaluated in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 respec-
tively. The relationships between the physical reverberation model parameters and the perceptual
reverberance space are discussed with the aid of different subjective listening tests in Section 3.6.
Blind estimation of reverberation characteristics is proposed in Chapter 4. The generalised
decay rate for any signal is first defined mathematically in Section 4.4.2. After a review of sta-
tistical models of anechoic speech, the distribution of anechoic speech decay rates is derived in
Section 4.4.3. Next the distribution of the room decay rates is discussed Section 4.4.4. Then the
maximum of room decay rates and anechoic speech decay rates are shown to be an approximation of
their convolution in time in Section 4.5.1, enabling modelling of the distribution of the reverberant
speech decay rate using the proposed eagleMax distribution as presented in Section 4.5.2 and its
performance evaluated in Section 4.5.3. The proposed statistical model is directly dependent on
the reverberation parameters, therefore blind estimation of reverberation characteristics becomes a
parameter estimation problem of the eagleMax distribution. Finally, parameter estimation methods
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are presented for the eagleMax distribution in Section 4.6, and the performance is discussed in
Section 4.7.
In Chapter 5, the blind estimation techniques developed in Chapter 4 are applied with suitable
adaptations to the following applications: acoustic measurement in Section 5.3, speech dereverbera-
tion in Section 5.4 and robust automatic speech recognition in Section 5.5. Performance evaluations
are discussed and the limitations are discussed in the context of the all three applications. Chapter 6
concludes this thesis and discusses some possible future directions.
1.3 Scope and Original Contributions
1. The formulation of the general parametric room model, for the magnitude model in (3.12)
and the phase model in (3.13) through the study of a stochastic time-frequency room model.
This creates a controllable natural sounding reverberation with significantly fewer control
parameters.
2. The formulation of the reverberation decay tail measure, RDT , given in (3.17), and the
formulation of the required end-points/flat-region search algorithm described (3.18-3.21).
This measure attempts to characterise the perceived reverberation tail effect and is discussed
in Section 3.4.
3. The formulation of the reverberation colouration measure, Rcol , and the required onset de-
tection given in (3.22-3.27). This measure attempts to measure the perceived colouration as
a spectral response of the early echoes.
4. The creation of the MARDY database, a database of multi-channel impulse responses de-
scribed in Appendix A for researchers to compare algorithms over a common reverberation
set. The MARDY database also includes subjectively scored data, for which evaluation metric
designers can use as validation tool.
5. An investigation using existing quality measures along with the proposed RDT for predict-
ing perceived reverberation where different processing artefacts are present in Section 3.6.1.
This investigation discusses issues of trying quantitatively to measure qualitative properties of
reverberation independently of other perceptual effects.
6. The exploration of the semantic colouration space by controlling physical parameters (Sec-
tion 3.6.2.1 and Section 3.6.2.2) and using verbal attributes (Section 3.6.2.3). From factor
analysis, it can be argued that the perceptual colouration space is itself a multi-dimensional
space. This discussion is in Section 3.6.2.5.
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7. The formal definition of signal decay rates described in (4.1-4.5). Using this definition, the
derivation and properties of anechoic speech decay rate distributions are shown and discussed
in Section 4.4.3, when the anechoic signal can be modelled as an independent random variable.
8. The proposition of the eagleMax distribution in (4.22) to model the reverberant speech decay
rates distribution. Since the samples of a reverberant speech signal cannot be modelled
as (time) independent random variables, the investigation of the reverberant speech decay
rates distributions was done empirically in Section 4.5.1. The performance of the eagleMax
modelling is illustrated by comparing with both real and synthetic reverberant speech.
9. Three blind estimation technique of reverberation based on the eagleMax distribution mod-
elling are proposed: an exact calculation method defined by (4.36) in Section 4.6.1, a maxi-
mum likelihood estimation (4.40) in Section 4.6.2 and a statistical feature mapping method
defined by (4.43) in Section 4.6.3. In particular, the statistical feature mapping method does
not require the explicit assumption of the eagleMax distribution, but rather it can be calibrated
with empirical distributions which exhibit similar properties to the eagleMax distributions.
10. The implementation of the statistical feature mapping method from Section 4.6.3 for the
blind estimation of room decay rates in Section 5.3.3. The discussion of the estimated room
decay rates and their relationship to acoustic parameters, reverberation time and early decay
time for different room characteristics in Section 5.3.4.
11. The illustration of blind reverberation using spectral enhancement [6] with the proposed blind
estimation of reverberation time, and the discussion of the results in Section 5.4.
12. The development of blind estimation of reverberation models used in the REMOS ASR system
[8] with the following three methods developed: combined approach defined by (5.10), blind
approach defined by (5.14) and variance adjustment defined by (5.17).
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Chapter 2
Review
You are the sun and moon and stars, are you
And I could never run away from you
You try at working out chaotic things
And why should I believe myself, not you?
You
2.1 Introduction
This chapters begins with a brief overview which focuses on the study of reverberation. Next is a
framework for describing reverberation, which include discussions of a geometrical, modal and sta-
tistical model for reverberation are presented. Then a literature review and discussion on perceptual
effects of reverberation, subjective and objective measures of reverberation, and applications related
to reverberation are presented.
Brief History of Reverb
The beginnings of architectural acoustics as a science originated at Harvard University’s Fogg Art
Museum. Soon after the museum was built in 1895, it was determined that its lecture hall had
absolutely atrocious acoustics. Wallace Clement Sabine, a young physics professor, was asked to
help. For the next three years, Sabine delved into the task of scientifically testing the room acoustics.
He was the first to quantify and measure factors that contribute to suitable room acoustics.
Sabine most notably established the concept of reverberation time (RT), Tr , where he
determined that reverberant time was proportional to the volume of a room and inversely proportional
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to the amount of absorbtion [9]:
Tr ∝
V
A (2.1)
where Tr or more specifically T60 is the reverberation time required for the sound pressure to decay
by 60 dB (after exciting the room to steady state), V is the volume of the room (m3) and A is a
measure of the total absorption in the room (m2 sabin). One sabin is the absorption of one square
meter of open window. For particular large values of A, that is for ‘dead’ rooms, this equation can
give too long a time of reverberation. Eyring described Sabine’s formula to be applicable to live
rooms, but for dead rooms the reverberation time is as follows [10],
Tr ∝
V
−S log (1−A′) (2.2)
where S is the surface of the room, A′ the average coefficient of absorption of the wall surface,
with A = SA′.
Developments in electronics in the early 20th century, specifically the invention of the am-
plifier and the microphone, led to the creation of the first artificial echo chambers by Bill Putnam,
built for the need for reverberation in radio and recording studios like the famous one in Abbey
Road. Until the 1950s echo and reverberation were typically created by a combination of electrical
and physical methods. Acoustically speaking, the ‘classic novel’ echo chamber creates echoes in the
same way as they are created in churches or caves, they are all simply large enclosed empty spaces
with floors and walls made of a hard material that reflect sound waves well [11].
Another popular method for creating a reverberator is the use of coiled springs to delay audio
signals, which was originated by early telecommunications engineers to simulate the effects of long-
distance telephone lines. While the prolonged sequence of echoes was undesirable for their purposes,
it seemed most useful to an inventor named Laurens Hammond, who promptly appropriated the
concept for use with the keyboard instrument which bears his name [12].
Throughout the history of audio amplification, numerous techniques have been developed
to simulate the natural effect of reverberation. These have included acoustic chambers, pipes,
springs, large steel plates, and re-circulating delay mechanisms based on magnetic tape or rotating
electrostatic elements. Developments in solid-state electronics yielded the analogue ‘bucket brigade’
delay, and most recently, digital delay technology. With the advent of digital signal processing and
other digital audio technologies, it became possible to simulate almost every type of reverberation
by processing the signal digitally [13].
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2.2 Physics of Reverberation
There are many different techniques for analysing the acoustics of a room and, in general, each of
these techniques are applicable to a different frequency range of the audible spectrum; no single
analytic or numerical tool can currently model the entire audible frequency range between 20 Hz and
20 kHz [1]. The audible spectrum can be divided into four regions, over each of which a different
analytical tool is appropriate.
Very Low Frequencies
If the frequency of a sound source is below fw = c2U , where c is the speed of sound in ms
−1, and U
is the largest dimension of the acoustic environment, there is no resonant support for the sound in
the room. The frequency band can be analysed using non-harmonic solutions to wave equations1.
For instance, in a small living room with dimensions 3×5×7 m, and a sound velocity of 344 ms−1,
there is no resonance lower than 24.5 Hz.
Low Frequencies
The next region corresponds to frequencies for which the wavelength of the sound under consider-
ation is comparable to the dimensions of the room. The region spans from lowest resonant mode
to the Schroeder cut-off frequency [14]:
fg =
G1√
V δ¯
Hz, (2.3)
where G1 ≈ 5400, V is the volume of the room in m3, and δ¯ is the mean value of the decay
constant associated with each resonance in the room. The average decay constant δ¯ is related to
the reverberation time T60 , dictating a 60 dB dynamic range, by the relation,
T60 = 3 loge(10)/δ¯ (2.4)
such that the Schroeder cut-off frequency can also be expressed in the well-known form relating to
the RT [14]:
fg = G2
√
T60
V
, (2.5)
where G2 ≈ 2000 (ms−1)3/2. In the frequency range fw ≤ f < fg, wave acoustics are applicable for
describing the acoustical properties of a room. Wave acoustics assume a harmonic sound source
1Defined in (2.8)
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and are based on solutions of the wave equation. For instance, in a living room with dimensions
3 × 5 × 7 m and a reverberation time of 0.5 s, this range of low frequencies spans from 24.5 to
138 Hz.
High Frequencies
The transition region consists of frequency components between fg and approximately 4fg , where
fg is given by (2.5). In this region, the wavelengths are often too short for accurate modelling using
wave acoustics and too long for geometric acoustics. Thus, in general, a statistical treatment is
employed.
Very High Frequencies
At very high frequencies, geometrical room acoustics, also called ray acoustics, apply. As in geomet-
rical optics, geometrical room acoustics employs the limiting case of vanishingly small wavelengths.
This assumption is valid if the dimensions of the room and its walls are large compared with the
wavelength of the sound; a condition which is met for a wide-range of audio frequencies in typical
rooms. Hence, in this frequency range, specular reflections and the sound ray2 approach to acoustics
prevails. Because the sound is represented by energy waves rather than complex pressure waves,
geometrical acoustics neglect wave related effects such as diffraction and interference.
2.2.1 Modal and Statistical Models
When the room is highly idealised, its reverberant behaviour can be described mathematically in
closed form. This is done by solving the acoustical wave equations for the boundary conditions
imposed by the walls of the room. This approach yields a solution based in natural resonant
frequencies of the room, called normal modes [1, 14]. When a sound source is turned on in an
enclosure, it excites one or more of the normal modes of the room. When the sound source is
turned off, the modes continue to resonate their stored energy, each decaying at a rate determined
by the mode’s decay constant, δ.
For irregularly shaped rooms, the behaviour can be described in terms of their normal modes,
even though a closed form solution maybe impossible to achieve. At high frequencies, the frequency
response of the room is the sum of overlapping responses, in which the real and imaginary parts of
the combined frequency response can be modeled as independent Gaussian random variables. This
yields a variety of statistical properties of reverberation in large rooms. This statistical model for
2A sound ray is meant as a small portion of a spherical wave with vanishing aperture, which originates from a
certain point. It has well-defined direction of propagation and is subject to the same laws of propagation as light
rays, apart from the different propagation attenuation. [14]
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reverberation is justified for frequencies higher than the Schroeder frequency, fg, for which there is
high modal overlap in the frequency domain.
In a room response, the modal density, Dm (average number of modes per Hz) is approxi-
mately proportional to the square of frequency, f , while the echo density De (average number of
reflections per second) is approximately proportional to the square of time, t. This is described by
Dm(f ) = dNf
df
≈ 4piV f
2
c3
(2.6)
and
De(t) = dNt
dt
≈ 4pic3 V
t2
, (2.7)
where Nt denotes the number of reflections from 0 to t, Nf is the number of normal modes from 0
to an upper limit f , c is the velocity of sound, and V is the volume of the room (in m3) [14]. These
expressions can easily be demonstrated for rectangular rooms, and can be generalised to rooms of
any geometry [14]. For larger times and higher frequencies, both densities become very high. This
provides the foundation for statistical models of room responses, as developed by Schroeder [15] in
the frequency domain and more recently in the time domain by Polack [16].
2.2.2 Room Transfer Function
It can be shown that, using the solution of the wave equation [6, 14],
∂2P
∂t2
= c2∇2P = c2(∂
2P
∂x2
+
∂2P
∂y2
+
∂2P
∂z2
), (2.8)
for sound fields in closed space, where c is the speed of sound and P is the three dimension sound
pressure with axes x, y , z . The room transfer function (RTF), H(rs ,ro)(ω) between a sound source
and receiver, with positional vectors rs and ro respectively, can then be expressed in terms of resonant
frequencies, ωi , and their eigenfunctions3, Pi(r), as [14,17]:
H(rs ,ro)(jω) = G3
∞∑
i=1
Pi(rs)Pi(ro)jω
ω2 − ω2i + δ2i − 2jδiωi
, (2.9)
3 The eigenfunctions are mutually orthogonal solutions to (2.8). At angular frequency ω = ωi , the associated
term in (6.3) assumes a particularly high absolute value and, as such, the corresponding frequencies, ωi , are called
eigenfrequencies of the room, and is sometimes referred to as resonant frequencies due to the sort of resonances
occurring in the vicinity of the ωn’s
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where ω is the angular frequency, δi is the damping constant, and G3 is a gain constant. The
frequency response leads to an acoustic impulse response or room impulse response (RIR). The
form of (2.9) leads to justification for the use of some well known modelling of rooms [17].
From a signal processing point of view and under the assumption of a fixed acoustic envi-
ronment, reverberation can be modelled as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system with room impulse
response (RIR), h(t), with the input signal, s(t), to give the output signal x(t). The reverberation
process can then be written as the convolution between the input and the RIR:
x(t) =
∫ ∞
0
s(t ′)h(t − t ′)dt ′ (2.10)
or in the frequency domain
X(ω) = H(ω)S(ω). (2.11)
The impulse response can be of the order of few hundred milliseconds for small office rooms
(Fig. 2.1(a)) to a few seconds for large halls (Fig. 2.1(b)). Since the RTF in (2.9) can be ex-
pressed by a rational expression, in the discrete time domain, it can be modelled by the conventional
pole-zero model with poles and zeros, or autoregressive AR coefficients and moving average MA
coefficients4. The RTF or the RIR can alternatively be modelled by the conventional all-zero model,
or the FIR filter. There are several limitations of the FIR filter imposed by the nature of room
acoustics [17]:
• Long room impulse responses: RIR are theoretically infinite length but are normally assumed
to be finite to due the noise floor and system precision. For a room of reverberation time,
T60=0.5, and sampling rate, Fs=16000 Hz, it would approximately require 8000 samples to
model the room accurately ‘enough’. Tohyama and Lyon [18] discuss the effect of truncating
an impulse response and demonstrate that truncation can change the phase behaviour of the
RTF.
• Sensitivity to Spatial Combination: This sensitivity can be explained by the nature of room
acoustics; transfer function zeros result from local cancellations of multi-path sound compo-
nents which are easily disturbed by slight changes in source observer positions [19].
Another way to model the RTF is the causal all-pole model, or infinite impulse response (IIR)
filter, which can be represented by poles or AR coefficients [19]. A significant advantage of all-pole
models over all-zeros is the reduction in model order when modelling just the main reverberant
4MA can be alternatively called finite impulse response (FIR), and AR or ARMA can be called infinite impulse
response (IIR)
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Figure 2.1: Examples of two room impulse response: (a) small office; (b) large hall
component, and the lowered sensitivity of spatial changes between source and receiver. The all-
pole model is also the basis of the technique discussed in [20] which allows the classification of all
possible RTFs corresponding to different source-observer positions, thereby providing a ‘codebook’
for possible transmission paths in dereverberation applications. However Gudvnagen and Flockton
[21] state that the gain achieved using pole-zero over all-zero modelling of reverberant acoustic
environments is not as high when comparing modelling error rather just fitting the most important
reverberant characteristics. Another shortcoming of the causal all-pole model filter is that, since
it is causal and stable, it is minimum-phase and therefore cannot model the non-minimum-phase
component of room acoustics [22].
Acoustical poles are approximately independent of the source and observer position since
they correspond to the resonant frequencies of the room. Standing waves occur at these resonances
and can be observed at any point in the room, except at node points. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that the spatial independence assumption of the acoustical poles is simplistic, and other
investigations on the fluctuation of RTFs within reverberant environments suggest that this may
not be strictly true [22]. Another way to view the RTF is from magnitude and phase of the RTF,
however the time domain characteristics are not explicitly shown in this representation.
2.2.3 Simulating Room Impulse Responses
In this section, a brief overview of various room acoustic modelling methods which simulate RIR is
presented. Mathematically, the sound propagation is described by the wave equation. An impulse
response from a source to a microphone can be obtained by solving the wave equation. Since it
can seldom be expressed in an analytic form over the entire frequency range of interest, as has
been discussed above, the solution must often be approximated. There are three main modelling
methods:
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Wave based
The most accurate results can be achieved by the wave-based methods. An analytical solution for
the wave equation can be found only in extremely simple cases such as a rectangular room with rigid
walls. Therefore, numerical methods such as Finite Element Method (FEM) and boundary element
method (BEM) are often used [23]. The main difference between these two element methods is in
the element structure. In FEM, the space is divided into volume elements, while in BEM only the
boundaries of the space are divided into surface elements. The elements interact with each other
according to the basics of wave propagation. The size of these elements has to be much smaller
than the size of the wavelength for every particular frequency. At high frequencies, the required
number of elements becomes very high, resulting in a large computational complexity. Therefore,
these methods are suitable only for low frequencies and small enclosures. Another method for room
acoustics simulation is provided by the Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) method [24]. The
main principle of this method is that derivatives in the wave equation are replaced by corresponding
finite differences. In all the wave-based methods, the most difficult part is the definition of the
boundary conditions. Typically, a complex impedance is required, but it is hard to find such data in
existing literature.
Ray based
The ray-based methods are based on geometrical room acoustics. The most commonly used ray-
based methods are the ray-tracing [25] and the image method [26]. The main difference between
these methods is the way the reflection paths are calculated [6]. To model an ideal impulse response
from a source to a receiver all possible sound reflection paths, commonly called rays, should be
considered. It should be mentioned that all ray-based methods are based on energy propagations.
This means that all effects involving phase difference such as refraction or interference are neglected.
This is admissible if the sound signals of interest are not sinusoids or other signals with small
frequency bandwidth but are composed of many spectral components covering a wide frequency
range. Then it can be assumed that constructive and destructive phase effects cancel each other
when two or more sound field components superimpose at a point, and the total energy in the
considered point is simply obtained by adding their energies. Components with this property are
often referred to as mutually independent.
In ray-tracing methods, the sound power emitted by a sound source is described by a finite
number of rays. These rays propagate through space and are reflected after every collision with the
room boundaries. During that time, their energy decreases as a consequence of the sound absorption
of the air and the walls involved in the propagation path. When the rays reach the receiver, an energy
calculation process is performed. When all rays are processed the impulse response is obtained. Rays
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can be selected at random, based on a fixed interval or restricted to a given range of angles. Due to
this, the ray-tracing methods are by no means exhaustive, whereas the image method finds all the
rays. However, while the image method is limited to geometries that are formed by planar surfaces
the ray-tracing method can be applied to geometries that are formed by arbitrary surfaces. In the
original paper [26], the room was assumed to be rectangular and trivial to solve. Borish later solved
in detail the calculation of the image source positions in irregularly shaped rooms [27]. An image
source is constructed by considering the mirror image of the source as reflected across the plane of
the wall. The source image method is impractical for late reverberation because of the increase in
complexity, and the simplified reflection model becomes inaccurate.
Statistical Room Acoustics
Within the framework of Statistical Room Acoustics (SRA), the amplitudes and phases of all re-
flected acoustic plane waves in a room are considered randomly distributed such that they form
a uniform, diffuse sound field at any point in the room. Under these conditions and due to the
different propagation directions and the random relation of the phases of the direct component
and all the reflected waves, it can be assumed that the direct and the reverberant components are
uncorrelated [22]. RIRs can be simulated as stochastic processes with the parameters that govern
the properties of reverberation, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
2.2.4 Implementation of Reverberators
Convolving a full length impulse response is very inefficient. Schroeder came up with the first
artificial reverberator in the early 1960s to create natural sounding reverberation [28]. These early
digital reverberators model the early reflection in FIR with variable delays between filter taps [13].
Schroeder used a combination of comb filters and all-pass filters. The z transform of the comb
filter is given by:
H(z) =
z−m
1− gz−m (2.12)
where m is the length of the delay in samples and g is the feedback gain. The impulse response
of the comb filter resembles an impulse bouncing between two walls, getting weaker with each
reflection. The delay time m used can be compared to the time it takes the impulse to reflect off a
wall and arrive again at the listener. The gain used in the filter can be chosen to achieve a desired
reverberation time. A filter with transfer function structure like (2.12) is called comb filter because
of its comb-like frequency response. The subjective effect of this resonant response is the ‘hollow’
or ‘metallic’ sound quality and give the impression that the sound is transmitted through a hollow
tube or barrel [28]. In Schroeder’s search for better reverberators, he discovered the use of the
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all-pass filter with the following transfer function:
H(z) =
z−m − g
1− gz−m . (2.13)
The poles of the all-pass filter are thus the same as for the comb filters, but the all-pass filter
now has zeros at the conjugate reciprocal locations to cancel the peaks produced by the poles thus
giving a flat response. The phase response of the all-pass filter is a non-linear function of frequency,
leading to the smearing of the signal in the time domain.
For the comb filter, the desired reverberation time can be chose by the delay length and the
feedback gain to trade-off modal density for echo density. For a fixed feedback gain, too large a delay
length will result in the reverberation heard as a discrete set of echoes, rather than a smooth diffuse
decay; too small a delay length will result in widely space peaks in the frequency response, where
the peaks correspond to the frequencies that will be reverberated, and the frequency corresponding
to the troughs will decay quickly. This will produce unpleasant timbre characteristics. Although the
all-pass filter has flat magnitude response, its results will be to that similar of a comb filter. This is
because our ears perform short-time frequency analysis, whereas the mathematical property of the
all-pass filter is defined for infinite time integration [1]. Therefore, as described in Section 2.2.2,
the magnitude and phase representation of the RTF or RIR is not very intuitive.
The echo density and room response can be increased by the combination of the two ele-
mentary filters. Comb filters are not good for connecting in series because of the non-flatness in the
frequency response. However, a parallel combination of comb filters with different delay lengths is
a quite useful structure, because the resulting frequency response contains the peaks of each of the
individual comb filters. Moreover, the combined echo density is the sum of the individual densities.
For any number of all-pass filters connected in series, the result will still be all-pass but exhibiting
increased echo density.
2.3 Subjective Listening Tests
Subjective speech quality measures can be obtained using (subjective) listening tests in which human
participants rate the performance of a system or quality of a signal in accordance with an opinion
scale [29]. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has standardized the most commonly
used methods for measuring the subjective quality of speech transmission over voice communication
systems. For both listening-only and conversational tests, the ITU recommends the use of a speech
quality rating on a 5-point category scale, which is commonly known as the listening-quality scale
[29]. An alternative speech quality scale that is used in listening-only tests is the listening-effort scale.
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Figure 2.2: Map of subjective listening tests.
In the context of interest in this thesis, a listening test is performed by a number of subjects that listen
to recordings that are degraded by an acoustic channel, and enhanced by the algorithm under test.
The subjects provide their opinion on the quality of each signal, or the effort required to understand
it, using the listening-quality scale or listening-effort scale, respectively. Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
is the averaged opinion score across subjects and indicates the subjective quality of the system or
algorithm under test. However the variance of the MOS is potentially high, due to the semantic
ambiguities [30]. This is because the one-dimensional assumption of sound quality perception is
over-simplified. A number of investigators in the past have sought to apply multidimensional scaling
techniques to the study of perception of sound in the context of music [30,31,32], therefore different
listening tests are required.
Sound impression in general describes one’s subjectivity, and the multidimensional qualities
of this subjectivity may be described using adjectives. Osgood et al. described a semantic space as a
region of some unknown dimensionally that is Euclidean in character. Each semantic scale, defined
by a pair of polar adjectives, is assumed to represent a straight-line function that passes through the
origin of this space [33]. Although a semantic space can test the validity of sound impression, the
Euclidean distance character and straight line function have yet or may not be possible to prove. A
common verbal rating technique is to utilise a scale of extremes of which purported opposites are
placed. This technique is known as the semantic differential [34]. Kendall and Carterette argued
using purported opposites could confuse the understanding of semantic space [35], and proposed the
use of direct opposites, e.g. Bright and Not Bright, which would ensure the scale passes through the
origin. The estimation using these direct opposites is called Verbal Attribute Magnitude Estimation
(VAME). We will now review some different type of subjective listening tests show in Fig. 2.2.
Firstly, subjective listening tests are differentiate from their stimuli:
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Complete Listeners judge the stimulus in the actual acoustics spaces, or carefully recorded sound.
Controlled Listeners judge synthesised sound, which permits easy and rapid variations of sound
parameters.
Secondly, the type of question the listeners answers to:
Discriminative Are sounds different in any way? Which sound is most like an oboe? How much
do two sound differ? Many researchers use this branch of listening test as the input to
multidimensional scaling (MDS).
Descriptive How do sounds differ in specific sensory characteristics? This group of listening test
methods covers the scaling and magnitude estimation requirements of VAME. The subject is
asked to quantify the sensory magnitude of a stimulus on a one-dimensional auditory attribute.
Affirmative How much is sound stimulus liked? Which of two stimuli is preferred? Subjects are
asked to give an opinion or attitude towards the sound. Traditional MOS falls into this
category.
No measuring instrument is ideal. Osgood et al. identified the following evaluation criteria: ob-
jectivity, reliability, validity, sensitivity and comparability [33]. A method is objective if the means
of arriving at the conclusions can be made explicit. Objectivity is concerned with the role of the
observer, not the observed. For speech quality measures to obtain a realistic variability in the opinion
scores, a large numbers of subjects is required. Therefore, the main drawback of subjective test-
ing is cost. Hence, it is highly desirable to find automatic assessment systems based on objective
measures by which an indication of quality can be obtained. For descriptive measures, the semantic
space should be explored, for which extensive testing is required.
2.4 Perception of Reverberation
Let us assume that the space of all percepts caused by reverberation can be spanned by N inde-
pendent dimensions, which correspond to independently-perceivable attributes of reverberation. If
each perceptual attribute can be associated with a physical feature of the impulse response, then it
be possible to model reverberation with N parameters that reproduces exactly these N attributes.
2.4.1 Reverberance
There are two experiences of the subjective effect of reflected portions of sound which are familiar
to everyone. Under certain conditions such a reflection can become a distinct ‘echo’, it is heard
consciously as a repetition of the original signal. It can frequently be observed outdoors with sound
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reflections from the walls of houses or from the edge of forests. In closed rooms such phenomena
are less common, since the echoes are usually masked by the general reverberation of the room [14].
Whether a reflection will become an echo or not depends on its delay with respect to the direct
sound, on its relative strength, on the nature of the sound signal, and on the presence of other
reflections which eventually mask the reflections under consideration.
A reflection which is perceived at all does not necessarily reach the consciousness of a
listener. Firstly, at low levels it manifests itself only by an increase of loudness of the total sound
signal, by a change in timbre, or by an increase of the apparent size of the sound source. But at
higher levels a reflection can be heard as a separate event, i.e. as a repetition of the original sound
signal [14]. Secondly, at longer delay durations, the masking of the direct sound would be less than
that of a shorter duration. Distinct echoes are not considered in this thesis.
2.4.2 Spatial Perception
When the reflection comes from a lateral direction, the reflection can profoundly affect the spatial
character of the sound. For small reflection delays (< 5 ms), the echo can cause the apparent
location of the source to shift [36]. Larger delays can increase the apparent size of the source,
depending on its frequency content, or can create the sensation of being surrounded by sound.
In the literature, various terms are used to describe the spatial sensations attributed to lateral
reflections, including spaciousness, spatial impression, envelopment, and apparent source width.
Despite the lack of consistent terminology, it is generally accepted that spaciousness is a desirable
attribute of reverberation [37]. It has been hypothesised that lateral reflections affect the spatial
character of the sound by directly influencing the localisation mechanisms of the auditory system [1];
the presence of the lateral energy causes large interaural differences which would not otherwise occur
in the presence of frontal energy alone. In this thesis, only monaural perception of reverberation is
considered.
The perception of reverberation is described by many adjectives [3]. If only monaural per-
ceptions are considered, then factors such as interaural level differences (ILD), interaural time
differences (ITD) and interaural cross-correlation coefficients (IACC) [1, 38] are not considered.
The perception of reverberation can be grouped into two main types [39,40]: Colouration and Re-
verberation Tail5. In [39], Berkley introduced a more general approach based on the application of
the image method, providing a collection of well-controlled realistic room responses with different
room acoustic parameters. Using multidimensional scaling of difference judgement, he concluded
that perception of reverberation is mainly based on a two-dimensional perceptual space.
Due to auditory masking, a human’s perception of the physical properties of the early echo
5The term reverberation tail is used to explicitly to differentiate it from the perception of whole reverberation
process or the reverberance, where in literature the term reverberation or echo is sometimes used.
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components (which consists of the direct path and early echoes) and late reverberation are not
independent of each other. The perception of colouration to be ‘measured’ is defined when the late
reverberation is ‘fixed’ and the perception of reverberation tail to be ‘measured’ is defined when
the early echoes are ‘fixed’. For a RIR with ‘strong’6 early echo components compared to one
with ‘weak’ early echo components for varying late reverberation, i) there is less dynamic range
of the reverberation tail; ii) lower absolute perception of reverberation tail. This is because the
auditory masking properties of reflections [41]. Likewise there is a similar effect of masking for the
colouration. The two perceptual effects are studied in more detail in the following.
2.4.3 Perceptual Effects of Early Echoes: Colouration
The perceptual effects of early reflections can be studied by considering a simple sound-field con-
sisting of the direct sound and a single delayed reflection [42]. This situation is easy to reproduce
in an anechoic chamber or with headphones. Using musical signals, when both the direct sound
and reflection are presented frontally and the reflection delay is greater than about 80 msec, the
reflection will be perceived as a distinct echo of the direct sound if it is sufficiently loud. As the
reflection delay becomes smaller, the reflection and direct sound fuse into one sound, but with a
tonal coloration attributed to the cancellation between the two signals at a periodic set of fre-
quencies. The reflection can also increase the loudness of the direct sound. The delay and gain
thresholds corresponding to the different percepts depend strongly on the source sound used for
the experiment [1]. Spectral deviation is a measure of the frequency response roughness or spectral
modulations. Berkley suggested that spectral deviation of room transfer functions could predict
spectral coloration. More specifically, Berkley showed that the variance of the frequency response
irregularities on a log amplitude scale was well-correlated to the subjective perception with this
coloration-component [39].
Timbre distinguishes two sounds with the same pitch, loudness and duration [43]. This
defines what timbre is not, not what it is. Many researchers have investigated both physical and
perceptual definitions of timbre, however there are no definitive answers. It is however accepted
as a perceptual parameter of sound that was complex and multidimensional [44]. Multidimensional
scaling has been a fruitful tool for studying the perceptual relationships among stimuli and for
analysing the underlying attributes. Physical properties like relative phase, time envelope, and
signal properties could all contribute the timbre of a sound. Throughout this thesis, the term
colouration will be used for the perception of change in timbre due to spectral variation from the
RIR as described in this section, while other physical acoustic properties, which could influence the
subjective perception of colouration, are not investigated.
6Strong and Weak can take different definitions, energy or other high-order statistical measures
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2.4.4 Perceptual Effects of the Late Reverberation: Reverberation Tail
The perceived attribute of the reverberation tail is mainly temporal smearing7. This temporal
smearing or ‘ring on’ type of effect is due to the very dense and decaying late reverberation. For
music performance the reverberation tail effect can enhance the sound by giving a ‘rich’ or ‘lush’
characteristics [2]. However for speech communication, it is often the cause of impaired intelligibility
due to temporal smearing. Bolt and MacDonald proposed two factors describing the degradation
of reverberant speech [45]: self-masking and overlap-masking. Self-masking refers to the time
and frequency alterations of an individual phoneme. Noise burst sounds become less abrupt, and
formant transitions between vowels are disrupted. An example of overlap-masking is two phonemes
with similar or different frequency content occurring sequentially with a brief delay between them.
Because of reverberation, the initial phoneme will endure and may overlap the second phoneme and
its associated reverberation. The relationship between frequency dependent reverberation decays
could also cause coloration [46]. This type colouration is different to the spectral response due to
the early echo components, because of the longer delays of reflections. Therefore the perceptual
effects due to these frequency dependent decays are not considered to be colouration in this thesis.
2.5 Application
The study of reverberation is important in two mains practical areas: (i) musical performance, where
reverberation is viewed as an artistic element of enrichment sound for the audience- this is where
acoustic enclosure design and its relationship to sound impression is of importance; (ii) speech pro-
cessing, where reverberation is viewed as a degradation, and could harm speech communication or
degrade the recognition rate of an ASR system. A process of dereverberation (Section 2.5.2) is
performed, and the study of the evaluation is also an important issue. Estimating the reverberation
characteristics from the reverberant signal alone can be advantageous in practical situations. Al-
though the theoretical work discussed in this work can be applied to both areas, this thesis focuses
specifically on speech communication.
2.5.1 Measurement
Measurement of room acoustics is not only necessary to increase our knowledge of the factors which
govern the subjectively perceivable acoustic qualities of a room but it is also a valuable diagnostic
tool and can give useful supporting information in the design of large halls [14]. There are many
7The authors in [2] described a term they called temporal colouration, which they defined as: "Temporal flutter
originates from defects during the smearing process reverberation. If there are energy gaps or peaks or if the spreading
is periodic or too slow, the reverberation will be perceived as having temporal flutter." However this was mainly an
issue of synthetic reverberators design.
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cases where empirical reverberation (time) measurements8 offer the only practical solution9 due to
the complexity or variety of absorbing materials present or, a lack of data regarding their absorption
characteristics. It is impossible to measure with any accuracy or repeatability with the human ear.
An electrical method in which the ear is replaced by a microphone, and some form of electrical timing
device which may be operated by the sound after its intensity has decreased below a predetermined
threshold, would be free from the limitations of the older method [47]. Olson and Kreuzer developed
a reverberation time bridge in which an analogy is drawn between the decay of the electrical energy
in capacitors shunted by resistors and the decay of sound energy in a room with sound-absorbing
walls [48]. The type of signal use for room decay curves were usually a frequency modulated
sinusoidal signals or filtered white noise [14].
The accuracy of reverberation times determined from decay curve measurements is limited
by random fluctuations in the decay curve. Schroeder proposed a new method of measuring rever-
beration called ‘Backwards Integration’ [49]. This method uses tone bursts to excite an enclosure,
and a simple integration over the tone burst response yields, in a single measurement, the ensemble
average of the decay curves called energy decay curve (EDC). Schroeder later proposed a method for
measuring room impulse responses using maximum-length pseudorandom noise or maximum-length
sequence (MLS) as the test signal [50] and is incorporated with backward integration methods to
derive energy decay curves and reverberation time. In this manner higher signal-to-noise ratio can
be achieved and the need to radiate a short pulse of high peak energy is avoided.
2.5.2 Enhancement
Dereverberation is the process of removing the reverberation from a speech or audio signal. For
acoustic dereverberation, there are two different approaches. One is to estimate and invert the
reverberant channel by deconvolution to obtain the original non-reverberant signal. The other
approach aims to enhance the signal without knowing the exact channel, decreasing the amount
of the perceived reverberation. Dereverberation can also be divided into the type of enhancement
its has on the resultant signal, primarily affecting colouration or reverberant tails. It can be also
divided into single or multiple-microphone methods [17,51]. The enhancement can be done either in
the spatial domain (beamformers), the time domain (linear prediction coding methods), frequency
domain (spectral substraction/cepstral filtering), or mixture of domains.
Multi-microphone array dereverberation is a highly active area of research [52]. Beamform-
ers, employing microphone arrays, delay the output of each transducer to time-align the sound
arriving from a given direction. The array can emphasize the signal in the steered direction and
8other time-domain measurements are described in Section 2.5.4.
9Because Sabine’s or Eyring’s equation (2.1) and (2.2) are not possible.
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attenuate signals or interference from other directions. But for highly reverberant enclosures, re-
flections as well as the desired signal can arrive from the steered direction, therefore limiting the
performance of the beamformer [53]. Many researchers use microphone arrays as a front-end to
further processing. The work of Allen et al. in 1977 [51], involved sound recordings made using two
microphones, and processed in the frequency domain. The signals are divided into frequency bands
whose corresponding outputs are cophase and added. Then the gain of each resulting band is set
based on the cross-correlation between corresponding microphone signals in that band.
Langhans and Strube [54] investigated multiband envelope filtering techniques for speech
enhancement, and Mourjopoulos and Hammond [55] used a nonlinear multiband envelope filtering
technique which reduces the prior information required regarding the room transmission character-
istics, and lessens the sensitivity of the processing method to inaccuracy in the model and measure-
ments of the room impulse response. This method reduces the effect of spectral colouration on
the observed reverberant speech but not the long-term effect of reverberation which is mostly con-
tained in the nonminimum excess phase component of the signal [17]. Lebart, Boucher and others
proposed an amplitude spectral subtraction method for the suppression of late reverberation [56].
Its novelty lies in the use of a model of the exponential decay of late reverberation. This model
makes it possible to predict the power spectral density (PSD) of reverberation, which can then be
subtracted from the total PSD of the reverberated signal, yielding an estimate of the direct signal.
Habets later extend this approach for the multichannel case [57]. However the room decay rate is
assumed a priori knowledge.
Bees et al. [58] discuss a single-channel blind approach to reverberant speech enhancement
using cepstral processing. Signals which are convolved in the time domain have complex cepstra
which are additively combined. Furthermore, signals that vary slowly in the cepstral domain can
be separated from quickly varying signals by filtering in the cepstral domain. Speech is usually
considered as slowly varying in the cepstral domain with its cepstral components concentrated
around the cepstral origin, whereas the acoustic impulse response is characterised by pulses with
rapid ‘ripples’ concentrated far away from the cepstral origin, therefore allowing dereverberation to
be achieved by removing the cepstral components corresponding to the impulse response [58].
The source-filter production model is often used for modelling speech [59]. The model
describes speech production in terms of an excitation sequence exciting a time-varying all-pole filter.
The excitation sequence consists of random noise for unvoiced speech and quasi-periodic pulses for
voiced speech, while the all-pole filter models the human vocal tract. The all-pole filter coefficients
can be estimated through Linear Prediction (LP) analysis of the recorded speech and are commonly
called LP Coefficients. The excitation sequence, or LP residual, can be now obtained by inverse
filtering of the speech signal. The motivation for the proposed techniques is the observation that in
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reverberant environments, the LP residual of voiced speech segments contains the original impulses
followed by several other peaks due to multi-path reflections. Furthermore, an important assumption
is made that the LP coefficients are unaffected by reverberation. Consequently, dereverberation is
achieved by attenuating the peaks in the excitation sequence due to multi-path reflections, and
synthesizing the enhanced speech waveform using the modified LP residual and the time-varying
all-pole filter with coefficients calculated from the reverberant speech [60]. Some research has been
reported on exploiting the spatial information with multichannel approaches to clean up the LP
residuals [61, 62].
The problem of blind system identification (BSI) is of great importance in a variety of signal
processing and communications applications. There are two groups of BSI algorithms: closed form
methods and adaptive methods. Although closed-form algorithms are capable of yielding good
estimation of channel impulse responses, they are computationally intensive and are difficult to
implement in a real-time manner [63]. Adaptive algorithms have many advantages, such as being
easier to implement, suitable for dynamic systems, etc. Recently, Huang and Benesty proposed
new adaptive blind identification algorithms for both time domain [64] and frequency domain [65].
However, BSI algorithms suffer from the following limitations [66]: i) the multi-channel system
must satisfy the channel identifiability conditions; ii) existing adaptive algorithms cannot operate
successfully under low SNR environments and iii) many approaches assume prior knowledge of the
order of the unknown system.
Dereverberation can be achieved by inverse filtering of the estimated acoustic impulse re-
sponse. The first room inversion was presented in [67], which was limited to minimum-phase RTFs.
There are two main common techniques for inversion of FIR room response, namely: linear least
squares [68] and homomorphic deconvolution [69]. It has been shown [70] that if the room response
is equalized by an inverse filter corresponding to a different RIR to that which originally ‘degraded’
the speech, the ‘equalized’ speech can sound significantly worse. The perfect equalization filter is:
Hinv (z) =
1
H(z)
, (2.14)
or in the discrete time domain:
h(n) ∗ hinv (n) = δ(n), (2.15)
where h(n) 
 H(z) is the impulse response and its z-transform, hinv (n) 
 Hinv (z) is the inverse
impulse response and its z-transform. The symbol ∗ denotes linear convolution of h(n) and hinv (n),
and δ(n) is the unit impulse function. However, the RTF is, in general, mixed phase and, as such,
does not have a causal and stable inverse given by (2.14).
One approach to speech dereverberation through inversion of the RTF is homomorphic de-
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convolution [69]. Neely and Allen [67] attempted dereverberation by an equalizer which equals the
inverse of the equivalent minimum-phase component. This does not always produce the best results
since the all-pass component contains vital reverberation information. Radlovic and Kennedy inves-
tigated the perceptual significance of residual phase distortion due to an approximate equalization
of the nonminimum-phase room response from a sound source to a microphone in a reverber-
ant room [70]. The authors then proposed an alternative approach to the minimum-phase/allpass
decomposition based on iterative flattening of the RTF. This overcomes potential numerical prob-
lems and provides more insight into subjective aspects of magnitude and phase equalization in the
reduction of acoustic reverberation.
Approximation of inverse filters using the least-squares, or linear predictive, method is well
documented and discussed in [17,55,68]. The least-squares filter is given by hLSinv,τ (n), which satisfies
the following equation:
h(n) ∗ hLSinv,τ (n) ≈ δ(n − τ), (2.16)
The time delay τ is incorporated since the inverse of a nonminimum-phase system is, in general,
acausal and infinite in length, thus allowing an improved approximation to the inverse of a nonmin-
imum system [17].
A special case of a multichannel inverse-filtering method proposed for achieving the inverse of
room acoustics that have nonminimum phases is based on the principle called MINT [71]. According
to this principle, the inverse is realized using multiple FIR filters and multiple loudspeakers (or
microphones). Coefficients of the filters can easily be determined by the well-known rules of matrix
algebra. The inverse realised by the proposed method is useful in removing any distortion due to
wall reflections.
One of the aims of this thesis is to estimate a frequency dependent room decay rate rather
than the actual RIR. Therefore our objective can directly aid the use of time-frequency based spectral
enhancement methods which need these room characteristics a priori such as the methods described
earlier and described in [56,57].
2.5.3 Recognition
In distant-talking scenarios in which the talker and the microphone are separated by, typically, be-
tween 30 and 250 cm, automatic speech recognition (ASR) is hampered by background noise, com-
peting speakers (babble) and room reverberation. Unlike background noise and competing speakers,
reverberation cannot be captured by an additive or multiplicative term in the feature domain because
reverberation has a dispersive effect on the speech feature sequences. Therefore, traditional acous-
tic modelling techniques and conventional methods to increase robustness to additive distortions
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provide only limited performance in reverberant environments.
Distant-talking speech capture can increase the comfort and the acceptance of ASR applica-
tions, such as automatic meeting transcription, voice control of consumer electronics, and dictation
systems. However, the reverberation caused by multi-path propagation of sound waves from the
source to the distant-talking microphone leads to a mismatch between the input utterances and the
acoustic model of the recognizer, usually trained on close-talking speech. Therefore, the perfor-
mance of ASR systems is significantly reduced by reverberation if no countermeasures are taken [7].
The methods for achieving robustness are classified into three groups [72]:
1. Signal dereverberation, beamforming and other preprocessing methods described in Sec-
tion 2.5.2.
2. Using robust features that are insensitive to reverberation or feature-domain compensation of
reverberation.
3. Adjustment of the acoustic models of the recognizer to reverberation by training or adaptation.
In the time domain, reverberant speech can be described by a convolution of clean speech with the
RIR characterizing the acoustic path from the speaker to the microphone. The length of the RIR,
typically ranging from 100ms to 1000ms, significantly exceeds the length of the analysis window
used for feature extraction in ASR systems, typically ranging from 10ms to 40ms. Therefore, the
time-domain convolution is not transformed into a simple multiplication in the short-time frequency
transform (STFT) domain. Instead, reverberation still has a dispersive effect in the STFT domain
and also in STFT-based feature domains. To capture this dispersive effect, a convolution of the
clean-speech feature vectors with a feature-domain reverberation representation in the mel-spectral
(melspec) domain has been proposed in several recent publications, e.g. [8, 73, 74]. In this thesis,
the aim is to develop an estimate of the reverberation model which can be employed in virtually
all robust distant-talking ASR concepts based on the melspec convolution described above as the
adjustment of the acoustic models.
2.5.4 Evaluation
Reliable quantitative measurement of the level of reverberation in a speech signal is particularly
difficult and a unanimously accepted methodology has yet to emerge [3]. It has been observed that
most of the current objective speech quality measures which give good prediction of overall speech
quality do not give good prediction for the perceived level of reverberation since they were developed
from the view point of noise reduction and, most often, speech coding. Channel-based measures,
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for which the true channel impulse response is known in the intrusive case as will be discussed in
the following, are reviewed as a reference for comparing to other type of measures.
2.5.4.1 Intrusive Channel-based Measure
There are a number of objective measures for the evaluation of the acoustic room or speech quality
in general for a given impulse response. They can be split to two categories: time based and ratio
based. Time based measures include the reverberation time (RT) and its variants and the early
decay time (EDT) [14]. RT is again defined as the time in which the total energy from the EDC
falls to -60 dB of its initial value. EDT is the time in which the first 10 dB fall of a decay process
occurs, multiplied by a factor 6. For finding the RT, the slope of the decay curve is frequently
determined in the level range from -5 to -35 dB relative to the initial level. This procedure is
intended to improve the comparability and reproducibility of reverberation times in such cases where
the fall in level does not occur linearly, whether due to direct path component or high noise floor.
It is doubtful, however, whether the evaluation of an average slope from curves which are far from
straight lines is very meaningful, or whether the evaluation should rather be restricted to their initial
parts, i.e. to the EDT which is, in any case, a more reliable indicator of the subjective impression
of reverberance than Sabine’s RT [14]. A brief summary of the ratio based measures is given in the
following:
Direct to Reverberant Ratio (DDR)
DDR = 10 log10
( ∑nd
0 h
2(n)∑∞
nd+1
h2(n)
)
, (2.17)
Early to Total Sound Energy (Deutlichkeit)
De = 10 log10
(∑ne
0 h
2(n)∑∞
0 h
2(n)
)
, (2.18)
Early to Late Ratio (Clarity Index)
Ce = 10 log10
( ∑ne
0 h
2(n)∑∞
ne+1
h2(n)
)
, (2.19)
The direct path is defined as that part of the channel impulse response between sampling index 0
and sample index nd . Due to finite sampling of the RIR, the arrival time nd , which is measured
with respect to the source signal, will usually not fall onto an exact sample instant. However, when
dealing with measured RIR, the direct path component, and therefore the related energy, can not
be determined precisely. Therefore, nd/fs is often taken 8-16 ms larger than the approximate arrival
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time of the direct sound. The earliest attempt to define an objective criterion of what may be called
the distinctness of sound, is called Deutlichkeit or early to total sound energy ratio, De . Another
objective criterion is called the Early to Late reverberation Ratio or Clarity Index, Ce . For De and
Ce , ne/fs is usually set to 50 or 80 ms [14]. The time in milliseconds is often used as a subscript, i.e.,
in the case ne/fs =50 ms, the early to total sound energy ratio is denoted by D50 and C50. These
parameters give good indication of the RIR, and are used in many acoustic enclosure designs [14].
Like the EDT, the direct path component influences these measures, whereas the RT is defined to
be independent of the direct path component.
2.5.4.2 Intrusive Signal-based Measure
For the evaluation of dereverberation algorithms, the resultant RIR may be hard to estimate or may
not exist. This is especially the case for non-linear processing and non-BSI/inversion types, such
as spectral enhancements or LPC processing. Intrusive approaches are more straightforward than
non-intrusive10 approaches because of the availability of the ground truth for comparison. There
has been much work done on intrusive signal based measures designed to evaluate speech coding
and speech enhancement with respect to noise. Some of the currently used intrusive signal-based
measures and its measurement of reverberation are reviewed in the following.
Signal to Reverberant Ratio
The instantaneous segmental Signal to Reverberation Ratio (SRR) is analogous to the instanta-
neous segmental Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), where the reverberation is treated like noise. The
instantaneous segmental SRR [3],
SRRseg(l) = 10 log 10
( ∑lR+N−1
n=lR x
2
d (n)∑lR+N−1
n=lR (xd(n)− xˆd(n))
)
(2.20)
where l is the time frame/segment index of length N in samples, N/fs is usually set equal to 32 ms,
R is the frame rate in samples, xd(n) is the direct signal, which is a delayed version of the anechoic
signal, and xˆd(n) is the enhanced signal. The frame rate R is usually chosen such that the frames
overlap 50%-75%. The mean segmental SRR is then obtained by averaging (2.20) over all frames.
An inherent problem with time-domain measures, is that they are very sensitive to time-
alignment error, and this problem is even more difficult to address when the misalignment is a
non-constant lag. From a perceptual point of view, it is believed that our hearing performs a short-
time spectra analysis on the incoming sound [75, 76], i.e. difference in the time-domain may not
10Only the output or reverberant signal is available.
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reflect the the difference in the perception of the sound. Therefore researchers were motivated to
look at different domains.
Log-Spectral Distortion
One of the oldest distortion measures proposed for speech and the one which most closely resembles
traditional difference distortion measures is formed by the average of the difference of the log spectra
raised to a power of the desired signal xd(n) and the enhanced signal xˆd(n). In most cases short-time
spectra are used, which are obtained using the STFT of the signals. The STFT of the signal x(n)
is denoted by X(l , k), where l denotes the time frame and k the frequency bin. The frame length
is usually between 32 and 64 ms long, and the overlap is 50%-75%. The Lp norm of the difference
between X(l , k) and Xˆ(l , k), in the lth frame, is defined as
LSD(l) =
 2
K
K
2
−1∑
k=0
|L{Xˆd(l , k)} − L{Xd(l , k)}|p

1
p
(2.21)
where L{Xd(l , k)} ≡ {20 log10Xd(l , k)} is the log spectrum confined to about 50 dB dynamic range.
The mean Log Spectral Distortion (LSD) is obtained by averaging (2.21) over all frames containing
speech. The most common choices for p are 1, 2, and ∞, yielding sum, Euclidean distance, and
maximum deviation, respectively. Psycho-acousticians found that the frequency discrimination is
not on a linear scale and the loudness perception is also frequency dependent, thus this motivated
researchers to transform short-time spectra into the perceptual domain.
Bark Spectral Distortion
An often used perceptual domain measure is the Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD), which transforms
the speech signal into a perceptually relevant domain incorporating human auditory models [77].
The Bark spectrum is calculated by going through three steps: critical band filtering, equal loudness
pre-emphasis and phon to sone conversion [41]. The input to this process is the magnitude squared
spectrum for the current analysis frame with index l . The BSD metric makes use of the output,
the Bark spectra LB and LˆB of the direct signal and the enhanced signal respectively. When the
Bark spectra are calculated the BSD score can be obtained by
BSD =
1
L
∑
l
∑Kb
kb=1
(LB(l , kb)− LˆB(l , kb))2∑Kb
kb=1
(LB(l , kb))2
, (2.22)
where L denotes the number of analysis frames and kb denotes the Bark bins. The resulting BSD
score for a speech signal is the average of the BSD scores for all of the analysis frames.
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The objective measures described in ITU-T Recommendation P.862 (February 2001) are
known as perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [78]. It is recommended that PESQ
be used for speech quality assessment of 3.1 kHz (narrow-band) handset telephony and narrow-
band speech codecs [78]. PESQ is achieved in several stages: time alignment, level alignment to
a calibrated listening level, time frequency mapping, frequency warping, and compressive loudness
scaling. The latter three stage are analogous to the BSD. Then a small number of quality indicators
are used to model all subjective effects. In PESQ, two error parameters are computed in the cognitive
model; these are combined to give an objective listening quality score. The discussed measures can
be classified as static measures, although human hearing is also found to be sensitive to dynamic
variations [79].
Modulation Spectrum
Speech can be considered as a sequence of sounds with a continuously varying spectrum. These
spectral variations lead to fluctuations of the envelope of the signal within individual frequency bands.
Based on this concept, Steeneken and Houtgast derived the Speech Transmission Index (STI),
which is a powerful and widely accepted measure to predict the effect of room acoustics on speech
intelligibility [80]. This measure quantifies the speech intelligibility in terms the spectral content of
the signal envelope. Plomp derived a so-called modulation spectrum of speech by determining the
spectrum of the signal envelope within each frequency band [31]. The modulation spectra show
that the relevant modulation frequencies of speech are roughly in a range between 0.1 to 40 Hz
and that the strongest fluctuations are between 3 to 5 Hz. The shape of the modulation spectrum
is about the same for all octave bands, but the amount of modulation, denoted by the Modulation
Index (MI), differs between the bands. The strongest modulations are found within the frequency
band that is centred around 500 Hz, while the low-frequency bands contain less modulation. Tails
produced by past acoustic events fill in low energy regions between consecutive sounds, and reduce
the modulation depth of the original envelope and thus modifying its MI. In case the degraded signal
is successfully dereverberated the modulation spectrum should be restored [6].
2.5.4.3 Non-intrusive Signal Measures
The first non-intrusive signal-based approach proposed in the literature dates back to 1994 [81].
In this study, comparisons between features of the received speech signal and vector quantizer
codebook representations of the features of clean speech were used to estimate speech quality.
In [82,83], VQ codebooks were replaced by Gaussian mixture probability models to improve quality
measurement performance. Other proposed schemes have made use of vocal tract models [84]
and spectro-temporal representations of normative speech behaviour [85] for single-ended quality
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measurement. ITU-T Recommendation P.563 represents the current state-of-the-art single-ended
algorithm [86, 87]. Falk proposed a non-intrusive method specifically for different room acoustical
parameters [88] which will be reviewed in more detail in Section 4.2.
2.6 Review Summary
In this chapter, a brief overview with the interests and the studies of reverberation was first presented.
Next a framework of describing reverberation, which includes discussion of geometrical, modal and
statistical model for reverberation was reviewed. Then literature review and discussion on perceptual
effects of reverberation, subjective and objective measures of reverberation, and applications related
to reverberation were presented. This leads the way to the following chapters for developing a
reverberation model and the estimation of its parameters.
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Chapter 3
Reverberation Modelling
Sailing down a river alone
I’ve been trying to find
My way back home
But I don’t believe in magic
Life is automatic
But I don’t mind being on my own
Listen up
3.1 Introduction
It is important to study models of reverberation and understand how the parameters affect both
physical and perceptual properties of reverberation. In this chapter, statistical reverberation models
in frequency domain, time domain and time-frequency domain are reviewed first in Section 3.2.
Some parametric room models to aid the realisation of reverberation process are next studied. This
enables studies of the relationships between physical and perceptual parameters of reverberation in
the following sections. Then two intrusive methods to measure the perception of reverberation tail
RDT in Section 3.4 and colouration Rcol in Section 3.5 are proposed. This is done by extracting the
most relevant physical properties corresponding to the perception of reverberation. In Section 3.6,
the performance of RDT using a subjective listening test on a set of reverberant speech and dere-
verberated speech signals are evaluated. For Rcol , the multi-dimensionality of the colouration space
is demonstrated through verbal attribute subjective listening tests.
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3.2 Time-Frequency Room Model
In this section, both frequency domain and time domain room models are reviewed in more detail,
thus enabling the discussion of the time-frequency domain stochastic room models, and a formulation
of the ‘natural-sounding’1 STFT domain parametric room model.
3.2.1 Frequency-Domain Statistical Room Model
Since the aim in this Section is to investigate general room models, the dependency on source and
microphone position is dropped. Schroeder and Kuttruff [89] consider the modulus square of the
complex frequency response of the RIR, |H(f )|2, as their dependent variable and denote it by H(f ):
H(f ) ≡ |H(f )|2, (3.1)
and the (inverse) Fourier transform of H(f ), H(t), is the autocorrelation function of impulse re-
sponse of H(f ),
H(t) =
∫ +∞
−∞
h(t ′)h(t ′ + t)dt ′. (3.2)
To evaluate this integral, the authors expanded the causal impulse responses into decaying normal
modes,
h(t) =
∞∑
k=−∞
ak exp(−δkt + jωkt), for t > 0 (3.3)
Here ak is the complex amplitude of the k-th normal mode for t → 0, ωk its eigenfrequenies2, δk
is one over the time in which its energy decays to 1/e of its initial value and is directly related to
reverberation time (RT) by T60 = 3 loge(10)/δ . Assuming a uniform decay constant δ for normal
modes, 〈H2(t)〉 can be calculated by inserting (3.3) into (3.2) and averaged over all possible vales
of the eigenfrequencies, ωk , and excitation coefficients, ak , to obtain
〈H2(t)〉 = G4e−2δ|t|. (3.4)
Here the constant, G4, depends on the assumptions made in the averaging process, but is indepen-
dent of time for the distributions of excitation coefficients and eigenfrequencies encountered in real
rooms. If both the first and second derivatives, H′ and H′′, are Gaussian distributed, the average
spacing between adjacent maxima (normal modes), 〈∆fmax 〉, can be calculated using a formula by
Rice [90] in terms of H2(t), and this can be written as:
〈∆fmax 〉 =
√
3δ
2
≈ 4
Tr
Hz. (3.5)
1Using descriptive subjective listening tests.
2Defined in Section 2.2.2.
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This statistical model relies on the assumption of high modal overlap in the frequency domain above
the Schroeder frequency, which has been verified experimentally [89]. For frequencies above the
Schroeder frequency, both the real and imaginary parts of H(f ) approach Gaussian distributions [89].
The Gaussian distribution assumptions of the first and second derivative of H are satisfied to a
certain extent. The deviation from a Gaussian distribution results in insignificant errors to Schroeder
and Kuttruff’s 〈∆fmax 〉 equation in (3.5) [89, 14]. These statistical properties also apply when
the complex response is considered as a frequency dependent stochastic process. They are valid
irrespective of the microphone position, provided that the direct sound can be neglected compared
to the reflected sound, i.e. in the diffuse field, above a limit frequency which depends on the
room [89,91].
3.2.2 Time and Time-Frequency Domain Statistical Room Model
Polack [16] developed a time-domain model complementing Schroeder’s frequency-domain model.
The time domain statistical model is analogous to that of (3.4) described in Section 3.2.1. In [89],
Schroeder and Kuttruff’s room impulse response is described by decaying normal modes at different
eigenfrequencies. In Polack’s model, a room impulse response is described as one realization of a
non-stationary stochastic process:
h(t) = b(t)e−δt for t ≥ 0, (3.6)
where b(t) is a zero-mean stationary Gaussian noise, and δ is related to the RT by T60 = 3 loge δ.
The random noise b(t) is characterised by its power spectral density, denoted P (f ). According to
Polack [16], the impulse response can then be observed on two different time scales:
• A small time scale corresponding to the ‘fast’ variations of the signal b(t).
• A large time scale corresponding to the ‘slow’ variations of the decay envelope, e−δt .
In the time-domain [91], there is an interval after which Polack’s stochastic RIR model
becomes valid. The time-domain response can only be Gaussian if a sufficient number of reflections
overlap at any time along the response, so that the peaks no longer correspond to the arrivals
of individual reflections. Since the reflection density increases with time according to (2.7), the
situation is similar to that found in the frequency domain in Section 3.2.1, except that, unlike the
bandwidth of a mode, the reflection in the time domain cannot be defined solely with respect to
the intrinsic properties of the room. The spreading of a reflection in the time domain can only be
expressed with reference to the bandwidth on the source excitation which determines the spreading
of the source pulse. If the criterion is that 10 reflections at least overlap within a characteristic
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time resolution of the auditory system, taken equal to 24 ms in [16], 2.7 leads to:
tmixing ≈
√
V ms, (3.7)
where V is the volume of the room (m3). Polack shows that the exponentially decaying stochastic
model of (3.6) can be established within the framework of geometrical acoustics and billiard theory
[16], and defines the mixing time as the times it takes for a set of initially adjacent sound rays
to spread uniformly across the room. By that time, the reverberation process has become diffuse,
i.e. the acoustical energy density and the direction of the intensity vector are uniformly distributed
across the room. A good example of diffuse reverberation process, is exciting a room with a noise
source, and after reaching steady state, switching the noise off. Consequently, the volume of the
room, V , can be considered as imposing an upper limit for the mixing time in typical ‘mixing’ rooms.
Hence the stochastic time-frequency model of reverberation decays is valid providing: i) frequencies
are higher than the Schroeder frequency and ii) times are later than the mixing time, for which an
upper limit is given by (3.7).
3.2.3 Concept of Energy Decay Curve and Energy Decay Relief
Schroeder [49] showed that, if the excitation signal is a white random noise, the ensemble average
of the level recorded at the microphone, i.e. the ideal Energy Decay Curve (EDC), is identical to
the curve obtained from a single recording of one RIR, by computing a backward integration of the
energy of the RIR, h2(t). The EDC is defined as follows:
EDCh(t) =
∫ +∞
t
h2(τ)dτ, (3.8)
which means that EDCh(t) equals the remaining energy in the impulse response after time t. The
EDC for a given frequency band is simply obtained by filtering h(t) before squaring and integration.
The cumbersome procedure of ensemble averaging is thus replaced by a single measurement of h(t).
Jot et al. [91], formalise and generalise the above procedure for analyzing room impulse
responses, in which they considered a general class of time-frequency representations which provide
an Energy Decay Curve evaluated locally at any frequency [91, 92]. This is easily obtained, by
applying (3.8) to any given frequency. A time-frequency extension of Schroeder’s EDC can thus be
defined on the basis of a time-frequency representation, H(t, f ), obtained from h(t):
h(t) −→ H(t, f ). (3.9)
If H(t, f ) is time-frequency representation of the energy signal h(t), the associated Energy Decay
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Relief (EDR), denoted EDRh(t, f ), is defined by:
EDRh(t, f ) =
∫ +∞
t
H(t, f ). (3.10)
Jot et al. then proposed to synthesise the reverberant signal by using a feedback delay network
which produces a reference filter. The reference filter is then controlled with absorbent and tone
correction filters. The characteristics of the reverberation is controlled by a mapping between
the analysis parameters to the synthesis parameters, so that frequency dependent decay rates are
mapped to the coefficients of the absorbent filter.
3.2.4 STFT Statistical Room Model
The basic idea of EDC and EDR is that the room characteristics are modelled using a deterministic
part, and a different realisation with a stochastic part. Therefore there is an ambiguity problem
going from the EDR model to a realisation of the reverberation to be used. With Jot’s reverberator,
the ambiguity issue is not a problem since the reference filter will realize each RIR with the given
EDR parameters. Many speech enhancement algorithms are implemented in the STFT domain,
thus the STFT is a practical choice for the time-frequency distribution.
In this section, the properties of the Polack room model (3.6) in the discrete STFT domain
are discussed. The STFT of the discrete RIR, h(n), can be written as:
H(l , k) =
∞∑
m=−∞
w(l −m)h(m)e−j2pikm, (3.11)
where w(n) is a window that selectively determines the portion of the RIR in the time domain
h(n) being analyzed [93], l and k are the time and frequency indices. The observation made from
the STFT of the Polack models can then give insight to formulating parametric time-frequency
models. These parametric models can aid the study of the effects of the physical parameters on
the perceptual characteristics. In this section the signals were first analysed using a standard STFT
using Hamming window of 256 samples, FFT size of 512 samples and 75% frame overlap at 16 kHz.
The magnitude STFT of the Polack model, |H(l , k)|, is the frequency response of the RIR at each
time frame l , which gives information about the colouration and reverberation tail of the RIR.
The phase of the STFT of the reverberation models is not very well studied in the litera-
ture. It is hard to intuitively imagine how the phase of the STFT could affect the perception of
reverberation whereas intuition concerning the magnitude STFT is much more commonly seen in
the literature. Figure 3.1(a) and (c) show the unwrapped phase responses of two realization of h(n)
(Both Tr=1.70 s), which are approximately linear with gradient ranging from 1.1 to 1.4 radians per
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Figure 3.1: Unwrapped phase STFT of RIR (First ten frames), h(t) (a) Realization 1, (b) Realization
1 zoomed view, (c) Realization 2, (d) Realization 2 zoomed view.
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Figure 3.2: Phase of first frequency bins (a) T60 = 0.35 s (b) T60 = 1.70 s.
frequency bin. In Fig. 3.1(b) and (d), the zoomed in view shows that, in any time frame analysis,
the phase response of first frequency bin k0, ∠H(l , k0) is always either 0 or −pi. This is because
DC components are real. Figure 3.2(a) and (b) show the values of ∠H(l , k0) for the two different
realization of h(n). The value of ∠H(l , k0) seems to be random and equally likely to be 0 or −pi.
Different RTs also did not seem to change the characteristics of the unwrapped phase.
3.2.5 Synthesis of STFT Room Model
In the time domain, reverberant speech can be described by a convolution of clean speech with
the RIR characterising the acoustic path from the speaker to the microphone. As described in
Section 2.5.3, the time-domain convolution is not transformed into a simple multiplication in the
STFT domain. Instead, reverberation still has a ‘convolutive’ effect in the STFT domain across time
frames. Nakatani et al. proposed that convolution in the time domain can be precisely represented
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in the STFT domain by a set of convolutions defined in individual frequency bins followed by cross-
band effect compensation over frequency bins [94]. Avargel and Cohen also looked into similar
problem of cross-band compensation [95]. Since much speech and audio processing is done in the
STFT domain, it would be then advantageous to synthesise reverberation in the STFT domain.
In this section, the knowledge of the STFT characteristics observed from the previous section is
used to formulate parametric RIR models in the STFT domain. The aim is to remove as much
‘stochasticity’ of the model as possible, in both magnitude and phase, while retaining accuracy and
naturalness in the realisation of the reverberation process.
3.2.5.1 Energy STFT parametric modeling of the RIR
The energy model of STFT of the RIR is proposed in the following form:
|Hp(l , k)| = B(l , k) exp(−λk(l)), (3.12)
where B(l , k) is related to the stochastic part b(t) in (3.6), and λk is defined as the room decay
rate of each bin k . The room decay rate is related to the decay constant described in (3.4) as
λk = 2δk .
3.2.5.2 Phase STFT parametric model of the RIR
From properties observed of the phase STFT of the Polack RIR model Section 3.2.4, the (un-
wrapped) phase model is proposed in the following form:
∠Hp(l , k) = −ψ(l)k + φ(l), (3.13)
where ψ(l) is the gradient of the phase response at frame l , and φ(l) is the initial phase angle added
to the phase response. Table 3.1 shows the different combinations of parametric processes for ψ(l)
and φ(l). sgn is the signum function, sin(l) is used to vary the values of ψ(l) and φ(l) without
the need for a stochastic process. Figure 3.3 shows (a) phase extracted from Polack RIR model,
(b)-(e) parametric phase and from Table 3.1.
3.2.6 Comparison
In this section, the modelling of the parametric STFT room model proposed in Section 3.2.5 is
evaluated. The reverberant speech is generated from the inverse STFT of the STFT RIR model,
and the resultant RIR is then convolved with the anechoic speech. Although one could implement
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Case ψ(l) φ(l)
a stochastic stochastic
b e/2 0
c e/2 (sgn{sin(l)}−1)
2
pi
d e/2 + sin(
l
2
)
2
0
e e/2 + sin(
l
2
)
2
(sgn{sin(l)}−1)
2
pi
Table 3.1: Different combinations of ψ(l) and φ(l)
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Figure 3.3: The phase response for cases (a-e) in Table 3.1
it using the reviewed cross-band compensation methods described above in Section 3.2.5, directly
convolving in the STFT domain is avoided in this thesis, since the inverse STFT is well established.
These reverberant signals are then compare with original time-domain Polack RIR model. The per-
ceptual qualities of each parametric STFT room model are evaluated on its physical and perceptual
characteristics.
Firstly, using the stochastic phase model in Table 3.1(a), the following magnitude models are
compared: magnitude extracted from time domain Polack RIR model and parametric magnitude
model where B(l , k) = 13. For this given phase model, the magnitude did not seem to have
noticeable difference from preliminary listening tests4. Thus in the following analysis, only the
parametric magnitude model is used for the comparison of different phase models. In Table 3.2,
the objective measures of Bark Spectral Distortion and Cepstral Distance along with descriptive
3Coloured rooms can be easily modelled using in a parametric form of B(l , k) = B′(k).
4The listening tests in this section are done by three listeners with audio recording or processing experience.
Adjectives were discussed and used to described the artefacts of each magnitude or phase model. No ratings or
scores were given for the test in this section.
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listening are used to evaluate the parametric room models with different phase model against the
stochastic RIR case (s). Spectral measures are used, because sample by sample measures give a
poor prediction of how the two signals are perceptually alike [77]. It can be seen that cases (b) and
(d) have the worst objective scores, and subjectively each have different types of annoying ringing
sounds along with the reverberation. Using the stochastic phase model, case (a) gives the best
results while, with the parametric phase model, case (e) is also very good. Subjectively both these
two cases are similar sounding to that of the stochastic RIR model.
Objective measures can only serve as a general measure of quality; it is not possible to
deduce the type of the artefacts that arise from different phase models. From subjective listening
comparison of cases (d) and (e), the following was generalised:
• φ(n) = 0 causes a low depth and fast phasing or flanging like effect. Phasing creates a series
of peaks and troughs in the frequency spectrum.
Also from cases (c) and (e):
• ψ(n) = constant will cause an annoying effect similar to that of a ring modulator. Ring
modulation produces a signal rich in overtones, suitable for producing bell-like or otherwise
metallic sounds.
Measure-Case a b c d e
BSD 0.04675 0.13484 0.13628 0.071627 0.059883
CD 3.545 7.0954 4.4116 4.0084 3.5798
Subjective artefacts Ringing and Phasing Phasing Ringing
Table 3.2: Table of Parametric RIR Models to the RIR Stochastic Model
In Fig. 3.4, five phase models (a,b,c,d,e) from Table 3.1 combined with the parametric
magnitude model (3.12) are compared. The spectrogram of the reverberant speech is displayed
along with the stochastic RIR model as case (s). The artefacts can be seen in these spectrogram.
It can be seen in Fig. 3.4(c), that there are some fluctuations in the frequency spectrum causing
perceptual effects of phasing. It can also be seen that in Fig. 3.4(b) and (d), that there are distinct
overtones causing a ring modulation like effect. It can be seen that Fig. 3.4(a) and (e) are almost
identical to (s) as expected from Table 3.1.
In this section, parametric RIR models have been proposed based on Polack RIR model.
Parametric modelling of the RIR is done in both the magnitude and phase of the short-time Fourier
transform of the RIR. It can also be seen that the proposed parametric modelling (case (e)) is most
perceptually correlated with the stochastic room model as shown in Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Spectrogram STFT of the reverberant speech for cases (a)-(e). (s):stochastic models
3.3 A novel signal based measurement
Room impulse responses (or how this response is modified by a dereverberation algorithm) may not
exist or may be difficult to estimate for time-varying processing, non-linear processing, or systems
with combinations of both. For example, in [62], the authors used a dereverberation algorithm that
does not give an equivalent impulse response. In these cases it is not possible to employ measures
based on the impulse response. Therefore a measure which only requires the difference between
the reverberant and original reference speech signals would be more practical. As discussed in the
previous chapter, intrusive measures in the short time spectral domain or perceptual variations of
them give more perceptual relevance compared to time or frequency only domains.
Various spectral difference measures are employed to quantify algorithm performance when
evaluating reverberant and dereverberated speech. For example, Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD)
[77] is an often used as an objective measure of speech quality. Assuming the only ‘distortion’
present is the room reverberation, the BSD measures the room reverberation as a perceptually
weighted spectral difference of the original and reverberant signal. Perceptually this difference
consists of two parts: the colouration effect, and the reverberation decay tail effect [14, 51, 96].
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The colouration effect is due mostly to the stronger early room reflections [28], and the reverberation
decay tail effect is due to the later response of the acoustic room impulse response. The direct
sound added to one or more strong reflections results in a spectrum of peaks and valleys. For
delay times in the equivalent impulse response up to about 25 ms the colouration is mainly due to
frequency-response variations [38]. Some speech enhancement methods for dereverberation can also
introduce artifacts that cause colouration. Whether the colouration arises from room reverberation
or algorithm processing, specific colouration estimates can also help in the design of enhancement
methods for equalization. Schroeder et al. [42] investigated the colouration caused by one strong
reflection using white noise as input signal. The authors proposed two objective criteria to predict
the perception of colouration: a spectral criterion and an autocorrelation criterion. The spectral
criterion states that colouration is perceptible if the level difference between max-value and min-value
of the short-time power spectrum exceeds some threshold. The autocorrelation criterion states that
colouration is perceptible if the ratio of the max value of the short-time autocorrelation function for
any nonzero delay to its value at zero delay exceeds some threshold. Berkley later suggested that
spectral deviation of a room transfer function could predict spectral colouration, and showed that
the variance of the spectral response irregularities was well correlated to the subjective perception
of coloration [39]. Both Schroeder’s and Berkley’s measure require room responses for spectrally
flat input signals, such as an impulse or a white noise signal.
The colouration and the reverberation tail measure should be designed to be independent.
However subjectively it is hard to define a set of perceptual bases that is to be complete orthog-
onal, thus in this thesis, it is assumed that the main perceptual contributions are due to the main
corresponding physical properties reviewed in literature. Previous work on estimation of reverbera-
tion time [5], [97] and [98] is related to the work in this section but does not consider perceptual
significance nor separation of colouration and decay tail. The approach is to consider colouration
and the reverberation decay tail effect separately since their perceptual effects are very different.
The aim of this section is to develop two objective measures from speech signals without the need
for knowledge or estimation of the impulse response: (i) Reverberation Decay Tail, RDT , measuring
the perceived effect of the reverberant decay tail based on the relative late reverberation energy;
(ii) Colouration of Reverberation, Rcol , measuring the colouration of reverberation based on the
spectral characteristics of the early echoes.
Bark Spectral Distortion is an often used measure of speech quality, as it takes into account
auditory frequency warping, critical-band integration, amplitude sensitivity variations with frequency
and subjective loudness [77]. However BSD does not measure specifically the two attributes of
reverberation, colouration and decay tail. Colouration is a mainly a frequency distortion which is
due to the stronger early reflections. Colouration can cause a sound to be ‘boxy’, ‘thin’, ‘bright’,
and so on. The reverberation decay tail causes a ‘distant’ and ‘echo-ey’ sound quality due to the tail
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of the late reverberation. Current objective measures which operate on impulse responses such as
the T60, C50, TS5, and on input-output signals such as BSD or CD, measure a combination of the
two effects discussed above. A measure of the latter kind which only requires the reverberant and
reference signals would be more practical because the room impulse response (or how this response
is modified by a dereverberation algorithm) may not be available or may be difficult to estimate.
A parametric tail decay modeling is proposed, similar to those of [5] and [57], which has the
advantage of estimating the decay tail without needing to estimate the full impulse response and
measuring the reverberation more independently of the colouration effect. Measuring the rever-
beration tail effect is achieved by computing the measure over frames where the reverberation tail
effect is strongest compared to the colouration, such as after the end-points6. Next a measurement
for the colouration, independent7 of the reverberation decay tail effect is developed. The approach
is to estimate the effect of room/process colouration by examining onsets in the input speech at
different frequencies using time-frequency analysis. The only points where there is ‘visibility’ of the
effect of early reflections are at speech onsets. By ‘visibility’, it is meant where the time-aligned
differences of the input-output short-time spectra are mostly due to the early reflection and the
effect of reverberation decay tail of previous speech frames is negligible, therefore measuring the
colouration independent of reverberation.
3.4 Reverberation Decay Tail measure: RDT
In the following, a measure RDT is formulated in Bark domain. Firstly, a model for the perception
of the reverberation tail effect based on relative late reverberation is proposed, where the model
parameter are estimated during end-points and flat regions. Then a search algorithm is proposed
for the end-points and flat regions. Comparison between the Rdt and the BSD are shown at the
end.
3.4.1 Reverberation Tail Concept
The aim is to estimate the decay tail model parameters from Bark Spectral (BS) difference of the
reverberant and reference speech in each BS bin. The unit for the BS difference in each BS bin,
kb, and time frame, l , is perceptual ‘loudness’ in sones [77]. Estimating the tail decay parameters
from the BS difference is used to eliminate in the measurement any decay tail in the reference
5Centre time: time centre of gravity of the squared room impulse response [14].
6End-points are defined as instants of time at which the speech energy falls abruptly and then the flat-regions
are defined as periods of time immediately following an end-point during which there are no significant increases in
energy due to speech onset. Algorithms for finding these end-points will be defined in Section 3.4.2
7or at least the dependencies are minimised
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Figure 3.5: (a)impulse, (b)white noise, (c) impulse response, (d) reverberant noise, (e)(g)(i) fitted
decay tail curves for impulse response for different BS bins (50,100,150), (f)(h)(j) fitted decay tail
curves for reverberant noise for different BS bins (50,100,150). Dash lines indicate the fitted curve and
solid lines indicate the actual values.
speech, due perhaps to natural vocal tract resonances. It is assumed that the two signals can be
time aligned and can be normalized in energy in the BS domain.
End-points are defined as instants of time at which the speech energy falls abruptly and then
the flat-regions are defined as periods of time immediately following an end-point during which there
are no significant increases in energy due to speech onset. It is assumed first that end-points in
the energy of each BS bin can be found. Examples of such signal end-points can easily be found in
simple signals such as an impulse (Fig. 3.5(a)) and a finite duration WGN sequence (Fig. 3.5(b)).
Decay responses obtained after reverberation are shown in Fig. 3.5(c) and (d) for inputs (a) and
(b) respectively. Fig. 3.5(e)-(j) (solid lines) shows the BS difference decay curves for three arbitrary
BS bins. In line with model of (3.23), these decay curves are modelled using
d(l , kb) = Akbe
−λkb l , l = 1, 2, ..., J (3.14)
where l and kb are the time frame index and Bark bin index. The Akb (offset) and λkb (gradient) are
obtained using sum of squares error minimisation curve fitting (dashed lines) to the decay curve from
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Figure 3.6: Concept of reverberation decay tail: (a) Reverberation decay tail estimation from the BS
difference, (b) the direct path estimate for a particular tail decay estimate from the BS of the reference
signals, (c) Fitted curve using sum squares error minimization.
the BS difference (circled solid lines) as shown in Fig. 3.6. The term Akb represents the estimated
level of decay, and the term λkb represents the estimated room decay rate. Here, l starts from 1
instead of 0 because the estimate of the tail decay is from the BS difference, and the peaks at the
origin are approximately equal from the normalisation. The term corresponding to l = 0 is defined
to be the direct path frame and is denoted Dkb .
For each particular Bark bin, it is possible to find many end-points/flat-regions during a
speech or music8 signal. Let us define the average reverberation tail loudness, A¯kb , and weighted
average room decay rate, λ¯kb , as
A¯kb =
∑M
p=1 Akb(p)
M
and λ¯kb =
∑M
p=1 Akb(p)λkb(p)
MA¯kb
. (3.15)
where there are total ofM end-points/flat-region in the kb-th Bark bin, and p is the end-points/flat-
region indices. The room decay rates are weighted averaged, to improve the robustness of erroneous
estimates. The average direct component loudness, Dkb , is obtained from
D¯kb =
∑M
p=1Dkb(p)
M
, (3.16)
where Dkb(p) is the direct component loudness estimated in the kb-th BS bin from finding end-
points in the reference signal. RDT is defined as the ratio of the amplitude and decay rate of
the exponential decays normalized to the amplitude of the direct component. The RDT jointly
characterizes the relative energy in the reverberation tail compared to the direct component and
8In this thesis only speech signals were investigated to avoid complications in music.
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the rate of decay and is written
RDT =
Kb
∑Kb
kb=1
A¯kb∑Kb
kb=1
λ¯kb
∑Kb
kb=1
D¯kb
, (3.17)
where Kb is the total Bark bins. This is intuitive since
• Larger the reverberation tail energy A, the more perceived reverberation tail effect.
• Slower/smaller the decay rate λ, the more perceived reverberation tail effect.
• Larger the direct component energy D, the less perceived reverberation tail effect.
Although one could consider alternative averaging schemes, the current proposed averaging methods
performs well and is intuitive, thus different ‘averaging’ methods were not further investigated in
this thesis.
3.4.2 End-points and Flat Regions
To find end-points/flat regions in each BS bin of the reference signal/speech a search algorithm is
proposed. Data from multiple end-points in any given BS bin can be combined (3.17) to improve
the robustness of the measure. The function
∆χ(l , q, kb) = χ(l , k)− χ(l + q, kb), (3.18)
describes the difference or gradient between the sone values, χ9, at time frame l and l + q in the
kb-th Bark bin. The starting point for an end-point is defined in bin kb at frame l0 when a sufficiently
large negative gradient is found satisfying
∆χ(l0, 1, k) > δ1. (3.19)
For each end-point, the number of frames I is counted for which
∆χ(l0 + i , 1, k) > δ2 i = 1, 2..., I, (3.20)
thus end-points can exists longer than the initial frame as long as (3.19) and (3.20) are satisfied. A
flat-region may only follow an end-point. A flat-region is defined in any Bark bin as a range of time
frames within which the sone loudness varies less than δmin and is lower than a given floor, δf loor ,
9χ can be any magnitude time-frequency represenetation, in this particular example, the Bark Spectral in sone
was used.
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Figure 3.7: Results of end-points/flat-regions search algorithm on a male English utterance. Dash lines
indicates loudness level, and solid lines indicates detected flat-regions.
for a duration of at least Jmin frames, satisfying
∆χ(l0 + I, q, k) < δmin and χ(l0 + I + q, k) < δt , (3.21)
with q = 1, 2..., J. Typical values of I, Jmin, δ1, δ2, δmin and δf loor are 2, 5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1 and 0.2
for 32 ms non-overlapping frames. The fitting is carried out over the flat-region of length J of the
BS difference. Results of the search algorithm for the end-points/flat-regions are shown in Fig. 3.7.
3.4.3 Results for RDT
The performance of RDT is evaluated by comparing it against T60 for different type of signals. RIR
are generated using the Polack model with white noise for ‘colourless’ reverberation. T60 are calcu-
lated using Schroeder’s method [49] on the generated RIRs. Using white noise to generate diffuse10
RIRs eliminates problems using the T60 to measure the perceived reverberation independently from
different colouration. Figure 3.8 compares the RDT measure obtained from the speech signals with
T60s obtained from the RIR. Two speech test signals have been employed in addition to an impulse
and noise stimulus. Room responses with T60 values ranges from 200 ms to 1800 ms. The results
show a strong correlation between RDT and T60 under colourless reverberation in all cases, thus
RDT is a good indicator of the perceived reverberation decay tail effect.
Figure 3.9 shows the results of RDT against T60 for two speech test signals convolved with
RIR of varying T60. Two cases are studied: the case of colourless reverberation, and the case in
which the constant colouration is non-white. Constant colouration is generated using Allen and
10i.e. there are no strong and distinct early echo components.
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Berkley’s image method [26,99] with different T60 but of constant colouration caused by the strong
distinct early echoes11. This is achieved by fixing the room dimension, but varying the reflectivity
of the walls. Figure 3.10 shows the BSD against the T60 for the same speech data. By comparing
Fig. 3.9 and 3.10, it can be seen that the RDT is less dependent on the signal than BSD. The
correlation of RDT and BSD is 0.92 and 0.87 respectively for the colourless case across all speech
sets, while for the constant colouration case is 0.96 to 0.75. It can be seen that for the constant
colouration case, there is a high loss in the performance of the BSD to measure the reverberation
decay tail effect due to the interaction between the room colouration and the signal’s timbre, while
the performance of the RDT is not negatively affected by colouration or the characteristics of the
signal.
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 compare the RDT measure against the BSD for different colouration
11These RIRs from the image method are still relatively diffuse or the early to late ratio is chosen roughly equal.
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of the same reverberation time (T60 = 1 s). The colouration is varied similar to above, with varying
early echoes shown on the horizontal axis. The perceived reverberation tail effect would be expected
to be influenced by the different colouration since the direct to reverberant or early to late ratios are
not fixed exactly. It can be seen that the RDT matches better than BSD across the different speech
of the same reverberation system, therefore showing the independence of RDT to different signal
timbre’s interaction with different colouration. It can also be seen that the RDT is less dependent
on the room’s colouration in general. The mean and standard deviation of the RDT calculated over
the 20 points of Fig. 3.11 is 539.8 and 95.7, which is equivalent to a coefficient of variation of
17.7% due to different colouration for a given T60. This is much less than the values calculated
from Fig. 3.12 with mean 0.337, standard deviation 0.112 and coefficient of variation 33.3% for
BSD.
A measure for the perceived reverberation decay tail effect, RDT , was presented in this
section. This measure is based on an exponential decay of the Bark Spectrum of the decay tail,
averaged over all Bark Spectral bins and all speech end-points. An implementation of an end-
points/flat-regions detection algorithm and constrained averaging process for application to real
speech has been presented. Results comparing RDT against T60 were better than the original BSD
measure, in the sense of independence of the two perceptual effects, colouration and reverberation
tail. As discussed in Section 2.4, the independence of perceptual space of reverberation is not the
same independence of the physical space of reverberation. Thus RDT ’s independence of colouration
is subject to a ‘fixed’ early to late ratio as can be seen from independence of signal timbre’s
interaction with the room reverberation. The advantage of RDT over measures like BSD and CD is
the ability to separate the specific perception of the reverberation decay tail effect from colouration.
In addition, the RDT measure does not require the impulse response of the reverberation system.
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3.5 Colouration measure: Rcol
As mentioned in Section 3.3, spectral difference measures such as the BSD measure the room
reverberation as a perceptually weighted spectral difference between the original and reverberant
signal. This difference consists of two parts: the colouration effect, and the reverberation decay
tail effect. In Section 3.4, a measure RDT was presented, which aims to measure the reverberation
tail effect independently of the colouration. This is achieved by computing the measure over frames
where the reverberation tail effect is strongest compared to the colouration, such as after the
end-points. In the following, a measurement for the colouration, Rcol , is proposed.
The aim of Rcol is to measure the colouration added due to the room reverberation or
speech enhancement algorithm but independently of the reverberation decay tail effect. Given that
colouration is itself naturally multi-dimensional in its perception12, it is insufficient to have a scalar
value for colouration. Thus for Rcol , a spectral response of early echo components is estimated,
which can be used to compute a scalar value of colouration from different specific definitions of
colouration. It is assumed that the colouration is dominated by the early echo component of the
impulse response. The approach is to estimate the effect of room/process colouration by examining
onsets in the input speech at different frequencies using time-frequency analysis. The only points
where there is ‘visibility’ of the effect of early reflections are at speech onsets. By working in the
time-frequency domain it is possible to find more onsets to improve the accuracy and robustness of
the colouration estimate compared to finding onsets in the time domain. By ‘visibility’, it is meant
where the time-aligned differences of the input/output short-time spectra are mostly due to the
early reflection and the effect of reverberation decay tail of previous speech frames are negligible,
therefore measuring the colouration independenty of reverberation.
The term Sin(l , k) is defined as the magnitude of the of short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
of the reference speech at time frame l and frequency index k . The corresponding magnitude STFT
of the reverberant speech, Sout(l , k) can be defined approximately as:
Sout(l , k) =
M∑
m=0
Sin(l −m, k)Henv (m, k), (3.22)
where Henv (m, k) is a reverberation decaying factor of them-th reverberation frame. Here a separate
time frame index m was used for the reverberation decaying factor to differentiate the regular signal
time frame index l . The product Sin(l − m, k)Henv (m, k) is the speech energy of l − m-th frame
contributing to the output speech of the current frame l . Assuming the room reverberation has
an exponential decay in the time-frequency domain, the reverberation decay, Henv (m, k), has the
12The multi-dimensionality will be demonstrated in Section 3.6.2 via subjective tests.
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following form:
Henv (m, k) = e
−λkm, (3.23)
where λk is the decay rate at k-th bin. The contribution, C(l , m, k), to frame n of the output
speech due to the input speech energy at Sin(l −m, k) to the next m frame of the input speech is
related by the decay, λk of the reverberation at the frequency k with the following form:
C(l , m, k) = Sin(l −m, k)Henv (m, k). (3.24)
Now redefining C(l , m, k), Sin(l , k) and Henv (m, k) in dB by taking logs
C(l , m, k) = Sin(l −m, k)− λ′km dB, (3.25)
where λ′k = −20 log10(e)λk . The contribution energy from the l −m time frame is dependent on
two factors: the value of m and the input speech energy at the l −m time frame. The contribution
energy decreases as m increases. High speech energy at the m-th previous frame also causes a
higher contribution energy at the current frame.
3.5.1 Onsets Detection and Rcol formulation
The objective of the onset detection is to find speech frames that do not have a high contribution
energy from an individual previous frame. Instead of doing a look back operation, the algorithm
will be implemented in the reverse time with a look ahead operation replacing l with l ′ for reverse
time frame index. The algorithm needs to compare the current speech energy Sin(l ′, k) to speech
energy of its following frames to see if there are any frames that could potentially contribute to
the current frames significantly. For real-time processing, a look back version can be implemented
with straightforward modification. An onset is defined to be detected when the following criteria
are satisfied:
1. Sin(l ′, k) > max(Sin(l ′, k))− γ1 ∀ l ′
2. Sin(l ′, k)− Sin(l ′ + i ′, k) > γ2 − γ3(i ′ − 1)
where Sin(l ′, k) is the normalised energy (dB) of the speech at reversed time frame l ′ and frequency
bin k . i ′ is defined as:
i ′ = 1, 2, . . . N − l ′, (3.26)
where N is the total number of time frames. The values of γ1, γ2 and γ3 are the design parameters
of the onset detection algorithm governing two criteria:
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Figure 3.13: Example of the degree of linearity of reverberation decays for frequency bin 50 for three
different reverberation lengths.
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Figure 3.14: Example of the find onset algorithm for a particular frequency bin. Red dash spikes
indicates an acceptable onset detected.
Criteria 1 eliminate frames with low speech energy. The value of γ1 is empirically chosen to be
18 dB.
Criteria 2 derived from (3.24), where γ2 is set as the limit of the effect that any single contribution
energy due to the reverberation decay tail effect of previous frames and is also determined
empirically as 18 dB. The value of γ3 is the gradient of the decay. From Fig. 3.13, it can be seen
that the reverberation impulse response with an exponential decay envelope is approximately
linear with a logarithmic scale. With a reverberation time of 1 s, the gradient of the linear
decay is approximately 0.05. The value of γ3 was set to the worst case of γ3 = 0.05. Fig. 3.14
shows an example of the onset detection algorithm’s operation.
The colouration estimate formed from onset frames only, Fˆ (k), is the average of the gain
(difference of logs between reference and output magnitude STFT) at the points of the onset for
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a given frequency bin, and is defined as:
Fˆ (k) =
L∑
l=1
V(l , k)(Sout(l , k)− Sin(l , k))/Lk , (3.27)
where Sout(n, k) is the time-aligned output magnitude STFT, and V(l , k) = 1 for the onset frames,
and V(l , k) = 0 otherwise. Lk is the number of onsets detected for the particular frequency bin k .
The proposed method is compared using onset frames only with a baseline method, which averages
the gain of every frame for each frequency bin. The number of frequency bins is reduced for a 1024
point FFT from 513 (Fˆ (k)) to a smoothed colouration with a size of 32 (fˆ) by performing uniform
averaging. Non-uniform averaging, such as log spacing, Bark scale, etc. can also be used to obtain
more perceptual advantages.
3.5.2 Experiments for Rcol
A description of the coloured reverberation impulse response generation for the testing for the
proposed onset colouration estimation is given in this section. A description on how the performance
of colouration estimates are evaluated is also given.
Coloured Reverberation Impulse Response Set
The Polack RIR model (see Section 3.2.2) is used in the following experiments. Room reverberation
typically results in some form of band-pass colouration. Four different spectral shapes to provide
colouration shown in Fig. 3.15(a) are examined. It can also be seen from the impulse response of the
colouration filters (Fig. 3.15(b)) that the filters are short with a duration of a few milliseconds. Short
filters in the order of few milliseconds ensure that there is no significant change to the reverberation
tail effect when they are applied to the RIR sets. In [28,38], the authors stated that colouration is
mainly due to the stronger early reflection from 25− 50 ms, therefore the colouration filter is just
applied to the first 32 ms of the reverberation impulse response leaving the late reverberation to be
approximately white. To evaluate the consistency and robustness of the colouration estimate, three
different speakers of the same utterance (two males, one female) and three different utterances
of a same male speaker along with four colouration levels and four reverberation lengths (10 ms,
0.4 s, 0.7 s and 1 s) are used. These reverberation time represent almost zero, low, medium high
reverberation times. Speech files and impulse responses are sampled at 16 kHz. The STFT is
implemented using 512 point Hamming windowed frames, zero padded to a 1024 point FFT frame.
Frame overlapping of 128 samples is used.
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Figure 3.15: Colouration filters of different level : (a) frequency domain and (b) time domain.
Testing Procedure
The normalized projection misalignment (NPM) [100] is used as the performance measure for
channel identification in the time-domain. It measures the closeness of the reference signal (channel)
to the estimated signal (channel) without regard to the scaling. The NPM measure for comparing
the smoothed true reference colouration13 f (Fig. 3.15(a)) to the smoothed estimated colouration
fˆ will be adopted and modified, given by
NPMf
〈
f, fˆ
〉
=20 log10
(∥∥∥∥f − fT fˆfˆT fˆ fˆ
∥∥∥∥/‖f‖) dB. (3.28)
Consistency and robustness of the colouration estimation are key factors for either evaluating the
colouration for different rooms/algorithms or designing equalizers/enhancements. So while the
absolute scaling of the colouration estimate is not critical, the relative scaling is important. Therefore
show additional results for NPMf computed over multiple colouration estimates for a given varying
parameter are used. These additional NPMf are called combined NPMf across a given varying
parameter.
3.5.3 Results for Rcol
In this section different comparisons are shown to illustrate the improvements of colouration esti-
mation using the proposed method compared to the baseline method14.
13Magnitude spectral response of the colouration filter.
14The proposed method is compared using onset frames only with a baseline method, which averages the gain of
every frame for each frequency bin.
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Figure 3.16: Performance of averaged (6 speech sets) NPMf measures of: 4 different reverberation
times (0.01, 0.40, 0.70 and 1.00 s) for varying colouration.
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Figure 3.17: Performance of averaged (6 speech sets) combined NPMf measures across: (a) different
reverberation times for varying colouration (b) different colouration for varying reverberation times.
General Performance
The average of all NPMf measures is −26.5 dB for the proposed method and −22.0 dB for the
baseline method. Fig. 3.16 shows the average of the NPMf for different speakers, utterances and
reverberations for different colouration levels. It can be seen that increasing colouration increases
the improvement of the proposed method over the baseline. However since the averaging in Fig. 3.16
is across all variations of reverberation, utterance and speaker, the combined NPMf will be used to
evaluate the performance in more detail.
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Figure 3.18: Combined NPMf measure across (i.i) different speakers-Proposed method, (i.ii) differ-
ent speakers-Baseline method, (ii.i) different utterance-Proposed method, (ii.ii) different utterance-
Baseline method for different reverberation times (a)(b)(c)(d) and different colouration.
Reverberation and Colouration Consistency
Figure 3.17(a) shows the combined NPMf across different reverberation times for varying coloura-
tion averaged over different speakers and utterances. This comparison is used to test the consistency
of the colouration estimate against different reverberation lengths. Regardless of the reverberation
time, the colouration should be consistent from the colouration estimate. It can be seen that the
proposed method has about 6 − 8 dB improvement compared to the baseline method. It can also
been seen that for stronger colouration, i.e. stronger early reflections, the performance gain of the
proposed method improves. Figure 3.17(b) shows the combined NPMf across different colouration
for varying reverberation time averaged over different speakers and utterances. This comparison is
used to test the consistency of the colouration estimate against different colouration levels. There
are also general improvements for the proposed method over the baseline method, however both
methods suffer with increasing reverberation.
Speaker and Utterance Consistency
Figure 3.18 shows the combined NPMf across different speakers and utterances for both methods
and for different reverberations and colourations. It can be seen that the proposed method is more
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of colouration estimate against the true colouration for different speakers
(a)(b)(c) using onset only method and all frames method.
consistent across different speakers and utterances for a given reverberation time and colouration,
whereas the performance of the baseline method is less good. This is because computing colouration
for all frames will measure all the contributions of all speech energy due to the reverberation decay
tail effect. This is not the case for computing at the onset frames only, as the contribution due
to previous reverberation decay tail is minimized. The consistency of the baseline method suffers
more for different speakers than different utterances. Figure 3.19 shows the colouration estimate
for reverberation length 4 (T60 =1 s), colouration 4 and different speakers (a)(b)(c). It can be seen
that for the propsed method, the colouration estimate is very consistent, while the consistency of
the baseline method suffers from all contributions due to the decaying effect of previous speech
energy.
Room reverberation has two distinct effects: the colouration effect and reverberation decay
tail effect. In this section, a colouration measurement was proposed, which operates on onset
frames only to improve the accuracy and consistency for different varying parameters. The proposed
colouration measurement only requires the reference and output signal. Experiment results show
that the proposed method is more accurate, consistent and is more independent of reverberation
tail effect than the defined baseline.
3.6 Perceptual Significance Experiments
In this section, the relationship between the perception space and the measures RDT and Rcol
are discussed and investigated. Two perceptual experiments are presented. In the first test, using
different standard signal based intrusive measures along with RDT , are examined to see how well
these measure the perceptual space of reverberation tail, colouration and overall reverberation.
The test stimuli consist of reverberant signals and three sets of enhanced signals with different
dereverberation algorithms. In the second test, the multi-dimensionality of colouration is explored.
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3.6.1 Perception of Reverberation (Tail)
In this section, the MARDY database (see Appendix A) is used in the objective and subjective eval-
uation of speech dereverberation algorithms with respect to the perceptual space of reverberation,
reverberation tail, colouration and overall reverberation.
3.6.1.1 Dereverberation algorithms
Three speech dereverberation methods were selected for this example including: (i) a delay and sum
beamformer (DSB) [101]; (ii) a multichannel approach based on a statistical model of late rever-
beration and spectral subtraction [57]; and (iii) a multi-microphone method using spatio-temporal
averaging operating on the linear prediction residual [62]. It is assumed that the positions of the
source and microphones are known for all three methods.
3.6.1.2 Objective Measures
Objective measures of dereverberation that only require the reference and the processed, dere-
verberated speech are used since the impulse response of the (de)reverberating system may not
be obtainable. The following objective measures are examined using the corresponding anechoic
speech [102] as reference: Segmental-SNR, Bark Spectral Distortion (BSD) [77], Cepstral distance
(CD) [103], and Reverberation Decay Tail (RDT ) developed in Section 3.4.1. In the results the
improvement show in each measure indicated by the use of ∆. For example the improvement in
BSD is represented as ∆BSD.
3.6.1.3 Subjective Evaluation
A subjective listening test was performed according to the guidelines of ITU-T Recommendation
P.800 for subjective testing [29,104]. Using the listening tests, the Subjective PERceptions (SPER)
of colouration (Col), reverberation tail effect (RTE), and the overall speech quality (Ovl) were
independently estimated. A total of 32 normal hearing subjects were recruited of which 26 gave
results based on 64 speech files, with a male and a female talker for all eight acoustic systems,
and the speech processed with the three dereverberation algorithms. Listeners indicated their rating
on a 1-5 scale, with 5 being the best and 1 the worst for a given category. Calibration speech
examples were given to assist listeners in identifying colouration and reverberation decay tail effects.
Additionally ∆ SPERs were defined: the improvement in SPER for the three cases Col, RTE, Ovl
as the difference between the derverberated and the reverberant SPER.
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Figure 3.20: Subjective measure performance for (a) DSB, (b) statistical model, (c) spatio-temporal
averaging and objective performance masured with BSD (solid-line) and RDT (dashed-line) for (d) DSB,
(e) spectral subtraction, (f) spatio-temporal averaging.
3.6.1.4 Results
The aim here is to test the evaluation methodology not to claim any novelty or significance to
the dereverb methods. The results from the subjective and the objective measurements are shown
respectively in Fig. 3.20 for (a)/(d) DSB, (b)/(e) statistical model and (c)/(f) spatio-temporal
averaging.15 It can be seen that all three algorithms reduce the reverberation tail. As expected,
the delay and sum beamformer only provides a limited amount of dereverberation, however, it also
introduces the least processing distortion which listeners categorized as colouration. It can be seen
in Fig. 3.20(a), (b) and (c) that for low reverberation these dereverberation algorithms actually can
have adverse effect on overall quality.
Table 3.3 shows the correlation for both the absolute and the difference of the subjec-
tive/objective measures. It can be seen that standard measures such as SNR, BSD and CD corre-
late poorly with perception of the three subjective qualities studied when evaluating across different
15The abscissa show T60, however the standard T60 measurement was not used, instead the decay is measured
starting at direct component to take in account of different distances of the MARDY database. This method of
measuring is akin to EDT.
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∆ Col ∆ RTE ∆ Ovl Col RTE Ovl
∆SNRseq 0.03 0.07 0.10 − − −
∆BSD 0.15 0.51 0.15 − − −
∆CD 0.13 0.51 0.24 − − −
∆ RDT 0.4 0.77 0.76 − − −
SNRseq − − − 0.02 0.29 0.18
BSD − − − 0.33 0.02 0.24
CD − − − 0.40 0.14 0.17
RDT − − − 0.08 0.62 0.37
Table 3.3: Correlation between objective and subjective measures across the whole set of speech files
(Reverberant and dereverberated)
algorithms. The problem of these metrics is that they globally measure all types of effects such
as reverberation, colouration, distortion, noise, etc. Thus these measures are dominated by the
results of the algorithms’ different characteristics and other forms of distortion instead of measur-
ing a distinct perceptual effect independently. The measure RDT developed in Section 3.4.1 shows
higher correlation for RTE (0.62), and ∆ RDT shows higher correlation for ∆RTE (0.77) and ∆Ovl
(0.76). None of the measures investigated in this section appears to have a good correlation for
colouration. One possible reason for such low correlation for colouration can be viewed in the large
average inter-listener variance of the Col (1.01) and ∆Col (1.51) compared to the RTE (0.24) and
∆RTE (0.34), and also Ovl (0.54) and ∆Ovl (0.73). The large inter-listener variance represents
an ambiguity on the auditory sensation the listener associates colouration with. Since the Ovl is
some unknown function of RTE, Col and maybe some other auditory sensations, the variance is
somewhere in between the variance of RTE and Col.
The relationship between the three subjective measures are additionally studied. The corre-
lation between RTE and Col is 0.09, indicating that effects of reverberation tail and colouration can
be considered largely independent in our tests. There is higher correlation between the perception
of RTE against Ovl (0.74) than Col against Ovl (0.38). This is not to say that the RTE is an more
relevant factor or the more important dimension in the perceptual space. It just shows that, for the
stimuli chosen in this experiment, RTE is a better indicator of Ovl.
3.6.1.5 Summary of RDT ’s perceptual signifcance
In this experiment, a new database of measured room impulse responses for an eight element
microphone array for four speaker-microphone configurations and different reverberation times is
presented. The use of the database for evaluation of dereverberation algorithms was illustrated with
three example methods and for both subjective and objective measures. The perceptual effects of
early and late reflections were investigated separately. The results from the listening tests show
that many of the existing objective quality metrics do not perform well in predicting the perceptual
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effects of coloration especially across algorithms. On the other hand, the reverberation decay tail
effect was captured by most of these measures and in particular with RDT showing good correlation
and consistent results across the different algorithms. Addition the subjectively scored data can be
used directly for the development of objective measures such as in [88].
3.6.2 Colouration Space
The objective of this section is to study the multidimensionality of colouration perception by in-
vestigating common components extracted from colouration verbal attributes and acoustic param-
eters using common factor analysis. These extracted components represent the dimensions of a
colouration space, which could explain the structure of the colouration space, as well as its the
correlation relationship between them. A K-point magnitude spectral response of the RIR could
be viewed as low-level physical acoustic parameters that represent a point in the K-dimensional
perceptual colouration space which may not be orthogonal in the perceptual space due to fre-
quency masking [41]. These low-level descriptions are not very intuitive in terms of description of
verbal attributes. Finding medium-leveled physical acoustic parameters derived from the spectral
response can be more intuitive in describing colouration space. The section will be structured as fol-
lows: different colourations with control parameters in the sone-Bark domain are generated. These
colourations will be used in verbal attribute listening tests. Some discussion on the rationale of the
results of the listen tests and the colouration space is given.
3.6.2.1 Spectral Energy and Resolution Scaling
Our ears are not equally sensitive to stimulation at different frequencies. Both frequency resolution
and spectral energy can be converted to a scale that reflects ‘loudness’. A common scale, on which
the Bark Spectral Distance is based [77], uses the perceptual loudness in sones for spectral energy,
and uses the Bark spectrum for spectral resolution. Since the aim is to specify spectral variation
on a perceptually significant scale, the change in loudness of the spectral response will be modelled
in the sone-Bark domain, which should be converted back to amplitude-Hz scale when adding the
colouration to the signal using standard signal processing techniques. Loudness in sones (LS) is
converted to phones (LP ) using [77],
LP = 10 log2(LS) + 40, 1 ≤ L ≤ 24 (3.29)
LP = 40(LS + 0.0005)
0.35, 2−4 ≤ L < 1. (3.30)
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Loudness in phones at the kb-th Bark bin is next converted back to an intermediate signal pressure
level, PP (kb, LP ) using ISO226 equal loudness curves [105],
PP (kb, LP ) = Eα[10
LP
40 − 1.15] + [0.4(10) ET (kb)+EJ (kb)10 −9]Ea(kb), (3.31)
where Eα=4.47e-3. Ea(kb), ET (kb) and EJ(kb) are parameters for determining the equal loudness
curves for a particular kb-th Bark bin given in [105]. From PP (kb, LP ), the critical band filtered
sound pressure level, PC(kb, LP ), is then calculated using [105],
PC(kb, LP ) =
10
EC(kb)
log10(PP (kb, LP ))− EJ(kb) + 94. (3.32)
It is next noted that the equal loudness curves are non-linear mappings of the absolute loudness
from phones to dB. Hence to convert the gain, ∆PC , in dB for a given Bark bin kb,
∆PC(kb, LP ) = PC(kb, LP )− PC(kb, LP1), (3.33)
where LP1=40 is the loudness in phones for one sone. One sone has the corresponding meaning to
zero dB in the conventional spectral response analysis, therefore the gain in sones is converted back
to dB. Finally, the physical measurement sound pressure, LS(k), is calculated using
LS(kb) = ∆PC(kb) ∗ F−1(kb), (3.34)
where F−1(kb) is the inverse of the critical band filters performed by our ears. The ‘smearing’-like
critical band filters can be modeled as a straightforward convolution given by the following filter [77],
10log10F (b) = 7− 7.5(b − Cβ)− 17.5[1.96 + (b − Cβ)2]
1
2 . (3.35)
where Cβ=0.215, and b is the continuous Bark, which can be sampled at discrete Bark intervals kb.
3.6.2.2 Spectral Colouration Parameters
The colouration transfer function (CTF), CTF(kb), is assumed to be modelled as three different
types of transfer function in series in the sone-Bark domain, as
CTF(kb) = CTFN(kb)CTFT (kb)CTFD(kb), (3.36)
where CTFN(kb) is colouration roughness, CTFT (kb) is spectral tilt colouration and CTFD(kb) is
local spectral extremes. However sones are on a scale with ‘linear’ properties such that doubling
the loudness requires doubling the value in sones. This could be problematic when specifying the
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Figure 3.21: The spectral response for varying γ˘t for different domain, (a) log2(sones)-Bark, (b) phons-
Bark, (c) dB-Bark and (d) dB-Normalized Frequency. Arrows indicate λt going from -9 to 9 in incre-
ments of 3 sones/Bark.
spectral tilt for positive and negative gains. Therefore logs to the power of 2 are taken for (3.36),
CTF
′
(kb) = CTF
′
N(kb) + CTF
′
T (kb) + CTF
′
D(kb), (3.37)
where CTF
′
(kb) = log2 CTF(kb). The perceptual effect of spectral tilt, CTF
′
T (kb) is first studied,
defined as:
CTF
′
T (kb) = γ˘t(kb − kcentre)/ktotal, (3.38)
where ktotal=25 is the total number of Bark bins, kcentre=13 is the tilt centre Bark bin and γ˘t is the
tilt gain control parameter in sones/Bark. γ˘t is varied from -9 to 9 in increments of 3 sones/Bark
shown on Fig. 3.21 for different domains. kcentre is kept as a constant since varying kcentre does not
affect the perception of colouration significantly. This is because the relative shape of the spectrum
is still similar, and the only difference would be the loudness equalization and non-linear transform
of sones back to dB. The perceptual effect of local extremes CTF
′
D(kb) is studied next, which can
be both positive ‘humps’ and negative going ‘dips’, defined as:
CTF
′
D(kb) = γ˘gexp
(
−(k − γ˘µ)
2
2γ˘2σ
)
, (3.39)
where control parameters γ˘g is the maximum gain, γ˘µ is the centre Bark, and γ˘σ is the width, of
the local extremes. We vary from the 5-th to 23rd Bark bin in steps of four Bark bins, totaling five
different γ˘µ, for both positive and negative gain γ˘g [-2,2] shown on Fig. 3.22. The variation of the
colouration roughness, N(k), is beyond the scope of this thesis16.
16Spectral roughness is complex and may be difficult to control.
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Figure 3.22: The spectral response of humps and dips for varying λµ for different domain, (a)
log2(sones)-Bark, (b) dB-Normalized Frequency. (humps: γ˘g = 2, γ˘σ = 1, dips: γ˘g = −2, γ˘σ = 2)
A frequency sampling method was used to design a filter to achieve the desired spectral
response specified from varying the colouration parameters in this section in the sone-Bark do-
main, which is then transformed back to the magnitude-frequency domain using the transformation
described in Section 3.6.2.1. The desired frequency response is interpolated onto a dense, evenly-
spaced grid of length 512, and are shown in Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.22(b) respectively. The filter
coefficients are obtained by applying an inverse fast Fourier transform to the grid and multiplying
by a Hamming window.
3.6.2.3 Verbal attributes for the perception of colouration
The perception of timbre is not a single readily identifiable factor like pitch or loudness, but a mixture
of several factors which combine to give an overall subjective impression, where many adjectives
are used informally to describe it [106]. Colouration is a type of change in timbre. This section
investigates the development of a more formal scale on a semantic space of colouration. Most
subjective audio descriptions fall into three categories: Onomatopoeia, Imagery and Sensory [107].
For example, the term ‘boomy’ is onomatopoeic, because a bass peak sounds like the word ‘boom.’
The term ‘thin’ elicits an image of thin tone, given by the lack of bass frequency response. And
the sensorial term ‘warm’ will have immediate meaning to anyone, typically used for a clockwise-
tilted across the entire range or a low-pass-ish effect. Direct opposite pairs of adjectives will be
used for subjective impression measurement instead of purported opposites, which could confuse
the understanding of the semantic space. The six verbal attributes chosen were (A) warm, (B)
thin, (C) cold, (D) bright, (E) boomy and (F) muﬄed. These six verbal attributes supposedly have
relationships related to variation of the spectral response as described in [107]. Sixteen subjects,
all male, with no reported hearing damage, were chosen for the verbal attribute listening test. The
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subjects either had audio signal processing or musical background. They were presented with a
verbal attribute rating interface, shown in Fig. 3.23, with which they compared the reference un-
coloured speech and the coloured speech, and then rate the six verbal attributes (A)-(F) plus a
seventh (G) overall colouration. Once the attributes are rated, the ‘next’ button is enabled, the
ratings sliders are then reset and a new coloured speech is loaded. Seventeen different colouration
of the same utterance were generated, comprising a female and a male sentence so as to minimise
the bias of speaker-dependent characteristics.
3.6.2.4 Intra- and Inter- Individual Consistencies
The intra-individual reproducibility was estimated by the difference between the first and repeated
run of the listening tests. The mean intra-individual rating difference was 0.55 for the ratings (1) to
(6) on nine-point scales. Also, 74% of the difference was less than 1, and only 11% of the difference
was greater than 1. The lowest mean intra-individual rating difference for a given verbal attribute was
the warm(th) scale; while highest was cold(ness). For the overall colouration the mean difference
was 0.36, and 88% of the mean difference was less than 1 on a 5-point scale. These numbers show
that the verbal attributes and the test stimuli were reproducible and reasonably unambiguous for
each listener. Repeated tests in the same session evaluate the short-term reproducibility whereas
long-term reproducibility requires repeated tests over longer periods. Only short-term reproducibility
was tested in this study.
The degree of inter-individual scatter between ratings obtained with a particular scale is
an often used criterion for psycho-acoustic usability. Even though the ratings were not normally
distributed in all cases, the standard deviation of the ratings was chosen as a measure of the
scatter. The average inter-individual scatter of the six verbal attributes is 1.12 on a 9-point scale.
The warm(th) rating had the lowest scatter of 0.98, while the muﬄed rating had the highest
scatter or 1.34. For the overall colouration the scatter was 0.72 on a 5-point scale. There is no
straightforward numerical comparison of the intra-individual mean difference with the inter-individual
scatter, because of the non-normal distribution of the ratings, and different sample size. However,
the inter-individual scatter numbers show reasonable sensitivity among subjects and sound stimuli,
and is comparable with the intra-individual differences.
3.6.2.5 Colouration Space derived from Factor Analysis
The correlation matrix between mean verbal attributes rating (A) to (G) of all sounds is shown in
Table 3.4. It can be seen that adjectives (A) warm and (E) boomy are highly correlated, 0.99,
meaning that there is little distinction between the the two adjectives. The adjective (F) Muﬄed
is less correlated to adjectives (A) and (E), but never the less, still highly correlated. This is also
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Figure 3.23: GUI for the adjective rating scales listening tests.
A B C D E F G
A 1 -0.94 -0.98 -0.79 0.99 0.77 -0.11
B -0.94 1 0.97 0.76 -0.95 -0.7 0.16
C -0.98 0.97 1 0.81 -0.99 -0.77 0.07
D -0.79 0.76 0.81 1 -0.78 -0.92 -0.38
E 0.99 -0.95 -0.99 -0.78 1 0.77 -0.08
F 0.77 -0.7 -0.77 -0.92 0.77 1 0.42
G -0.11 0.16 0.07 -0.38 -0.08 0.42 1
Table 3.4: Correlation matrix between each of the 7 verbal attributes.
the case with adjectives (B) thin and (C) cold, which are highly correlated at 0.97, but are slightly
less correlated with adjective (D) bright. It can also be seen that there is high negative correlation
between (A) and (E) to (B) and (C), respectively, meaning a close to opposite verbal attributes,
while (D) bright seems to be opposite to (F) muﬄed.
A maximum likelihood common factor analysis [108] was carried out next, with the seven
verbal attributes (A) to (G) and the two colouration parameters (a) tilt gain, (b) centre Bark, used to
form the observation covariance matrix. A Scree test shows the eigenvalues of the first two factors
consists of 71% of the cumulative variance, and flattening out after the third factor. In this section,
a common factor analysis with two common factors is used. Fig. 3.24 shows the result of factor
analysis projection of the seven verbal attributes and two parameters onto the two common factors:
Component 1 and Component 2. Component 1 and Component 2 are represented on the horizontal
and vertical axis respectively. It can be seen that the specific verbal attributes (A,B,C,E) chosen in
this paper, can be mainly described by Component 1, and the colouration control parameter (a) tilt
gain is a good approximation of Component 1. Component 1 can be thought of as the relationship
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Figure 3.24: Spatial arrangement of verbal attributes and colouration parameters in the colouration
space of the first 2 components of the factor analysis.
of high frequency and low frequency, which is what verbal attributes (A,B,C,E) are commonly used
to describe, and tilt gain controls this high and low frequency relationship. However, component 1
in itself is not sufficient to describe the colouration space. Looking at verbal attributes (D) bright
and (F) muﬄed, there is a subtle difference in representing the perception of colouration to that
of (A,B,C,E), of which there is a substantial projection to the dimension of component 2. The
overall colouration rating also requires the projection of Component 2, and cannot be explained by
Component 1 alone.
Component 1 and 2 are derived from factor analysis which may conveniently be described
by verbal attributes or colouration control parameters (Component 1), or it may not be described
by any perceptual or signal processing means (Component 2). Components derived from common
factor analysis depend on the observation covariance matrix. The different choice of stimuli, verbal
attributes and control parameters will result in a different observation correlation matrix, from
which the factor analysis will yield different components. The choices resulted in one dimension
(Component 1) that is conclusive. More stimuli, verbal attributes and controls parameters are
needed to validate other dimensions that exists in the colouration space.
In Section. 3.6.2, a psychoacoustical measurement of colouration controlled in the sone-
Bark domain was presented. A colouration space was derived from common factor analysis using
both perceptual verbal attributes and physical colouration control parameters. One of the two
dimensions of our colouration space (Component 1) was intuitively explicable and matches the
control parameter tilt gain which also shows strong a relationship to verbal attributes (B,C,A,E)
as expected. Although overall colouration (G) is mainly described by (Component 2), it is not
strongly related to any control parameters to explain (Component 2). The result confirms the
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multidimensionality of colouration perception, therefore the use of single dimensional measures of
colouration should be interpreted with care, depending on colouration characteristics of the stimuli.
Furthermore, it is possible to find certain spectral characteristics which reflect some specific verbal
attributes of colouration.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, statistical reverberation models in frequency domain, time domain and time-
frequency domain have been reviewed in Section 3.2. Some parametric room models to aid the
realisation of the reverberation process have been studied. This enabled studies of the relationships
between physical and perceptual parameters of reverberation in the following sections. Two intrusive
methods to measure the perception of reverberation tail, RDT , and colouration, Rcol , were proposed
in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 respectively. This was done by extracting the most relevant physical
properties corresponding to the perception of reverberation. In Section 3.6, the performance of RDT
using a subjective listening on a set of reverberant speech and dereverberated speech was evaluated.
For Rcol , the multi-dimensionality of the colouration space has been demonstrated through verbal
attribute subjective listening tests.
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Chapter 4
Blind Estimation
goo goo g’joob g’goo goo g’joob
goo goo g’joob g’goo goo g’joob g’goo.
I am the Walrus
4.1 Introduction
Blind estimation of reverberation time1, is important for many applications. There are several
alternative approaches to estimating reverberation blindly. In this chapter blind estimation methods
of the reverberation model in the signal decay rate domain are proposed. Firstly, the state of the art
is reviewed, and methodology is discussed. Next the signal decay rate domain is introduced, which
is derived directly from the time or time-frequency domain, and has an intuitive physical relationship
to the reverberation characteristics. Statistical properties of signal decay rates for given statistical
models of anechoic, room and reverberant speech are next investigated. A statistical model2 for the
reverberant speech decay rate based on the distribution of the maximum of the anechoic speech
decay rate and RIR decay rate is then proposed in Section 4.5. The proposed statistical model is
directly dependent on the RIR parameters, therefore blind estimation of reverberation becomes a
parameter estimation problem of the eagleMax distribution, which will be introduced. A comparison
of the distribution of the statistical model to both real and simulated speech convolved with RIRs
shows successful modelling of the distribution of reverberant speech decay rates. Finally parameter
estimations techniques on these eagleMax distributions are proposed in Section 4.6 . This opens the
way forward to blind estimation of the decay rate of the RIR for different applications in Chapter 5.
1Here the term reverberation time is used to mean parameters of a reverberation model and can also mean a
particular acoustic parameter.
2Using the eagleMax distribution as defined in Section 4.5.2.
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4.2 State of the art
Blind estimation of reverberation time can be generalised into a framework consisting of three
stages: i) Segmentation, ii) Feature extraction and iii) Inference.3 In the first stage, reverberant
signals are passed on to the next stage with either selective segments or non-selective segments.
The selective segmentation approach is similar to the RDT or the Rcol using a search algorithm as
discussed in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 respectively. A feature or number of features are extracted
from each of the reverberant signal segments passed through from the first stage. Any features
which have a relationship to the desired acoustic parameter can be extracted and used for inference.
The relationship can be direct, for example, Ratnam et al. extracted the room decay rate [5]. It
is also possible to use more indirect features such as pitch [109] or more complex features such as
functions of spectral-temporal representation [88]. In the last stage, the desired acoustic parameter
is then inferred from all the extracted features from these segments. An illustration for such a
generalisation framework of different blind estimation of reverberation time methods is shown in
Fig. 4.1 and is reviewed in more detail for each stage. The highlighted parts illustrate the approach
taken in this thesis.
Free decay is defined conceptually as the decay observed in a reverberant space when a
signal, that has been present for a significant time, stops suddenly. The room decay rate can be
observed easily in the reverberant signal during a free decay. This is the motivation behind the
selective segmentation approach. In [56], Lebart et al. proposed a blind estimation of reverberation
time as a preprocessing stage for extracting a priori knowledge for their dereverberation system.
Their approach is to segment the reverberant signal into zones where there are silences and find
where there is free decay in the anechoic signal. This is similar to end-point detection which is
described in Section 3.4.2 and used in the proposed RDT . However, Lebart’s method works only
on the reverberant signal. After these silence zones are detected, the slope of the logarithm of the
smoothed energy envelope over the decaying period is estimated through linear regression; this is the
feature extraction stage illustrated in Fig. 4.1. This slope is defined as the decay rate. The inference
stage used in Lebart’s paper is just a simple averaging over all the free decay regions. In uncontrolled
signals, there are usually no perfect free decays or end-points, thus it makes the choice of period
to be regressed heuristic and the method is sensitive to different periods selected. The approaches
in [110,111] also look for these free decays with similar automatic segmentation techniques. However
experiments have shown the selective segmentation works better on specifically chosen test signals,
i.e. with long silence periods between the free decay and the next onset. Kendrick et al. proposed
a selective-segmentation approach for non-diffuse RIRs in [112].
3Blind system identification is not considered in this section, since of the robustness issues discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5.2 and estimating the exact RIR is not the aim of this thesis.
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Figure 4.1: Three stages of the generalised framework for blind estimation of reverberation time: i)
Segmentation, ii) Feature extraction and iii) Inference. Highlighted parts illustrate the approach this
thesis takes.
Often non-selective segmentation approaches require a more sophisticated inference. This is
generalised to two factors: i) Non-selective segmentation uses the whole reverberant signal4 and ii)
Indirect features. In [5], Ratnam et al. use Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to extract the
decay rate. This extraction is carried out on the whole reverberant speech signal, therefore inference
is needed to find the desired acoustic parameter from all the extracted decay rates. Ratnam et al.
applied an order statistic filter to extract the left tail of the probability density function (pdf) of λ.
For the extreme setting of the order statistics filter it performs like a minimum filter. Although it
seems intuitive to set it as the minimum, it should be recognised that, even during a free decay,
the estimate is inherently variable due to the underlying stochastic process. Therefore the order
statistical filter is chosen given by assumptions on the decay rate distribution due to the underlying
stochastic process. However the optimum setting for the order statistic filter may be dependent on
the RIR or the signal, i.e. there is no theoretical explanation why the 1% or 5% percentile of the
left tail would give the expected decay rate in [5]. In [113], a similar approach is proposed but with
some noise suppression capabilities.
4Which can contain onsets, steady state, decay phase, and free decay.
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For indirect features, training sets of RIRs, anechoic signals and their convolved reverberant
signals are used to generalise and predict the reverberation parameter extracted from the training
RIRs. Reverberation parameters of interest can be extracted and used for training using different
pattern recognition algorithms, for example from simple Bayesian classifiers to powerful artificial
neural networks (ANN). The key is however finding the right features as the input, ones that have
consistent relationship to the reverberation parameter of interest. The consistent relationship should
be as independent to the other uncontrollable factors/variables in practical situations as possible.
Wu and Wang used the spread of the pitch as their feature and showed there is a monoton-
ically increasing relationship to the reverberation in [109]. Thus finding this spread in test signals
can be mapped back to the estimated reverberation. However, the mapping function derived from
empirical evidence is somewhat signal dependent and only has good discriminability for T60<0.6 s.
Li and Cox proposed to estimate the RT [97] and the Speech Transmission Index (STI) [114] from
the reverberant speech alone with an ANN. The main feature they used was the rate of change
of the spectral envelope. A separate set of anechoic speech files and a random set of generated
RIRs was used to train the ANN. From their results, the generated RIRs could be generalised5
while different anechoic speech files could not be generalised up to a satisfactory degree, i.e. their
algorithm cannot predict on unseen speakers or utterances. In [115], Kendrick et al. further im-
proved the ANN approach and also included music signals. Music signals are generally worse than
speech signals due to the low frequency spectral envelope between talkers are similar while quite
diverse for music. In [88], Falk proposed to use both short-term dynamics and long-terms dynamics
to determine the reverberation characteristics blindly. Short-term dynamics are different statistical
features of mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) features, and those statistical features are
mapped to the desired acoustic parameters using a support vector regressor. Long-term dynamics
involve analysing the signal with a spectral-temporal representation, specifically finding the rela-
tionship between acoustical parameters and the signal modulation energy for different modulation
frequencies. For these approaches using indirect features, inference is usually based on the purely
empirical relationships between the features and the acoustic parameters.
4.3 Methodology
The overall objective of this chapter is to estimate reverberation time from the reverberant speech
alone. In the following, different approaches in blind estimation the reverberation time with useful
properties are proposed. The properties and discussion points include the following:
5Although the training and testing RIRs are different they probably display similar EDC characteristics.
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• Non-selective Segmentation: segmentation that is constant and continuous can allow mathe-
matical analysis, whereas using selective segmentation is more ad-hoc and relies on the choice
of the selection algorithm..
• Domain: The aim is to formulate a domain whose statistical properties explicitly correspond
to the reverberation properties of the RIR. This domain is the so-called signal decay rate
distribution and will be defined in the Section 4.4.2. The relationship between constant and
continuous segmentation and the properties of the signal decay rates will be discussed.
• eagleMax modelling: Modelling6 reverberant speech decay rate distribution with a family
of distributions defined as the eagleMax distribution is proposed. The most advantageous
properties of the eagleMax distribution is that the room decay rate is inherently modelled as
a statistical parameter of the eagleMax distribution. The error in the modelling using Jensen-
Shannon divergence is investigated to see how well the the signal decay rates are modelled by
the eagleMax distribution.
• Statistical Inference: The above property of eagleMax distribution modelling is very useful,
as the problem of blind estimation of reverberation time is reduced to a statistical parameter
estimation problem. Three parameter estimation techniques are proposed: Exact calculation,
Maximum likelihood estimation and Statistical features mapping. The proposed parameter
estimation methods are evaluated in terms of the mean squared error for different scenarios.
• Calibration: Instead of relying on the strict eagleMax distribution assumption, the statistical
parameter estimation can be calibrated from a set of training data for the Statistical fea-
tures mapping method. This can increase the robustness for practical batch processing while
retaining some mathematical tractibility using the statistical formulation.
4.4 Statistical Decay Rate Modelling of Room Acoustics and
Anechoic Speech
The reverberant speech signal is the convolution between the anechoic speech signal and the room
impulse response RIR. The decay rate of a signal segment is defined as the regression coefficient
of a line obtained using least-squares (LS) fitting. The distribution of anechoic speech decay rate
in this section will be investigated. Statistical models of anechoic speech in different domains of
interests will be reviewed first. Then a signal’s decay rate is mathematically defined and finally the
distribution of anechoic speech decay rate is derived.
6To the knowledge of this author, there has been no work on statistical modelling for any features used for
inference of reverberation properties.
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4.4.1 Review of Statistical Speech Models
Accurate estimation of the pdfs of clean speech is an essential part of reliable and effective speech
signal processing techniques that are based on statistical modeling [116]. In most of the conventional
speech processing algorithms adopting statistical models, the distribution of the speech is modelled
as a Gaussian distribution (GD). In various papers it has been shown that the distribution of speech
can be more closely approximated by the Laplacian (LD), or the Gamma (γD) pdf [117] [118]
[116]. Moreover, the generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) was proposed as an alternative
parametric pdf of speech signal, which includes the Gaussian and Laplacian pdfs as special cases
[118]. Nevertheless, all of these distributions are zero-mean symmetrical.
Major areas of speech processing, such as speech enhancement and recognition, are typically
implemented in the STFT domain. The Fourier transform is a linear transform, and motivated
by the Central Limit Theorem, the distribution for speech spectral components can be model as
an independent identically-distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian Random Variable (RV) [75]. Since the
STFT frames are normally 20-40 ms due to the quasi-stationary natural of speech signals, the
statistical independence is not fully justified. However the dependency between Fourier coefficients
is low, therefore it was normally assumed for spectral enhancement applications. Several efforts
have been made to determine the probability distribution of speech signals with different answers.
Martin suggested that the spectral components of quasi-stationary, signals such as speech might be
better modelled by a supergaussian or leptokurtic probability density such as the Laplace or Gamma
distributions [119].
The spectral amplitudes are of special importance, because the phase of the Fourier co-
efficients can be considered unimportant from a perceptual point of view [120]. Hence, spectral
amplitude estimators are more advantageous and a statistical model for the amplitude alone is
needed [121]. Considering the Gaussian model, and assuming statistical independence between the
real and imaginary part of speech spectra, it can be shown that the spectral amplitude is Rayleigh
distributed. The pdf of the amplitude of a complex Laplace or Gamma random variable can be
found with similar properties to the Rayleigh pdf [121].
While the complex Gaussian probability density function (pdf) is rotationally invariant, the
pdf of the amplitude of a complex Laplace or Gamma random variable with independent Cartesian
components varies with the angle. This makes an analytic calculation of the distribution difficult, if
not impossible [121]. Lotter et al. proposed a general approximation function for both Laplace and
Gamma components and compared the proposed approximation with real speech data. These pdfs
for spectral amplitudes have similar properties to the Rayleigh pdf [121].
In many speech processing applications, it is specifically the logarithm of the spectra ampli-
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tudes that is often used, since the log-spectrum is related to perceptual properties of the human
ear [41]. In [122], the authors study the natural logarithms of both circular and noncircular com-
plex Gaussian random variables. The circular Log-Rayleigh distribution is characterised by a typical
property: all the centred moments higher than mean are independent of its localisation parameter.
Noncircular cases can also be modelled adequately by the circular case with an additional correction
term. In the next section, the decay rate of a signal will be defined and investigated, particularly
the decay rate of a signal’s STFT log magnitude.
4.4.2 Decay Rate
Since the following discussion applies to both the fullband signal and also within any STFT subband
bins, the frequency index has been omitted for conciseness. Consider STFT analysis frames indexed
r = 1, 2, . . .. A fitting frame, indexed τ = 1, 2, . . ., as non-overlapping sets of N STFT frames is
defined such that
τ =
⌊
r − 1
N
⌋
+ 1. (4.1)
Let yr be the log-magnitude of the signal at STFT frame r , which can be viewed as samples drawn
from the real random variable Y . A realisation of Y for a fitting frame τ is constructed, such that
yτ = [yτN+1, yτN+2, . . . , yτN+N ]
T . The gradient αyτ
7 and the offset βyτ for fitting frame τ is defined
as piece-wise gradient and offset of the signal’s first order least squares fit of yτ . The coefficients
ai and bi are defined by briefly recalling the linear LS fitting procedure as
[αyτ β
y
τ ]
T = (UTU)−1UT yτ = [a b]T yτ (4.2)
where U is the matrix of the independent variable (time index), i.e.
U =
 1 2 3 . . . N
1 1 1 . . . 1
T , (4.3)
and the i-th element of the vectors a and b can then be written as
ai = ζ ·
[
i − N + 1
2
]
and bi = ζ ·
[
− i
2
+
2N + 1
6
]
, (4.4)
where ζ = 12N2−N . The following properties of the LS fit coefficients will be used in the following
section:
N∑
i=1
ai = 0 and
N∑
i=1
bi = 1. (4.5)
7Here α is used rather than the λ used in previously to differentiate the between the gradient of the LS fit and
the actual room decay rate.
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4.4.3 Anechoic Speech
Since the log-magnitude STFT of the anechoic speech, sr can be modelled as an i.i.d. RV, the first
moment of the anechoic speech decay rate αsτ and the offset β
s
τ are derived from the above LS fit
of fitting length N as
E [αsτ ] = E
[
N∑
i=1
aisτ,i
]
= E [sr ]
N∑
i=1
ai = 0 (4.6)
and
E [βsτ ] = E
[
N∑
i=1
bisτ,i
]
= E [sr ]
N∑
i=1
bi = E [sr ] , (4.7)
where sτ,i is the i-th element of the signal vector sτ = [sτN+1, sτN+2, . . . , sτN+N ]T . The first
moment of the decay rate of i.i.d. RV is zero regardless of the mean of sr . The first moment of
the offset is equal to the mean of sr . The variance of the decay rate αsτ can be written as:
var(αsτ ) = E
[
(αsτ )
2
]− E [αsτ ]2 = E [a(sτsTτ )aT ] . (4.8)
Expanding the E[a(yτyTτ )a
T ] term, the variance of the speech decay rate can be written as
var(αsτ ) = var(sr )
N∑
i=1
a2i . (4.9)
As N increases to ∞, the variances tend to zero as ∑Ni=1 a2i is a monotonically decreasing function
dominated by the term ζ. This is intuitive, since fitting a long sequence is more likely to result in a
flat line fit, i.e. αsτ = 0. The third moment for the decay rate α
s
τ can be written as
E
[
(αsτ )
3
]
= E
[
(asτ )
3
]
= E
[
asτs
T
τ a
T asτ
]
= 0. (4.10)
Hence, the third moment of the decay rate distribution of an i.i.d. RV is zero regardless of the
moments of the RV. It is intuitive think the decay rate distribution as symmetrical, since it is equally
likely for a sequence and the its mirrored sequence. For more detail on the derivation of moments of
decay rates see Appendix B. The empirical anechoic speech decay rate distribution for four different
speakers of different utterances is shown in Fig. 4.2 for N = 20 or 92 ms. It can be seen that these
anechoic speech decay rates are approximately zero-mean and super-Gaussian type of distributions
that do not vary significantly between different speaker utterance. Even though the human speech
mechanism gives asymmetrical properties of onsets and decay phase [123], it can be seen in empirical
anechoic speech decay rate distributions that this asymmetrical property of human speech does not
significantly affect the symmetry in the decay rate domain. 8
8One possible explanation could be that although the slope of onsets are typically faster than decays, the onsets
usually come after a silence period. This would cause the the slope fitted on the onsets to be slower than the actual
slope of the onset.
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Figure 4.2: The decay rate for 4 different speaker each of a different utterance (a), (b), (c) and (d).
4.4.4 Room Decay Rate
In the case of the anechoic speech it is assumed stationary thus the analysis in Section 4.4.3 is
the same across time or different realisations. However this is not the case for the RIR since it is
non-stationary. For a given acoustic arrangement it can be considered a single trial for the RIR. It
is argued here that in the analysis of the reverberant speech decay rate, the decay of the first frame
will dominate the characteristics of the resulting reverberant speech. Thus the RIR decay rate can
be assumed to be a point distribution with a mean of the first fitted room decay rate, λ1h, when
analysing the statistics of reverberant speech decay rates.
4.5 Decay Rate of Reverberant Speech
The envelope of reverberant speech can also be modelled as a sequence of decay rates. It was
reported that the reverberant speech signal is less super-Gaussian than that of the anechoic speech
signal [121]. However the STFT magnitude of the reverberant speech cannot be modelled as
an independent RV, due to the correlations between different fitting frames τ introduced by the
convolution of the anechoic speech and the RIR in the time domain. Hence, the properties of the
distribution of the decay rate of the reverberant speech cannot be derived using same methods as
for anechoic speech as discussed above. In this section the decay rates of reverberant speech are
investigated numerically. Again, since the following discussion applies to both the fullband signal
and also within any STFT subband bins, the frequency index has been omitted for conciseness.
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4.5.1 Convolution as Max Approximation
Assuming that the anechoic signal and RIR consists of mutually uncorrelated white noise sequences,
with energy envelopes s˜r and h˜r , respectively, the energy envelope of the reverberant speech signal,
denoted by x˜r , can be written as [124]:
x˜r =
∞∑
r ′=0
h˜′r s˜r−r ′ , (4.11)
The analysis is first simplified and describes a fitting frame τ of the envelopes x˜r , h˜r , and s˜r by
an exponential decay that corresponds to exp(αxτ r), exp(α
h
τ r) and exp(α
s
τ r), respectively. For this
segment using continuous time convolution to get a closed form solution,
x˜r = e
αhτ r ∗ eαsτ r =

(eα
h
τ r − eαsτ r )/(αhτ − αsτ ) if αhτ 6= αsτ
reα
h
τ r if αhτ = α
s
τ .
(4.12)
The sum of two exponential terms will be dominated by the exponential term with the larger value.
Therefore, the fitted decay rate αxτ can be approximated as:
αxτ ≈ max(αhτ , αsτ ). (4.13)
This approximation becomes more accurate when |αhτ − αsτ | is large. However natural anechoic
speech consists of onsets and decays due to the physical mechanism of speech production. Therefore
a more realistic anechoic speech envelope is modelled using multiple fitting frames each of length
N, such that
s˜r = β
s
τ exp (α
s
τ (r − (τ − 1)N)), (4.14)
An example is illustrated in Fig. 4.3(b). The difference between real anechoic speech Fig. 4.3(a)
and the synthetic speech (b) will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.2. The signal of the
previous fitting frame will have an immediate effect on the current fitting frame when convolved
with an RIR. In order to analyse the effect of the previous fitting frame, the synthetic speech model
in (4.14) is simplified using two fitting frames, where
s˜r =

βs1 exp (α
s
1(r)) r = 1, 2, . . . , N
βs2 exp (α
s
2(r − N)) r = N + 1, N + 2, . . . , 2N.
(4.15)
Since βτ is defined only for the anechoic speech, the superscript s is dropped for conciseness. Let
the ratio ξ′τ between the anechoic speech offset at fitting frame τ − 1 and τ on a linear scale
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Figure 4.3: (a) Real speech, (b) Synthetic speech and its decay rate fitting. Frequency bin 30 with
fitting frame 92 ms.
(β′τ = exp(βτ )), and the log-ratio ξτ be
ξ′τ =
β′τ−1
β′τ
and ξτ = βτ−1 − βτ . (4.16)
Since the RV βτ is i.d.d.9 for any type of log speech magnitude distribution, the distribution of ξ can
be assumed to be a zero-mean symmetrical distribution. As shown in Section 4.4.3 the distribution
of the decay rate of anechoic speech λsτ is also zero-mean and symmetrical. In the following analysis
it is assumed that αs1 = 0 in order to reduce the number of parameters. Then different effects of
the relative offsets can then be modelled using a single RV ξ1 and the relationship between αx2 to
αh2, α
s
2 and ξ1 can be studied numerically using
s˜r =

ξ′1 r = 1, 2, . . . , N
exp (αs1(r − N)) r = N + 1, N + 2, . . . , 2N.
(4.17)
The room decay envelope, h˜r , will be set to two fitting frames long to avoid any discontinuity in the
convolution and fitting. It is also assumed that only the previous fitting frame (i.e., directly before
the current fitting frame) has an effect on the current fitting frame. Defining a process Gξ, which
9Since s is assumed to be i.i.d.
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Figure 4.4: The process Gξ(αhτ , αsτ ) for different ξ1 = (a) −50, (b) 0, (c) 50. (d) G¯(αhτ , αsτ ), (e)
max(αhτ , α
s
τ ) and (f) the difference between (d) and (e).
represents the LS fit on the convolution of the speech and RIR for a given value of ξ1, the decay
rate of the reverberant signal can be expressed as
αxτ = Gξ(α
h
τ , α
s
τ ). (4.18)
In Fig. 4.4, the αxτ plane is shown for varying α
s
τ and α
h
τ with different ξ1 = {−50, 0, 50}10 for
(a)-(c). For reference the αxτ plane for max(α
h
τ , α
s
τ ) is shown in Fig. 4.4(e). It can be seen that for
high values of ξ1 = 50, the αxτ plane is less similar to the α
x
τ plane in Fig. 4.4(e). Expectation is
taken for αxτ over 101 ξ1 values ([−50,−49, . . . , 50]), where ξ1 is model by a zero-mean Gaussian
with variance of 20011, thus an expected αxτ varying with α
s
τ and α
h
τ only is obtained, as shown on
Fig. 4.4(d). For a given αhτ , α
x
τ is related to α
s
τ by an averaged G¯ across ξ,
αxτ = G¯(α
h
τ , α
s
τ ). (4.19)
The difference between the two versions of the process, G¯(αhτ , α
s
τ ) and max(α
h
τ , α
s
τ ), shown in
Fig. 4.4(f) is relatively small. The error is most significant around |αhτ − αsτ | = 0.
10These range of values corresponds to over 100 dB of dynamic range after normalising with respect to headroom.
11Smaller the value the more compressed is the signal. Tests shows 200 to be a reasonable value.
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In the above investigation, perfect exponential envelopes with constant envelope duration
was used as shown in Fig. 4.3(b). In practice, anechoic speech does not consists of perfect ex-
ponential decays, and more importantly, it does not have constant envelope duration as illustrated
in Fig. 4.3(a). Thus each decay fitting cannot be guaranteed to fit exactly over an individual ex-
ponential envelope during constant continuous LS fitting along the fitting frames. Therefore the
distribution of reverberant speech decay rates is proposed to be modelled using
αxτ ≈ max(αhτ
′
, αsτ ), (4.20)
where αh
′
τ takes into account the over-simplistic modelling of the reverberant speech decay rate
by including a larger variance compared to the point distribution of αhτ . The RV α
h′
τ is assumed
to be Gaussian with mean λ1h and variance σ
2
h . Assuming the distribution of α
s
τ and uncertainty
parameter, σh, are fixed, the proposed statistical model of αxτ is dependent only on a RIR parameter,
the initial room decay rate λ1h.
4.5.2 EagleMax Distribution Formulation
A family of distributions called the eagleMax distribution is defined to model (4.20), since the follow-
ing discussion is only about decay rates, the decay rates αxτ are simplified to the RV representation
of X in following using only the superscript of the previous section, so (4.20) now becomes,
X = max(H,S) (4.21)
The eagleMax distribution, fX , of the RV, X is defined as the distribution of the maximum of two
independent RVs, a source RV, H, and an interference RV, S12. In the following it assumed that
the distributions of the RVs X and Y , denoted by fX and fY , are symmetrical13. The eagleMax
distribution, fZ is defined as
X ∼ eagleMax(mH,mS), (4.22)
where mH and mS are the normalized central moments of the RVs H and S, respectively. The
cumulative density function (cdf) of the eagleMax distribution, denote by FX , can be written as a
12In the context of blind estimation of reverberation time, the RIR decay rate are the source RV and the anechoic
speech decay rate is the interference.
13Although there is evidence to show that the distribution of the anechoic speech decay rate can be reasonably as-
sumed to be symmetrical, the room decay rate distribution combined with modelling uncertainties proposed modelling
of (4.20) is arbitrary. The RV αh
′
τ is still assumed to be symmetrical.
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function of the cdfs FH and FS of the RVs H and S:
FX(α) = p(X = max(H,S) < α), α ∈ R
= p(H < α,S < α) = p(H < α)p(S < α)
= FH(α)FS(α), (4.23)
and the probability density function (pdf) then can be written as
fX(α) = FH(α)fS(α) + FH(α)fS(α). (4.24)
For the case where fH and fS are Gaussian distributions, the distribution of X can be written as
fX(α) =
1
2
√
2pi
(
1
σS
e
− (µS−α)2
2σS
2
(
1 + Erf
[
−µH+α√
2σH
])
+ 1σH e
− (µH−α)2
2σH
2
(
1 + Erf
[
−µS+α√
2σS
]))
, (4.25)
where Erf[·] denotes the error function. A single class of eagleMax distributions is defined as the
maximum mixed distributions of an interference RV Y and source RVs Xi (i ∈ Z) such that
S ∼ N(µS, σS), Hi ∼ N(µH = ci , σH) (4.26)
where µS, σS, and σH are constants and the mean of the source RV, denoted by µH, is varying.
Since a single class of eagleMax distribution is defined to be of fixed S and varying H, a single class
of eagleMax distribution can be thought of as relevant to a fixed speaker and utterance spoken in
different rooms in the context of blind estimation of reverberation time problem. Therefore the
problem of blind estimation of reverberation time becomes estimating µH from observations of X.
Examples of eagleMax distributions from two distinct classes are computed using (4.25) and
are depicted in Fig. 4.5. In Fig. 4.5(a) σH < σS, while Fig. 4.5(b) σH > σS. In can be seen that
the eagleMax distributions varies with varying µH. In Section 4.6, the objective is to estimate µX
robustly given uncertain a priori knowledge of σX and σY where σX < σY . This is useful in a wide
range of applications although our specific motivation is to develop statistical models and tools
that will later be used to estimate the reverberation time of a room from the observed reverberant
signal alone. However some empirical modelling of reverberant speech decay rate using a class of
eagleMax distribution will be studied first in Section 4.5.3,
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Figure 4.5: EagleMax distributions (µS = 0) for (a) σH < σS and σS/σH = 10 (b) σH > σS and
σS/σH = 0.1.
4.5.3 Empirical EagleMax Modelling
In this section, certain distribution properties due to the STFT and LS fitting parameters are
investigated. The first test carried out involved varying the amount of overlap between frames in
the STFT. The results obtained showed conclusively that the amount of overlap did not significantly
affect the shape and characteristics of the decay rate distribution. Similarly, the amount of overlaps
for the LS-fit [0%, 25%, 50%, 75%] also did not seem to affect the decay rate distribution, and
that longer the length of the LS fit, the more decay rate centres around zero, indicating a flat fit.
Hence, the following standard STFT parameters were chosen: Hamming windows of 256 samples,
FFT size of 512 samples, 75% overlap at 16 kHz. For all the analysis in the following section, the
reverberant speech decay rate distribution was obtained by continuously applying a LS fit to 20 time
frames (92 ms) for each frequency bin and all frequency bins treated equally.
Two types of signals were used: (i) real reverberant speech consisting of two male and two
female speakers (10 s) and (ii) simulated synthetic reverberant speech using (4.14). The validity of
(iii), the eagleMax model using X = max(H,S), is then investigated, using σH = [0.5, 0.7, . . . , 6]
to incorporate the uncertainty in the modelling of (4.21). The empirical distribution of anechoic
speech decay rate S calculated from (i) was used in (ii) and (iii). Examples of real speech signal (i)
and synthetic speech signal (ii) are shown Fig. 4.3(a) and (b), respectively.
In Fig. 4.6 the Jensen-Shannon Divergences [125] between the distributions of (i)-(iii) and
(ii)-(iii) are shown for different T60 = {0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00} s and σH. Compared to the dis-
tribution obtained by (i), the distributions obtained by (iii), based on the eagleMax model using
X = max(H,S) with smaller uncertainty (σH < 1.3), can be seen to match better to the distri-
butions obtained by (ii). Although (i) and (ii) are obtained by convolving the anechoic signal with
RIRs, where the envelope of the RIR consists of an single decay rate (i.e, σH → 0), modelling con-
volution using (4.13) is by itself an approximation. Therefore by increasing the model uncertainty
by increasing σH [as in (4.21)] decreases the divergence of max(H,S) to (i) and (ii). For larger σH
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values, (i) is further improved, but not (ii). This could be explained by the constant decay duration
assumption used in simulated speech. However, for (i) the real speech consists of non-constant
decay duration, which will increase the uncertainty in the modelling. Thus by increasing σH, the
divergence is decreased. Further increasing σH (σH > 4) will increase the divergence for both types
of reverberant speech because increasing σh too much will distort the basic convolution properties.
The divergence of the statistical model increases with increasing reverberation time. Since the error
of the approximation is the most significant when the decay rates of the RIR and the anechoic
speech are equal, i.e. |H − S| = 0, higher reverberation time means that µH is closer to zero,
where the majority of the anechoic speech decay rates resides, thus increasing the modelling error.
However for σH > 2, the decreasing performance of the modelling due to increasing RT is not as
significant.
In Fig. 4.7 the distributions for the cases (i) and (ii) are shown for two reverberation times
T60 = {0.25, 1} s. In addition, the distribution for the case (iii) with σH =0.5 and σH =3 are
also shown, which are denoted by (iii.i) and (iii.ii) respectively. It can be seen that for (ii) there
is a peak around (a) µh = −28 and (b) µh = −7. This is caused by the constant duration of
the decay envelopes of the simulated synthetic reverberant speech, for which the fitting frames are
synchronized with the decays as can be seen in Fig. 4.3(b). The behaviour of simulated synthetic
reverberant speech is therefore closely related to the original formulation where σh = 0. However,
this is not the case for real reverberant speech, since the LS-fit used is uniform and non-selective
such that the fitting frame might contain two different decays as can be seen in Fig. 4.3(a). This
has the effect of smoothing the peak at µh. Therefore, (iii.i) matches better to (ii) due to capturing
the peak at µh with smaller σh, whereas (iii.ii) matches better to (i) due to the smoothed peak at
µh. It can be seen that the positive decay rates for (i) and (ii) match well since both use actual
convolution. But for the approximations method of (iii) it overestimates the positive decay rates
for both σh. This motivates a future study of different distributions for H or equivalently αhτ
′ to
model the uncertainty in the approximation of (4.20). Nevertheless the increased variance σH of
the modelling uncertainty is still significantly less than the σS.
In summary, the distributions of the decay rate for both anechoic speech and the RIR given
by the LS-fit were derived. A statistical model of the reverberant speech decay rate was proposed
based on the distribution of the maximum of the anechoic speech decay rate and the RIR decay
rate. The proposed statistical model using eagleMax distributions depends only on the RIR decay
rate µH. An experimental comparison of the distribution of the statistical model and both real and
simulated speech convolved with RIRs shows that the distributions of the decay rates of reverberant
speech can be successfully modelled. In addition, it was shown that introducing an uncertainty in
the modelling further improves the approximation. In the next section, some methods to estimate
µH from eagleMax distributions are proposed.
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and σH.
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Figure 4.7: fX(λx) of cases i) real reverberant speech decay rates, ii) synthetic reverberant speech
decay rates and iii) eagleMax modelling for (a) T60 = 0.25 s and (b) T60 = 1.00 s. iii.i) σh = 2 and iii.ii)
σh = 4.
4.6 Parameter Estimation from eagleMax distribution
Given the reverberant speech decay rate X, the aim is to estimate H or more specically µH. This
is a non-linear statistical deconvolution problem. The area of order statistics has received much
attention from numerous researchers during the past century. Order statistics have also found
important applications in many diverse areas including life-testing and reliability, robustness studies,
statistical quality control, filtering theory, signal processing, image processing, and radar target
detection [126]. Important special cases of the order statistics are the minimum and maximum
value of a set of RVs [127]. A simple example is where two input RVs, H and S, are related to the
output RV, X, as
X = max(H,S). (4.27)
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This is the model upon which the eagleMax distribution modelling for reverberant speech decay rate
is based in Section 4.5.3. The above equation can also be used many other applications including
statistical timing analysis for the design of digital integrated circuits [128,129], stochastic networks
in project scheduling [130], auction theory [131], behaviour modelling [132, 133]. Initially consider
a linear operation on input RVs, such as an addition:
Z = H + S. (4.28)
Assuming the RVs are independent, the distribution, fZ , of the output Z is simply the convolution
of the distribution of the input RVs, fH and fS. To find the distribution of the source RV, H,
from the observed output distribution, deconvolution is performed. In a more general setting, this
problem can be also viewed as the parameter estimation of a mixing distribution. Cordy et al.’s
objective [134] is to estimate the source distribution, fH, based on only the observed RV, Z. In the
context of [134], S is modelled as the measurement error or interference with a priori knowledge of
its distribution. In most of the literature on deconvolution of mixing distributions, the distribution
of S is assumed to be known and the input RVs are independent [135].
While there has been much work on the deconvolution of linear mixing distributions, there has
been little work done on the ‘deconvolution’ of maximum mixed distributions. The deconvolution of
such a model is useful and appropriate for a variety of modelling problems described previously [128]-
[133]. Also in some applications, estimating the mean of the distribution is sufficient, i.e. knowledge
of the whole distribution is not crucial, as in the blind estimation of reverberation time where
estimating µH is sufficient. Reverberation is the convolution of the room impulse response (RIR)
and the speech signal in the time domain. In the other applications of the maximum modelling, such
as project scheduling or design of digital integrated circuits, one could wish to find the mean of a
particular delay path needed for which the overall delay requirements would be satisfied. In some
applications, only the output RVs can be observed. In such cases no a priori knowledge is available
about the input RVs, only blind deconvolution approaches can be used. In case a priori knowledge
is available, semi-blind deconvolution approaches can be used. In this section, it is assumed a priori
knowledge of the interference RV or the anechoic speech decay rate, S is available. In addition
some a priori knowledge of the source RV or the RIR decay rate is also assumed. In the following,
three methods are proposed: i) exact calculation using moments equations, ii) maximum likelihood
estimation and iii) statistical features mapping.
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4.6.1 Exact Calculation
In the following, calculation of the mean µH via the moments of the eagleMax distribution is shown.
The RVs, H and S are assumed Gaussian and µS = 014 is assumed. The objective is to find µH
given only fX(α). Furthermore, estimates of σH and σS are assumed available. In 1961, Clark
presented a formula to calculate the first four moments of the distribution of the maximum of two
Gaussian RVs [127]. Here a special case of this formula under the given assumptions is derived. Clark
introduced the intermediate variables %2 = σ2H + σ
2
S for the case where X and Y are independent
and ρ = (µH − µS)/% = µH/%. Let v = [v1, v2, . . . , vi , . . .], where vi is the i-th moment of the
random variable Z = max(X, Y ). Denoting two more notations, ϕ(κ) = (2pi)−1/2 exp(−κ2/2) and
ψ(κ) =
∫ κ
−∞ ϕ(t)dt (κ ∈ R), the moments vi (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) can be written as:
v1 = µHψ(ρ) + %ϕ(ρ), (4.29)
v2 =
(
µ2H + σ
2
H
)
ψ(ρ) + σ2S (1− ψ(ρ)) + µH%ϕ(ρ), (4.30)
v3 =
(
µ3H + 3µHσ
2
H
)
ψ(ρ) +[
µ2H%+
(
2σ4H + σ
2
Hσ
2
S + 2σ
4
S
)
%−1
]
ϕ(ρ). (4.31)
These moments can be estimated from the mixed distribution fZ(λ) and are denoted by vˆ =
[vˆ1, vˆ2, vˆ3]. Although the terms ϕ(ρ) and ψ(ρ) are dependent on µH, (4.29)-(4.31) can be viewed
as simultaneous equations in terms of µH, ϕ(ρ) and ψ(ρ). Therefore, it is possible to find µH by
eliminating ϕ(ρ) and ψ(ρ) by substitution. Firstly, (4.31) is rearranged to express ϕ(ρ) in terms of
µH and ψ(ρ) as
ψ(ρ) =
−%v3 +
[
µ2H%
2 + 2σ4H + σ
2
Hσ
2
S + 2σ
4
S
]
ϕ(ρ)
−%µ3H − 3%µHσ2H
. (4.32)
Secondly, (4.32) is substituted into (4.29) to eliminate ψ(ρ), and ϕ(ρ) is expressed in terms of µH
only:
ϕ(ρ) =
%
(
v1µ
2
H + 3v1σ
2
H − v3
)
−2σ4H − σ2Hσ2S − 2σ4S + 3%2σ2H
. (4.33)
Finally, (4.32) and (4.33) are substituted into (4.30), then both ψ(ρ) and ϕ(ρ) are eliminated and
rewritten
p4µ
4
H + p3µ
3
H + p2µ
2
H + p1µ
1
H + p0 = 0. (4.34)
14It was seen in Section 4.4.3 that anechoic speech decay rates are approximately zero-mean.
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The coefficients pi (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 4}) are
p4 = v1%
(
2%2σ2H + %
2σ2S − P
)
p3 = %
(
v2 − σ2S
) (
P − 3σ2H%2
)
p2 = %
3
[
v3
(
σ2H − σ2S
)
+ σ2Hv1
(
6σ2H + 3σ
2
S
)]
+
P%v1
(
σ2S − 4σ2H
)
p1 = %
(
v2 − σ2S
) (
3Pσ2H − 9%2σ4H
)
p0 = 3%σ
2
H
(
σ2H − σ2S
) (
%2v3 + Pv1
)
(4.35)
where P = 2σ4H + σ
2
Hσ
2
S + 2σ
4
S. The coefficients Pi can be calculated from the statistics of the
observed distribution of X and the a priori knowledge of (σH, σS). Given the estimates of vˆ, σˆH,
and σˆS, µH can be estimated by solving (4.34). The quartic solution is denoted by:
µˆH = CσˆH ,σˆS(vˆ). (4.36)
Given σˆH and σˆS, the quartic solution C is unique but ambiguous since it has four roots. In the
performance evaluation stage, a single solution is required and so it is logical to choose the root with
the smallest Euclidian distance with respect to the correct root, i.e. the best case scenario for the
quartic solution. Due to estimation errors of the moments and σˆH and σˆS. the roots can sometimes
be all complex. In such a case the solution is disregarded. As will be seen in Section 4.7.1, the
performance of the exact mean calculation is limited in terms of robustness to estimation errors
and the stated problem of ambiguity in the selection of the roots in the solution. Consequently the
next work in this thesis is motivated to develop a more practical and robust parameter estimation
approach.
4.6.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a well known established parameter estimation tech-
nique [136]. Similar to the exact calculation via moments equations, to formulate the likelihood
function, assumptions of the distributions are required. Here they are also assumed Gaussian for
both H and S and a priori knowledge of σH and σS is assumed to formulate the likelihood function
of the eagleMax distributions. From (4.25), the likelihood function for a sequence of observed x or
the observed reverberant speech decay rate can be written as
L(x, µH) =
∏
fX(xi). (4.37)
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The logarithm is taken to get the log-likelihood function,
lnL(x, µH) =
∑
fX(xi). (4.38)
To find the maximum of lnL(x, µH), the log-likelihood function is differentiated with respect to µH
to obtain the score function S
S = ∂ lnL(x, µH)
∂µH
. (4.39)
There is no direct way to find a closed form maximum likelihood solution using the eagleMax pdf
defined as (4.25). Therefore using a numerical search to find the maximum likelihood is used to
find
arg maxL(x, µH). (4.40)
The MLE method is likely to be more robust than the exact calculation since the likelihood functions
are well behaved. With uncertainties of the a priori knowledge and distribution assumption, it is
will have less effect on the likelihood functions compared to the more sensitive quartic solution.
Numerical search algorithms are relatively very slow. Therefore in the next section a statistical
mapping method is proposed aimed to achieve good performance and robustness. It make use
of calibrated empirical distributions of the anechoic speech decay rate S and actual convolved
reverberant speech decay rates X instead of using eagleMax distribution modelling explicitly.
4.6.3 Statistical Features Mapping
In this section a procedure is presented without the need for strict assumptions on the distributions to
estimate µH given the observed mixed distribution fX or a sequence of observed x. The objective is
to use statistical features of the eagleMax distribution15 and map them robustly to the corresponding
µH under the uncertainty of the a priori knowledge of σH and σS. In Section 4.5.3 it was shown
that σS is much greater than σH. It was also seen in Section 4.5.2, that the eagleMax distribution
behaves differently for the two distinct classes, therefore the statistical features mapping in the
following is only for eagleMax distributions, fX(α), for the classes16 of σH < σS.
From Fig. 4.5, a consistent skewing of the distributions can be seen, thus it is intuitive to
study features which capture this skewing of the distributions. The relationships between some
statistical features of fX(α) against µH, σH and σS were investitgated. In Fig. 4.8 the following
statistical features are displayed: (a) skewness g1, (b) second negative partial moment σ−X2 , (c)
second positive partial moment σ+
X2
and (d) a ‘combo’ feature σC . The second negative and
15or any distribution with similar behaviour to the eagleMax distributions.
16as defined in Section 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.8: The relationship between (a) skewness g1, (b) second negative side partial moment σ−H2 , (c)
second positive side partial moment σ+
H2
, (d) combo partial moment against µH, σH, and σS. Different
planes represents varying σH.
positive partial moments are defined respectively as:
σ−X2 =
∫ 0
−∞
α2fX(α)dα, σ
+
X2 =
∫ ∞
0
α2fX(α)dα. (4.41)
The x , y , and z axes represent µH, σS, and the statistical features, respectively. The
different planes represent different values of σH. In Fig. 4.8(a), it can be seen that the skewness g1
depends on σH and σS, and that it is not a consistent measure of µH. In Fig. 4.8(b), the second
negative partial moment σ−
X2
varies consistently with µH but it varies substantially with σS especially
for µH  0. In Fig. 4.8(c), the second positive partial moment σ+X2 varies against σS for a given
value µH. It can be seen that the amount σ+X2 varies against σS is approximately consistent with
the amount that σ−
X2
varies with σS. Therefore an empirical feature of fX(α) is proposed, using σ+X2
to regulate the dependency of σ−
X2
with σS. This feature is designated the ‘combo’ feature, which
is defined as:
σcX = σ
−
X2/
√
σ+
X2
. (4.42)
It can be seen in Fig. 4.8(d), that the combo feature σcX is substantially independent of σS. However,
the dependence on σH has not been reduced. Since the features σ−X2 and σ
c
X show ‘consistent’
relationships against the parameter µH that is to be estimated, a procedure to map these features
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to µH is proposed next. One feature φ is mapped17 to µH using polynomials of order No . The
estimate µˆH is then given by
µˆH =MNo ,∆σσˆH ,σˆS (φˆ) =
No∑
i=0
wi φˆ
i , (4.43)
where the polynomial coefficients, wi , are calculated using the least squares method with known val-
ues of µX , σX , σY , and corresponding features, φˆ, estimated from fX(α). Note from the difference
between (4.36) and (4.43) that the mapping function can be calibrated for a given range rather than
specific values σˆH and σˆS. Therefore, the polynomial are fitted around the estimates of σH and σS
using a range of ±∆σ, i.e., σˆH−∆σ ≤ σˆH ≤ σˆH + ∆σ and σˆS−∆σ ≤ σˆS ≤ σˆS + ∆σ. The statistical
features mapping method is analogous to the method of moments, instead of deriving a relationship
between moments and the parameter of interest µH, the relationship is estimated numerically as-
suming a polynomial relationship between the features and the parameter. The calibration process
is not restricted to a class of eagleMax distribution, but rather any class of distribution. Therefore
it is possible to calibrate the mapping process on a class of real anechoic speech convolved with a
synthetic RIR.
4.7 Mean Estimation Experiments
Three parameter estimation methods were presented in Section 4.6: i) exact calculation, ii) MLE
and iii) Statistical Feature mapping. These methods require a priori knowledge of σH and σS to
estimate µH from a class18 of eagleMax distribution. While the i) and ii) can be used for any
eagleMax distribution, iii) additionally assumes that σH < σS. Furthermore, since σH and σS are
unobservable, they need to be estimated and will therefore be subject to uncertainty arising from
the estimation variance. The accuracy and the robustness of the methods is tested when the a
priori knowledge of σH and σS is uncertain. Uncertainty in the a priori knowledge is akin to the
possibility that the observed variable X is drawn from another class of eagleMax distributions. All
three methods can be batch estimated using samples to calculate moments for i) and features for
iii). The formulation of ii) can only be used in batch estimation since evaluating the asymptotic
properties requires evaluation over infinitely many samples. Therefore methods i) and iii) are first
evaluated, where the distribution of X is available. Then methods ii) and iii) are compared, where
only finite samples of x are available.
17which represents either σ−
X2
or σcX
18as defined in (4.26) to be of fixed S and varying H, a single class of eagleMax distribution can be thought of a
fixed speaker and utterance spoken in different rooms in the context of blind estimation of reverberation time problem.
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4.7.1 A Priori Knowledge Uncertainty
The following testing methodology for each parameter estimation method is introduced. Using
(4.23), 484 different classes of eagleMax distributions are generated, where σ2H = {10, 20, . . . , 220},
µS = 0, and σ2S = {310, 320, . . . , 550}. Each class consists of 51 eagleMax distributions with
µH = {−50.5,−48.5, . . . , 50.5}19. This range of values is chosen from observing typical values
from the study of decay rates. For each class and µH, a feature vector Φpq(µX) that contains all
features is then calculated. The subscript p and q represent, respectively, the indexes of the values
σH and σS used for generation the distributions within a specific class. It should be noted that the
moments v in the mean calculation method are analogous to the feature φ used in the statistical
feature mapping method. Hence, in this context the moments are also features.
The methods proposed in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.3 are tested first where the distribution of
X is available. In order to compute the mapping function, and to verify the accuracy and robustness
with respect to uncertainties in σˆH and σˆS, a limited set of σH and σS values is used rather than a
continuous set. Here the discrete steps are of size 10, and ∆σ = 10 · (N∗T − 1), where ∗ ∈ {H,S}.
A (multi-dimensional) feature block Φpq(µH) is defined with p = [p − (NHT − 1), . . . , p − 1, p, p +
1, . . . , p + (NHT − 1)] and q = [q − (NST − 1), . . . , q − 1, q, q + 1, . . . , p + (NST + 1)]. This creates
a uniform uncertainty in σH and σS, which is centered around the the estimated values of σH and
σS. The parameters NHT and N
S
T range from 1 to 4 in the following tests. Note that only the vector
Φpq(µH), i.e., NHT = 1 and N
S
T = 1, represents the case in which the uncertainty is assumed to be
zero or the correct class. As mentioned in Section 4.6.1, it is not always possible to find a useful
solution because some of the roots are complex. Therefore, the percentage of successfully estimated
values, as denoted by η˘, is calculated. In addition, the accuracy of the estimate is determined by
the mean squared error (MSE) defined as
eNH
T
,NS
T
= 10 log10
fi
(µˆH − µH)2
µ2H
fl
dB. (4.44)
The MSE is first averaged (as denoted by 〈〉) for each feature block and all values of µH, then for
all the feature blocks along σH and σS. Since the block size depends on NHT and N
S
T , different MSEs
are obtained depending on NHT and N
S
T .
The MSE obtained using exact calculation method (4.36) is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). It can be
seen that when the a priori knowledge of σH and σS is known exactly, i.e. (NHT , N
S
T ) = (1, 1), the
MSE between the true and estimated values of µH is negligible (< −60 dB), and nearly all of the
solutions are useful. However, even with a small uncertainty in σS (NST = 2) the error increases to
−27 dB, and η˘ decreases to 97%. With a small uncertainty (NHT = 2) in σH the error increases
to −16 dB, and η˘ decreases to 95%. Hence, the method is more sensitive to uncertainties in σˆH
than to uncertainties in σˆS. This is because for each class of eagleMax distributions, there is one
19For negative decay rates, these values correspond to approximately 0.1-3.0 s.
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Figure 4.9: Performance of the exact mean calculation (a). Performance for second negative side
partial moment σ−
x2
(solid) and combo feature σC (dashed) for different values Nf and No (b)-(d).
interference RV, S, with fixed mean, µS, and many source RVs, H, with different means µH. In
addition it should be noted that the exact mean calculation results in four solutions. Here the one
that is closest to the true solution was chosen, which is not available in practice. Because of this
and due to the sensitivity with respect to σˆH and σˆS, the exact mean calculation is not a feasible
practical solution as discussed in Section 4.6.1. However, it provides an important insight into the
theoretic basis of the problem addressed, that µH can be estimated from moments or statistical
features in general of X.
4.7.2 Order Selection and Fitting Range
The statistical mapping method described in Section 4.6.3 requires a fitting step. The variable Nf
is defined as the discrete steps of ∆σ with the same units as N∗T but for fitting of the polynomial
rather than the testing of the estimation methods. Nf is also defined equally in the both the σH
and σS of the feature block Φpq(µH). In Fig. 4.9(b)-(d), the performance for σ−X2 (solid lines) and
σcX (dashed lines) is shown. The performance of σ
−
X2
is investigated first. For (NHT , N
S
T ) = (1, 1)
and tight fitting (Nf = 1), increasing the polynomial order No increases the accuracy of µˆH, i.e.,
it lowers the MSE. However as shown in Fig. 4.9(b) to (c), the performance degrades much faster
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when increasing the fitting order No when the uncertainty increases, i.e., NHT > 1 and N
Y
T > 1. In
Fig. 4.9(c) to (d) it can seen that increasing the fitting size Nf decreases the sensitivity to varying
NST greatly, while the sensitivity against N
H
T does not vary much. For higher fitting size Nf , the
order No does not seem to have any substantial effect on the MSE. Both exact calculation and the
statistical features mapping method show a similar behaviour, i.e., the uncertainty in the a priori
knowledge of the source RV is more significant than the interference RV, this is due to the definition
of the formulated problem. For the combo feature σC shown in Fig. 4.9(b)-(d), the influence of
Nf and No is less obvious. This is because the dependency on σS was already removed by the σ+X2
regularization. In general, the MSE obtained using σcX as the statistical feature is smaller than the
MSE obtained using σ−
X2
alone.
4.7.3 Non-Gaussianality
Unlike the exact calculation method, the statistical feature mapping method was not built on the
assumption of Gaussian distributions. Since the behaviour of the features is dominated by the first
two moments, the same principles can be used to find mapping functions for other symmetrical
unimodal source distributions, e.g., a non-Gaussian distribution like the more Laplacian distribution
observed in Fig. 4.2. The exact calculation method would have to be re-derived for distributions of
different kurtosis.
The Pearson VII distribution [137] is now used to generate eagleMax distributions with
different excess kurtosis, denoted by γS, given a fixed variance. For this section of the analysis
NHT = 1 is used. In the exact calculation only the case where γS = 0 is used, which corresponds
to a Gaussian distribution. For the statistical feature mapping method, the polynomial is fitted
around the estimates of γY and σY using a range of ±∆σ. NSTγ is used instead of NHT for the
performance evaluation similar to Fig. 4.9. In Fig. 4.10(a) the results are shown for different values
of NSTγ obtained using the exact mean calculation. It can be seen that the error increases as the
distribution deviates from Gaussian. In Fig. 4.10(b), the MSE shown using (4.43) for the two
features, viz. σ−
X2
and σcX . It can be seen that mapping the combo feature gives best performance
in terms of the MSE and robustness with respect to γS. The latter is expected since the combo
feature reduces the dependency of σS.
4.7.4 Special Case with µH < 0
If the model formulation is more specific, it is possible to find features and mapping functions that are
more accurate. Consequently, the accuracy of the estimation can be improved. In the application of
interest, the blind estimation of the reverberation time of an acoustic environment from observations
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Figure 4.10: Performance for non-Gaussian case (a)-(b), and special case negative µH (c)-(d). The
solid lines represent the results obtained using the moments or second negative side partial moment
σ−
X2
and the dashed lines represent the results obtained using the combo feature σcX .
of the reverberant signal alone, µH is restricted to negative values, typically between −50 to −520,
and the decay rate of the RIR is assumed to be Gaussian with constant variance. The values of σS
and γS depend on the speech signal, but usually lie within a specific range. The statistical features
mapping procedure is now carried out for this specific range of values testing the robustness to
uncertainty a priori knowledge of σH and σS. The results are shown in Fig. 4.10(c) and (d). It can
be seen that in this special case the MSE is significantly smaller compared to the MSE obtained in
Section 4.7.2, even with {Nf , No} = {2, 4}. This is because a polynomial fit in this range is more
consistent with respect to both σH and σS as can be seen in Fig 4.8(b) and (d).
4.7.5 Batch Estimation
In practice only finite samples of reverberant speech decay rates can be observed. Any sample
estimates will deviate from the true distributions, and from the previous experiments, and it is
concluded that the exact calculation method is not a viable parameter estimation method due to its
sensitivity. In this section, batch estimation for the MLE and the statistical mapping method will
be investigated. The sample statistical features and convergence properties of the MLE method
20which corresponds to a Tr of 0.14 s and 1.4 s respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Convergence of the MLE method for (a) µH = −32.5 and (b) µH = −12.5. Sample
statistical features σCX for (c) µH = −32.5 and (d) µH = −12.5.
where the eagleMax distribution modelling is mixed from two Gaussian cases are first investigated.
In Fig. 4.11, the convergence of the MLE method is shown for two different values of µH. It
can be seen that after about 1000 batches, with each batch of 100 data points, the MLE method
convergences quickly to some steady state value with a small bias, with the MSE being about -42 dB
and -28 dB respectively. Likewise there is also a small bias for sample statistical features, but the
calibration in the statistical mapping method can adjust for consistent bias, if the calibration set
also exhibits such a bias. More detailed discussion on the calibration of real reverberant speech
decay rates is presented in Chapter 5.
The robustness of the MLE and the statistical feature mapping method for the uncertainty of
a priori knowledge is tested under the same condition as the special case described in Section 4.7.4
shown in Fig. 4.12(a) and (b) respectively using just one batch of 2000 samples points. It can be
seen in terms of robustness to uncertainty in σH and σS that the MLE methods performs better than
the statistical mapping method. However, since this experiment only uses one batch of samples,
the good relationship between performance and increasing uncertainty is not seen. Additionally,
testing of the special case with Pearson type VII distribution for different excess kurtosis is shown
in Fig. 4.12(c) and (d). In can be seen that for the robustness to non-Gaussian mixed eagleMax
distributions, the statistical mapping method is more robust than the MLE method. This is expected
as the MLE was derived only for the Gaussian case, whereas the statistical features mapping method
can be calibrated for non-Gaussian mixed eagleMax distributions.
Both methods perform relatively similarly in terms of accuracy and robustness, however the
comparing the processing time of the MLE method to Statistical features mapping method using
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Figure 4.12: Performance for uncertainty in σH and σS: (a) MLE method and (b) Statistical features
mapping method. Performance for different excess kurtosis: (c) MLE method and (d) Statistical
features mapping method.
the stop watch timer in MATLAB was about 10 to 1. It can be seen that the statistical feature
mapping method performs significantly worse in the batch estimation case than when the whole
distribution is used for estimation under the special case. This is because the mapping function
was calibrated on the features of the whole distribution rather than sample distribution, therefore
the mapping function cannot take in account of the sampling bias. It is not the aim of this thesis
to study problems of the bias. The formulation of the eagleMax distribution is to aid the study of
different blind estimation methods in a more analytical way, the ultimate aim being to estimate the
reverberation time blindly, therefore both methods will be compared using real reverberant speech
decay rates in Chapter 5.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter, different approaches to estimating reverberation time blindly were reviewed. The
advantages and disadvantages of each method were discussed, and a different approach to the
blind estimation of reverberation time was formulated. Firstly, the signal decay rate domain was
introduced, which is directly useful for the estimation of reverberation time . A statistical model,
the eagleMax distribution, was next formulated to model the distribution of the reverberant speech
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decay rates. The most advantageous properties of the eagleMax distribution is that the room decay
rate is inherently modelled as a statistical parameter of the eagleMax distribution. Therefore the
blind estimation of reverberation time becomes a parameter estimation problem. Three different
parameter estimation techniques: exact calculations via moments equation, maximum likelihood ap-
proach and the statistical features mapping method were then proposed and evaluated. In particular
the statistical feature mapping is more robust and can be calibrated to an empirical data set, rather
than being constrained by statistical assumptions. The MLE method also shows good accuracy
and robustness. This opens the way forward to blind estimation of the decay rate of the RIR for
different application in Chapter 5, including acoustic measurements, automatic speech recognition
and speech dereverberation.
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Chapter 5
Application
The youthful boy below who turned your way and saw
Something he was not looking for: both a beginning and an end
But now he lives inside someone he does not recognize
When he catches his reflection on accident
Brothers on a hotel bed
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the proposed techniques for blind estimation of reverberation, developed in Sec-
tion 4.6, are applied and adopted to the following applications: acoustic measurement for the
extraction of reverberation time and early decay time in Section 5.3, speech enhancement in the
time-frequency domain [6] in Section 5.4 and automatic speech recognition using the REMOS ap-
proach [72] supplying the reverberation model1 (RVM) blindly in Section 5.5. The structure of this
chapter is shown in Fig. 5.1.
5.2 Methodology
For each application, the experimental procedure can be divided into three parts: Signal or Speech
Stimuli, Room Impulse Responses, Evaluation. For the speech stimuli, the SAM database is used
which consists of different male and female speakers with different utterances edited around 10 s
[138]. The SAM database is used for acoustic measurement and speech enhancements. For the ASR
application, TI digits are used, which consist of different speakers speaking 5-7 random digits [139].
The smaller vocabulary is used for the ASR so as to show a proof of concept for ASR using estimated
reverberation model.
1The term ‘reverberation model’ is used as a generalisation of the reverberation in a suitable form for the particular
application.
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Figure 5.1: Chapter Structure
The following RIRs are used: Polack model, image method, real rooms. For the acoustic
measurement part, all three types of RIR are tested comprehensively in order to investigate some
properties and problems when using the proposed formulations and techniques. For the evaluation of
acoustic measurement, the estimation error is used. For speech enhancement, real rooms are used,
and different objective measures discussed in previous sections, are used. For the ASR application,
a few real rooms are used to compare with existing literature and simple word accuracy rates are
used for evaluation.
5.3 Acoustic Measurement
In Chapter 4, the maximum likelihood estimation and the statistical features mapping method were
shown to be more robust compared to the moments equation method. However the performances of
the blind estimation of reverberation was only validated through theoretical modelling using eagleMax
distribution, where the convolution in time is approximated as the maximum of the anechoic speech
decay rate and the room decay rate in the decay rate domain. A simple experiment is carried out
for the MLE method. Next, the relationship between statistical features and the room decay rate
is investigated through the convolution between real speech signal and RIRs in Section 5.3.2. In
Section 5.3.3 the implementation of statistical features mapping to the estimation of the RVM in
the STFT domain is described and a simple experiments with RIR generated from the Polack model
are presented.
Acoustic measurement applications usually require the extraction of different acoustic pa-
rameters; for example RT, EDT and C50. In the case of a perfectly diffuse RIR (Polack RIR model),
the majority of the acoustic parameters can be derived from each other, i.e. only one parameter
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Figure 5.2: Simple test for MLE method on reverberant speech. Dash line represent ideal case.
is necessary to represent the RIR or the RVM across time. This is not the case for practical mea-
surements due to the existence of the direct component. As described in Chapter 4, the estimate
the decay rate of the RVM is a single exponential slope parameter for each frequency bin. The
relationship between the estimated decay rate and acoustic parameters RT and EDT is discussed in
Section 5.3.4 using RIR generated from the image method. In Section 5.3.5, experiments on real
measured RIRs or measured reverberant speech are carried out and discussed.
5.3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Using the MLE method developed in Section 4.6.2, a simple test using the Polack RIR model is
tested with a single utterance. The variance, σS, of anechoic speech decay rate is estimated from
the same utterance for testing. Since the variance of σH does not have physical meaning for the
convolution but was rather used as a way to add uncertainty in the modelling of convolution in the
decay rate domain, a few different values of σH are compared in this test and depicted in Fig 5.2.
It can be seen that deviation from the Gaussian based derivation causes the performance of
the MLE method to degrade significantly compared to the performance seen in Fig. 4.12. Although
the estimated reverberation times are approximately monotonically increasing, they are usually over-
estimated. This is because the Gaussian distribution has lower kurtosis than the actual anechoic
speech decay rate. Recall that increasing reverberation has the effect of skewing the distribution,
or decreasing the negative partial moment. Thus a Gaussian distribution model for the anechoic
speech decay rate would require a larger2 µh to create a similar distribution shape using an anechoic
speech decay rate model of larger kurtosis. It is concluded that using the MLE method requires a
more sophisticated anechoic speech decay rate model for practical applications.
2less negative and closer toward the origin.
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5.3.2 Statistical Features Mapping
The relationship between the statistical features to acoustic parameters for different speech signals
is shown in Fig. 5.3. It can be seen that the negative partial moment seems to be more consistent
with respect to different signals, especially for higher reverberation times or larger decay rates.
Although in Section 4.6.3, the combo feature was shown to be a more robust feature for parameter
estimation3, it is believed that the superior performance of the combo feature was due to the
evaluation of the parameter estimation in linear spacing of the decay rate rather than linear spacing
in time.
It was observed that the regularisation term of the combo feature reduced the dependency
on uncertainty of a priori information4 especially at larger negative values of the decay rates, which
correspond to fast decay or low reverberation times. If measured with linear spacing in time or the
reciprocal of the decay rate, the performance gain at the larger negative values of is less significant.
This can be seen in comparing Fig. 5.3(a) to (c) or (b) to (d) and noting that the statistical features
are much more sensitive at higher reverberation time. Therefore the negative partial moment can
considered a more robust statistical feature for the statistical mapping method due to its consistency
at higher reverberation times.
From Fig. 5.3 it can be seen that the relationship between room decay rates against the
statistical features shows a more linear relationship and can be approximate by a simpler mapping
function. Thus the calibration of the mapping functionM will be carried out on the negative partial
moment with the corresponding room decay rates.
5.3.3 Implementation
The signals were first analysed using a standard STFT (Hamming window of 256 samples, FFT size
of 512 samples, 75% overlap at 16 kHz). In this thesis, standard range of STFT implementations
is used, as they represent a good trade-off between time and frequency resolution. Different STFT
implementations were not investigated in this thesis.
The decay rates that are used to generate the reverberant speech decay rate distribution
were obtained by continuously applying an least squares (LS) fit to 20 time frames (92 ms) for each
frequency bin. Overlap of the decay fitting will increase statistical robustness but will also increase
computation cost. For example, comparing two short signals consisting of the same recording but
with a time lag, fitting without any overlap could give significantly different reverberant speech
decay rate distributions, whereas fitting with high overlap would give the two similar signals similar
3The parameter in this application is the room decay rate.
4The a priori in this context refer to different speech properties or modelling errors.
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Figure 5.3: Relationship between the statistical features against acoustic parameters for different speech
signals. (a) Negative partial moment vs Decay rate, (b) Negative partial moment vs Reverberation
time, (c) Combo feature vs Decay rate and (d) Combo feature vs Reverberation time.
reverberant speech decay rate distributions. The fitting length depends on the nature of the signal,
specifically the dynamic properties of the signal, i.e. the attack, decay sustain and release. For
example, human speech is relatively similar for most languages consisting of stop consonants, frica-
tives, affricatives, nasal, vowels, etc. [140]. In contrast, some African languages consisting entirely
of consonants would be different. In this thesis, English is used and it is believed that the difference
for most language of interest would be negligible. Preliminary experiments show that around 60 to
120 ms of fitting gives the most consistent relationship between statistical features and acoustical
parameters. When the length of the decay fitting is too long, the dynamic properties of the speech
signal and the effect of reverberation on the speech signal cannot be observed. When the decay
fitting is too short, the decay properties of the room cannot be accurately captured.
The next stage of the implementation is the calibration of the mapping function between
the statistical features and the acoustic parameters as described in (4.43). For a given STFT
implementation there is a fixed frequency resolution. Given this fixed-frequency resolution, there is
a tradeoff between frequency dependent room decay rate resolution and estimation robustness for
the implementation of the statistical mapping method. In Fig. 5.4(a), it can be seen that for each
frequency bin of the STFT magnitude, a statistical feature σxk can be calculated after the decay
fitting for the k-th frequency bin. Given the true acoustic parameters calculated from the calibration
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RIR in the STFT domain, the mapping function can be calibrated using these acoustic parameters
and the corresponding statistical features for each frequency bin as described in Section 4.6.3.
However, for a short duration signal, the statistical features calculated in each bin may be of high
statistical variance and not be very robust. In Fig. 5.4(b), the implementation of the frequency-
dependent room decay rate resolution is traded for a higher number of decay rate samples for the
extraction of statistical features. The statistical features are calculated across all frequency bins,
and the mapping functionM is calibrated using the corresponding full-band acoustic features. The
estimated acoustic parameter can be found using the calibrated M and the calculated statistical
features of the test signal in the corresponding implementation.
An example of the actual implementation is shown in the following. Signal 1 and Signal 4
are used as calibration signals and one set of realisations of the Polack RIR model each for different
RT is used for the calibration RIR. Reverberation time is used as the acoustic parameter and is
calculated from the energy decay curve (EDC) of the calibration RIR using Schroeder’s method [49].
The statistical features (the negative partial moment) are calculated from the calibration signals
convolved with the calibration RIR, and subsequently the calibrated mapping function is found using
a second order polynomial as described in (4.43). Signal 2 and Signal 3 are used as testing signals
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Figure 5.5: Experiments for the statistical features mapping method for (a) negative partial moment
and (b) combo feature.
and another set of realisations of the Polack RIR model is used for the test RIR. The test signals
are then convolved with the test RIR and the statistical features calculated. Then these statistical
features are mapped to estimated acoustic parameters in this example, the reverberation time. The
true RT is found from the EDC using Schroeder’s method [49] and used as a reference against
which the estimates obtained from the proposed method are compared.
Figure 5.5 shows the results of the example implementation for both (a) the negative partial
moments and (b) the combo feature. The range of reverberation time tested was between 0.2 s
and 1.6 s. It can be seen that using the negative partial moments as the statistical features is much
more accurate than using the combo feature especially at higher reverberation times. This was also
observed previously in Fig. 5.3. The average error of the negative partial moments method is 43 ms
(3.7 %). This accuracy is beyond the requirement for many practical applications. However, this
set of experiments used the Polack RIR model for the realisation of the RIRs. In the following,
other types of RIRs will be investigated.
5.3.4 Decay Rate vs Reverberation Time vs Early Decay Time
Throughout the thesis, ‘estimation of reverberation’ has been used as a general term. The esti-
mation methods described in Chapter 4 estimate specifically the RVM as a single exponential slope
parameter for each frequency bin. Acoustic measurement applications usually require the extraction
of different acoustic parameters. In the case of a perfectly diffuse RIR, majority of the acous-
tic parameters can be derived from each other, i.e. only one parameter is necessary to represent
the RVM across time. This is not the case for practical measurements of the non-diffuse RIRs5.
5Non-diffuse RIR is defined as NOT perfect diffuse RIRs in this thesis and not as RIR with source-receiver distance
greater than the critical distance.
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Figure 5.6: Performance of the statistical mapping method (negative partial moment) for RIRs from
the image method of varying reverberation time and source-receiver distance. (a) estimated RT vs
true RT and (b) estimated EDT vs true EDT.
Before experiments with non-diffuse RIRs are carried out, the relationship between the estimated
reverberation and the different acoustic parameters is discussed.
Although the acoustic parameter, reverberation time, is the most used, it is an acoustic
enclosure measure rather than a signal measure. For a non-diffuse RIR, the decay curve would
consist of a quicker decay corresponding to the source-receiver distance and a later part which
would be independent of the source-receiver distance. From this later part, the reverberation time
is estimated. A rule-of-thumb for measuring of the reverberation time requires the source-receiver
distance to be above the critical distance; this is a practical consideration for the dynamic headroom
for the measuring device rather than the restraints for measuring the reverberation time given by
its definition. Another often used acoustic parameter is the early decay time, EDT, defined in
(Section 2.5.4.1) as six times the time for the EDC to decay -10 dB. The EDT is a signal measure
rather than an acoustic enclosure measure. The formulation of the estimation methods in Chapter 4
is extracting the first part of the decay, which for non-diffuse RIRs could include both the earlier
decay and the late decay. In a perfectly diffuse hall, EDT and RT would always yield exactly the
same values. In practice they do, however, differ to some degree, and EDT is more dependent
on the geometry of a hall and on the measurement position [36]. Both RT and EDT affect the
subjective sense of reverberance or liveness6 of a hall. EDT is considered a better descriptor for
the running reverberance, since during continuous sound most of the reverberation tail is masked
by the sound itself. Only when there is a longer break in the source signal, will a listener be able to
hear the full decay characterized by the RT [141].
6The term reverberance or liveness in this reference is used similarly to as the total perception of reverberation
described in Section 2.4.1.
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The next set of experiments is with the same implementation as described in Section 5.3.3,
except the RIRs are generated from the image method and the acoustic parameters can be either
RT or EDT. The image method parameters are as follows: room size of 5 m × 4 m × 3 m, ten
source receiver distance from 0.3 m to 3.0 m and ten reverberation times from 0.2 s to 1.6 s. The
estimated RT vs true RT is shown in Fig. 5.6(a) for distance 0.3 m, 1.0 m, 2.4 m and 3.0 m and
for all reverberation times. It can be seen that for each distance the estimated RT is approximately
a monotonically increasing straight line with respect to the the true RT. However the shorter the
source-receiver distance, i.e. the less diffuse the RIRs, the more the underestimation of the proposed
method shows. This is due to the direct or early component dominating the decay fitting stage,
fitting a steeper decay for these less diffuse RIRs. The estimated EDT vs true EDT is shown in
Fig. 5.6(b). It can be seen that there is no obvious dependency between the estimated EDT and
the source-receiver distance. However there is a difference between the definition of EDT and the
concept of decay fitting, which will be illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
Figure 5.7(a) shows an EDC of a room which exhibits an early component decay and late
reverberation component, with a relatively long mixing time7. The decay fitting given a fixed length
is shown as the lighter dashed lines. Firstly it can be seen that the decay rate fitted is greatly
underestimated compared to the true RT, i.e. the gradient the late reverberation/decay; secondly
the equivalent EDT calculated starting from 0 dB (the darker dashed line) gives an approximately
equal EDT to the true EDT. An EDC of a room with different decay characteristics is in Fig. 5.7(b).
It has a faster initial decay for the early components, a later decay part and faster mixing time.
It can be seen that the decay fitting only slightly underestimates the true RT. This is because for
the choice of least squares fitting, there are fewer points of the faster decay to deviate the fitting
from the late decay part compared to the decay characteristics of Fig. 5.7(a). However this lesser
underestimation of the RT would give an equivalent EDT that is an overestimate of the true EDT.
Therefore it is important to keep the relationship between Decay fitting, RT and EDT in mind when
real world RIRs are investigated in the next section.
5.3.5 Experiments for Real RIRs and Real World Signals
In this section, real world RIRs are tested. Five sets of reverberant signal are used, summarised
as below in Table 5.1. The five sets of RIR are from three different acoustic enclosures. Sets
C, D and E are from the same acoustic enclosure, but with the following difference: reverberant
signals from C are the convolution between the measured RIRs and speech signals whereas D and
E are measured reverberant speech signals with low noise; E is with all the walls set to absorbent
rather than all reflective (RIRs C and D), thus reducing the reverberation of the room. Convolved
7Although a formal definition of the mixing time is given in (3.7), here mixing time is use to refer to the knee of
the EDC curve.
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Table 5.1: Reverberant Data
reverberant signals A, B and C consist of four different utterances each while measured reverberant
signal consist of just one utterance.
It can be seen in Fig. 5.8 for all Sets there is an underestimation of reverberation time.
This is expected since real measured RIRs will be not perfectly diffuse. For set A there is a slight
underestimation of the EDT, while for set B there is a slight overestimation of the true EDT. These
errors seem to be within the general mapping accuracy observed in Fig. 5.6(b). For set C and D,
there is an overestimation of the EDT; this is believed to be the case given the reasoning accom-
panying Fig. 5.7, i.e. due to the fast initial decay or shorter mixing time causing the discrepancy
between estimated time from decay fitting, RT and EDT. The room characteristics of A, B and C
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Figure 5.9: (a) The EDC of real world RIRs A, B and C (b) the zoomed-in view.
can be seen in Fig. 5.8. The errors from the proposed method in real rooms may seem to be large
compared to traditional non-blind methods such as the MLS method, but in practical situations a
non-blind method is often needed. Therefore the validity of the proposed reverberation estimation
method are demonstrated in the following section in application to speech enhancement and ASR
in reverberant environments.
5.4 Speech Enhancement
In this section, a dereverberation algorithm for which the reverberation characteristics are needed
is investigated. Using the true reverberation characteristics as a reference to which the estimated
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reverberation characteristics from the previous section are compared to, the accuracy achieved using
the proposed method of blind estimation of reverberation is evaluated.
5.4.1 Review of Underlying Algorithm
The dereverberation algorithms chosen in this section were developed by Habets in [6]. Habets’s
system consists of novel single- and multi-microphone speech dereverberation algorithms that focus
on the suppression of late reflections. Single-microphone techniques are described which estimate
the early speech component via so-called spectral enhancement techniques that require a measure
of the late reflections [57]. Two spectral enhancement techniques exist that can be used to enhance
the received reverberant signal, viz., spectral subtraction and the Optimally-Modified Log Spectral
Amplitude (OM-LSA) estimator. The latter was used as an example. Several modifications of
these spectral enhancement techniques were proposed by the author to increase their performance.
Single-microphone systems only exploit spectral diversity and temporal diversity, i.e., the separation
in time of direct sound and reflections. Reverberation, of course, also induces spatial diversity. To
be able to additionally exploit this diversity, multiple microphones must be used, and their outputs
must be combined by a suitable spatial processor such as the delay and sum beamformer. For a
more detailed description of the algorithm, see [6] Chapter 5.
The spectral enhancement techniques that are developed in [6] by Habets require an estimate
of the spectral variance of the late reverberant signal component. The estimator uses an existing
single-channel statistical reverberation model (Polack model). The model is characterised by one
parameter (room decay rate) that depends on the characteristics of the environment. The late
reverberant spectral variance, can then be estimated directly from the reverberant microphone
signal(s) and the room parameter estimated by the proposed method in the previous section. For
more detailed description of the late reverberant spectral variance, see [6] Chapter 6.
5.4.2 Experiments and Results
Using reverberation data A, B and D from Section 5.3.5, reverberant speech is enhanced using the
dereverberation algorithm in Section 5.4.1. Both single channel and multichannel versions are used.
The performance of the dereverberation is evaluated using the BSD and the RDT . The results are
shown in Fig. 5.10(a) for BSD and (b) for RDT . It can be seen that there is a consistent improvement
in the enhanced speech. Since data A had the biggest underestimation for the estimated RT, it
shows the biggest difference between enhanced speech using true RT vs enhanced speech using
the estimated RT. The underestimation reduces the dereverberation of the reverberant speech.
For data B and D, the degradation in performance is almost negligible from the small mismatch
in the estimation of RT. The proposed blind estimation of reverberation method can assist with
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Figure 5.10: The dereverberation results (a) for BSD and (b) for RDT . For RIR set A, B and D. The
dereverberation algorithm according to [6] uses both single channel and multichannel. Comparison is
done for both true RT and estimated RT using Section 5.3.
the described dereverberation algorithm permitting it to be fully blind and achieve results close to
knowing the reverberation time a priori. In the next section, the application of the proposed blind
estimation of reverberation time is investigated in the context of ASR.
5.5 Automatic Speech Recognition
To increase the robustness of ASR to reverberation, either the speech signal can be dereverberated
before the features are extracted [3] or the acoustic models of the recogniser can be adapted to
the reverberation [74]. The REMOS (REverberation MOdeling for Speech recognition) concept
introduced in [8] combines both approaches by performing dereverberation directly in the feature
domain based on an acoustic model consisting of clean-speech Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and
a ReVerberation Model (RVM). Thus, an extremely robust recogniser is achieved, outperforming
conventional HMM-based recognisers trained on reverberant speech data matching the acoustic
conditions of the application environment. However, the estimation method for determining the
RVMs suggested in [8] requires the measurement of Room Impulse Responses (RIRs) in the envi-
ronment where the recogniser is to be used. In some important applications, measuring a set of
RIRs in the target room is either not possible or too expensive. An alternative approach based on
Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation using the reverberant feature sequences of a few calibration
utterances with known transcriptions [142] is able to capture the effect of the early reflections [14]
in the RIR very well, but overestimates the effect of the late reflections.
Therefore, a combined approach is proposed to estimate the reverberation model based on
the recordings of a few calibration utterances in the target environment. The proposed approach
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makes use of the early, the late and the single-slope decay rates. The ML approach of [142] is used
to determine the early decay rate of the RIR in each mel channel. Then, the single-slope decay
rate in each mel channel is estimated by a blind method for the determination of reverberation time
based on the distribution of signal decay rates Section 5.3. Using the estimates for the early and the
single-slope decay rate, the late decay rate in each mel channel is determined by adjustment of the
single-slope decay rate proposed in Section 5.5.2.1. Thus, an RVM capturing both the initial and the
late reverberation with relatively high accuracy is obtained. Two new features based on the study
of simulated rooms are then included: firstly, a blind solution for determining a two-slope decay
model from a single-slope estimate specifically for the REMOS application; secondly, a variance
mask to improve the estimation of the RVM’s variance matrix. Using the proposed solution, the
reverberation model can be estimated during recognition without the need of pre-training or using
transcribed calibration utterances.
This section is structured as follows: The underlying algorithms are concisely reviewed in
Section 5.5.1 to prepare the description of the combined approach in Section 5.5.2, followed by
the description of the blind approach and the variance mask in Section 5.5.3 and Section 5.5.4,
respectively. The performance of the proposed approach is evaluated by connected digit recognition
experiments based on the concept of [8] in Section 5.5.5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.5.6.
5.5.1 Review of Underlying Algorithms
The REMOS concept [8] uses an acoustic model consisting of a clean-speech HMM network and a
statistical RVM, η, as illustrated in Fig. 5.11 for speech recognition. In the mel-frequency spectral
(melspec) domain, the clean-speech HMM sequence s(l)8 and the sequence h(m, l) of the reverber-
ation model can be combined by a feature-domain convolution in order to describe the reverberant
sequence x(l) [8]. In h(m, l), l is the observation frame index and m is the reverberation frame
index corresponding to the RIR partition.
The RVM, η, can be considered as a feature-domain representation of the RIR. As in
real-world applications, the RIR is usually unknown and time-varying; a fixed feature-domain RIR
representation is not sufficient to describe the reverberation. Instead, a statistical RVM, η, is
introduced in [8]. The RVM exhibits a matrix structure where each row corresponds to a certain
mel channel kmel and each column to a certain frame m as shown in Fig. 5.12. Each matrix element
is modeled by a Gaussian Independent Identically Distributed (IID) random processes. For simplicity,
the elements are assumed to be mutually statistically independent [8]. Thus, the RVM is completely
described by its mean matrix, mH, and its variance matrix, σ2H.
8The notation used in this chapter is different from the notation used in Chapter 3, the frequency indices k∗ are
dropped.
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Figure 5.11: Structure of a REMOS-based recognizer according to [8].
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Figure 5.12: Reverberation model η for observation frame n. kmel is the mel channel index and m is
the reverberation frame index.
For recognition, an extended version of the Viterbi algorithm is employed to find the most
likely path through the network of HMMs [8]. The reverberation model η is taken into account
by an inner optimization operation determining the most likely contribution of the current HMM
state and the reverberation model to the current reverberant observation vector x(l). As the inner
optimization operation determines the most likely clean-speech feature vector, it is the core of the
feature-domain dereverberation algorithm.
In [142], the feature-domain representation of the RIRs in the target environment is deter-
mined by ML estimation based on the reverberant feature sequences of a few calibration utterances
with known transcriptions. For each utterance, the reverberant speech signal is segmented into
hyper-frames and transformed to the melspec domain. For each hyper-frame, a speech model de-
scribing the clean-speech hyper-frame is determined by aligning the HMM sequence of the known
transcription to the reverberant utterance. From this clean-speech model, a reverberant speech
model is derived by replacing the mean vectors of the clean-speech model with the melspec convo-
lution of the clean-speech means and the unknown melspec RIR representation. Then the likelihood
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of the reverberant hyper-frame given the reverberant speech feature sequence and the reverberant
speech model is maximized with respect to the melspec RIR representation. Thus, a melspec RIR
representation is obtained for each hyper-frame. By averaging over the melspec RIR representations
for each hyper-frame, the means and the variances of the reverberation model are obtained [142].
The ML method will however overestimate the later values of the RIR. Thus this motivates the
following sections to further improve the estimated reverberation models for ASR using REMOS.
5.5.2 Combined Approach
In this section, a two-slope RIR model for non-diffuse RIRs9 is proposed. In [112], the authors
proposed a double exponential decay to model non-diffuse RIRs in the form of:
exp(D(t)) = υ exp(−λ′et) + (1− υ) exp(−λ′l t), (5.1)
where υ represents the contribution from a early decay λ′e in comparison to a late decay λ
′
l . In the
following an alternative non-diffuse model also with three parameters is proposed for the benefit of
the late decay adjustment approach proposed in Section 5.5.2.1. The continuous-time two-slope
decay logarithmic envelope D(t) is extended from Polack’s time-domain model [16] to
D(t) = λet for 0 ≤ t ≤ tm,
D(t) = (λe − λl)tm + λl t for t > tm. (5.2)
where λe is the decay of the early reflections arriving before the ‘mixing time’10, tm, and λl is the
decay of the late reverberation originating from the diffuse field. Fig. 5.13(a) illustrates an example
of a discrete-time two-slope decay room model and its parameters.
5.5.2.1 Late Decay Adjustment
The curves (i) and (ii) in Fig. 5.13(b) represent a diffuse room model and its single-slope estimate,
respectively. Since the single-slope estimate is able to perfectly capture the envelope of the diffuse
RIR, the curves (i) and (ii) are virtually identical. However, for the envelope of a non-diffuse RIR
as illustrated in Fig. 5.13(b) curve (iii), the single-slope estimate of curve (iv) provides only an
approximation that is an underestimation11 of the late decay and an overestimation of the early
decay. In the following section, an approach for the determination of the late decay rate, λl , given
9A perfect diffuse RIR ideally has an exponential decay curve. In reality this is not usually the case. There will be
a steeper decay where the direct component and the early echoes are present.
10Here the mixing time is of the proposed model and may be different to tmixing defined in (3.7)
11underestimation in terms of decay times.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Two-slope decay model and its parameters. (b) Examples of single-slope estimations
on a two-slope decay model.
estimates for a single-slope decay and an early decay rate, λe , is derived. Single-slope estimation12
using linear least squares i.e. v = αu + β, on a two-slope model can be expressed as
[αˆ βˆ]T = (UTU)−1UT v, (5.3)
where U is the matrix of the independent variable (time index), i.e.
U =
 1 2 3 . . . N
1 1 1 . . . 1
T , (5.4)
N is the number of observations for each single-slope estimate, and v is the vector notation for the
values of the two-slope RIR model given by (5.2)
v = [r (λe − λl)tm + q]T . (5.5)
Here, r = [0 λe 2λe . . . tmλe ], tm = [tm tm . . .] and q = [λl 2λl . . .]. Evaluating the first row of
(5.3), the single-slope estimate αˆ can be written as αˆ = av, where
ai =
12
N3 − N ·
[
i − N + 1
2
]
, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (5.6)
is obtained by calculating the first row of the pseudo-inverse in (5.3). Evaluating the scalar product
av, the slope αˆ can be written as
αˆ = γλeg1(N, tm)− γλlg2(N, tm), (5.7)
12Single-slope estimation is akin to the blind estimation of reverberation described in Chapter 4.
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where γ = (N3 − N) and
g1(N, tm) = −tm(tm − 1)(2tm − 1− 3N) (5.8)
g2(N, tm) = −(2tm − 1 + N)(t − N)(t − 1− N). (5.9)
The mixing time tm is assumed to be 50 ms [14] so that the values of g1, g2 and γ can be pre-
calculated. Solving (5.7) for λl yields the following estimate for the late decay rate
λˆl =
λˆeg1(N, tˆm)− αˆ/γ
g2(N, tˆm)
, (5.10)
where the λˆe is obtained from the ML method [142]. Note that the above derivation can be extended
to the logarithmic magnitudes in the STFT domain.
5.5.2.2 Implementation
An STFT-domain representation, H(m, k), of the RIR is first estimated using the single-slope
method of 5.3. To increase the robustness of the frequency-dependent decay estimates from the
single-slope estimation, a rectangular window is used to smooth across the frequency bins on both
the calibration and the estimation stage. Transforming H(m, k) to the melspec domain, the melspec
RIR representation, H∗mel(m, kmel), is obtained, where kmel is the mel channel index.
Since the ML approach of [142] captures the early decay very well, λˆe is obtained by per-
forming a linear fit on the first 50ms from the ML estimate. Based on the estimates λˆe and αˆ,
for each mel channel, the late decay adjustment is carried out according to (5.10). Since both λˆe
and αˆ are estimated, and tm is assumed constant, a particular adjustment may exhibit a significant
estimation error. Therefore, each single-slope estimate is first smoothed. The smoothed frequency
dependent single-slope estimate αˆ(k)′, is calculated according to
αˆ(k)′ = ξ1αˆ(k) + (1− ξ1)E[αˆ(k)]k , (5.11)
where ξ1 is the first stage decay smoothing parameter and E[]k denotes the expectation operator
across the frequency channels, k . A raw adjusted melspec RIR representation H(1)mel(m, kmel) is
then generated using λˆe(k), λˆl(k) and tm. Smoothing H
(1)
mel(m, kmel), an improved melspec RIR
representation is obtained as
H
(2)
mel(m, kmel) = ξ2H
(1)
mel(m, kmel) + (1− ξ2)E[H(1)mel(m, kmel)]kmel , (5.12)
where ξ2 is the second stage smoothing parameter. The mean matrix mH of the REMOS rever-
beration model is calculated by averaging over the estimates H(2)mel(m, kmel) obtained for several
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utterances. For the estimation of the variance matrix, σ2H, a heuristic approach is used. Comparing
the mean matrix and the variance matrix of the RVMs according to [8], it is observed that σ2H is very
close to m2H, where the superscript denotes element-wise squaring. Therefore, a variance matrix,
σ˜2H, can be obtained by calculating the element-wise square of the mean matrix, σ˜ = m
2
H, in the
proposed approach.
5.5.3 Blind Approach
Since the late decay adjustment according to Section 5.5.2.1 described above uses the ML approach
of [142] for estimating the early decay rate, calibration utterances with known transcription are
necessary for the determination of the RVM. In this section, a blind approach for the adjustment
of the late decay is introduced which does not require pre-transcribed calibration utterances. This
blind approach is developed specifically for the use of the REMOS algorithm, i.e. the performance
of this blind approach is only evaluated using the word accuracy of the REMOS.
Let λˆ∗e be the early decay rate when the source-microphone distance is greater than the
critical distance. Above the critical distance, the single-slope estimates do not vary much [14].
Therefore for simplicity a fixed ratio between λˆ∗e and λˆl is assumed. Thus, the single-slope decay for
above the critical distance, defined as αˆmax, can be estimated by linear least squares optimization
from N observations as
αˆmax ≈ γλˆ∗eg1(N, tm)− γλˆlg2(N, tm). (5.13)
The mixing time, tm, is assumed to be 50 ms [14] so that the values of g1, g2 and γ can be
pre-calculated. If a fixed ratio is assumed such that λˆ∗e = $λˆl , where a suitable value of $ is
determined in Section 5.5.4, λˆl can be calculated as
λˆl ≈ αˆmax
$γg1(N, tm)− γg2(N, tm) . (5.14)
Then using the same procedure as in Section 5.5.2.2, H(2)mel(m, kmel) is calculated. The mean and
variance matrix, mH and σ˜2H, can also be calculated using the same procedure as in Section 5.5.2.2.
5.5.4 Variance Mask
An in-depth investigation of the relationship between the heuristic variance estimate, σ˜2H = m
2
H, and
the reference variance estimate, σ2H, according to [8] shows some systematic dependencies which
can be used to improve the estimate σ˜2H. Therefore, a variance mask is proposed, ς
2
H, to map σ˜
2
H
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Figure 5.14: Simulation setup of different room acoustic parameters using the image method of [26].
as close as possible to σ2H in the form of
σˆ2H
.
= ς2H ⊗ σ˜2H = ς2H ⊗m2H
!≈ σ2H (5.15)
where ⊗ denotes the Hadamard product. Taking the natural logarithm of each matrix element,
ln σˆ2H = ln ς
2
H + lnm
2
H. (5.16)
To determine the parameters of the variance mask, the relationships between the characteristics
of the variance mask and room acoustic properties are studied. The influence of the following
acoustic parameters is investigated: i) source-receiver distance d = 1 . . . 4 m, ii) reverberation time
T60 = 0.2 . . . 1.0 s, iii) room size L = 120 . . . 320 m3 and iv) source-microphone position r relative
to the room. For each of the parameters ii), iii), and iv), a set of RIRs with fixed parameter i) on a
semi-circle as illustrated in Fig. 5.14 is generated using the image method [26]. Each set consists
of 20 RIRs determined for different microphone positions (θ) on a semi-circle. Based on the sets
of RIRs, the reference values of σ2H and m
2
H are calculated according to [8].
Two observations are made regarding the characteristics of the variance mask for the individ-
ual matrix elements (m, kmel): Firstly, σ˜2H(m, kmel) overestimates the reference variance σ
2
H(m, kmel)
in the first frame m = 1, i.e., the variance mask should be negative for m = 1. The overestimation
is mainly due to the nearly constant direct component dominating the first frame. Secondly, there
is an increasing overestimation of the reference variance, σ2H(m, kmel), by σ˜
2
H(m, kmel) for increasing
mel-channel index, i.e., the variance mask should be decreasing with increasing frequency. A possible
explanation for this observation could be that for increasing frequency, the density of the normal
modes increases according to statistical room acoustics [14]. Since this means averaging over a
higher number of modes for high frequencies, the variance of the feature domain RIR representa-
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tion due to position changes decreases with frequency. Therefore, the following variance mask is
proposed with % and ϕ as parameters:
ln ς2H(m, kmel) =

% for m = 1 , kmel = 1, . . . , 24,
0 for m > 1, kmel = 1 . . . 4,
ϕ(m − 4) for m > 1, kmel = 5 . . . 24.
(5.17)
The proposed variance mask has the shape characteristics shown in Fig. 5.15(d). Since the image
method is known to be relatively inaccurate for lower frequencies [26], the first four mel channels of
the variance mask are set to zero. Minimising the error between the reference, σ2H, and the estimate
σˆ2H based on the two-parameter variance mask with respect to % and ϕ according to
min
%,ϕ
{‖σ2H − σˆ2H‖2}, (5.18)
where ‖·‖2 denotes the spectral norm, the parameters % and ϕ are obtained. In Fig. 5.15 (a) and (b),
optimised parameters % and ϕ for different source-receiver distances and reverberation times are
shown. For each source-receiver and reverberation time, the mean and the variance across five
different room sizes and five relative positions are determined. It can be seen that the source-
receiver distance dominates the term % while the reverberation time only slightly affects it. The
variation of the parameter ϕ with respect to the source-receiver distance increases with increasing
reverberation time.
For the intended applications, like meeting transcription or voice control of consumer elec-
tronics, an average reverberation time of T60 = 0.6 s and an average source-mic distance of
d = 2.5 m is used to select the optimum values of the parameters % and ϕ. Connected digit
recognition tests in [72] indicate that overestimation of the reverberation by the RVM is less detri-
mental than underestimation. Since larger values of $ cause the adjusted late decay to be slower,
we select $ = 3 corresponding to the 90-percentile of the $ values found in the image method
rooms shown in Fig. 5.15(c). A hard decision at the 90-percentile ensures most of the decays are
adjusted with slight overestimation of the late decay, and only a few decays with underestimation.
5.5.5 Experiments
Experiments with the same connected-digit recognition task as used in [8, 142] are carried out
to analyse the performance of the reverberation models determined according to Section 5.5.2 in
connection with the REMOS concept. Improvements to the proposed estimation of RVM with
respect to the same ASR experiments are then shown.
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In a real-world application, the proposed combined approach can be used as follows: if the
recogniser is to be used in a new room, a few calibration utterances with known transcriptions have
to be recorded by the recogniser’s distant-talking microphone. Due to the low complexity of the
proposed combined approach, the RVM for the corresponding room can then be calculated within a
few seconds, and the REMOS-based recogniser is ready for operation. The following experimental
setup aims at simulating this real-world scenario as accurately as possible.
For the blind approach, it can be used as follows: if the recognizer is to be used in a new room,
the first utterance to be recognised is used to determine a melspec RIR representation according to
Section 5.5.3. An initial estimate of the RVM is obtained from this single RIR representation, and
the recognition is started. As soon as the next utterances are available, they are used to estimate
melspec RIR representations, which are used to update the initial RVM. For the following tests, the
first seven utterances are used for averaging the RVM, then it is fixed for the following 505 test
utterances. Alternatively, a recursive smoothing over melspec RIR representations could be used.
Thus the algorithm could even adjust the RVM when the user moves to another room.
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5.5.5.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is identical to that of [142] for comparison. Therefore, only the most
important facts are recalled here. Static melspec features with 24 mel channels calculated from
speech data sampled at 20 kHz are used. 16-state word-level HMMs with single Gaussian densities
serve as clean-speech models. To obtain the reverberant test data (and the reverberant training
data for the training of reverberant HMMs used for comparison), the clean-speech TI digits data
are convolved with different RIRs measured at different loudspeaker and microphone positions in
three rooms with the characteristics given in Table 5.2(a). Each test utterance is convolved with
an RIR selected randomly from a number of measured RIRs in order to simulate changes of the RIR
during recognition.
For the ML estimation of the reverberation models according to [142], 20 calibration utter-
ances from the TI digits training set are convolved with the measured RIRs from the training set
and transformed to the feature domain. Each utterance is used as one hyper-frame so that the ML
estimate is based on an average over 20 hyper-frames.
A strict separation of training data (speech and RIRs) from the test data was maintained
in all experiments. For the combined approach, the RIRs from room C are used as the calibration
set while the tests are performed in room A and B. Comparing the closeness of the melspec RIR
representation, H(2)mel(m, kmel), to the mean matrix of the exact RVM according to [8] for room
C, the smoothing parameters ξ1 and ξ2 were chosen as 0.5 and 0.5 respectively for a trade-off
between frequency characteristics capture and outlier robustness. The estimates H(2)mel(m, kmel) are
calculated for 7 calibration utterances so that the mean matrix mH is obtained by averaging over 7
different estimates H(2)mel(m, kmel). The results can be seen in Table 5.2(b)(VI).
For the blind approach, RIRs generated with the image method are used for determining the
fixed parameters while the tests are performed in room A, B and C (see Table 5.2(a)). Comparing
the closeness of the melspec RIR representation, Hmel(m, kmel), to the mean matrix of the RVM
obtained by averaging over the image method RIRs (see Sec. 5.5.4). The results can be seen in
Table 5.2(b)(VII).
5.5.5.2 Experimental Results for Combined Approach
Fig. 5.16 compares the means of the RVMs for room B obtained by (a) measuring RIRs according
to [8], (c) ML estimation according to [142], and (d) the proposed combined approach according
to Section 5.5.2. While the ML estimate (b) significantly overestimates the late reverberation, this
part is captured with relatively high accuracy by the proposed approach (c). Only the strong low-
pass characteristic of the room transfer function is not precisely modelled by (c). It can also be seen
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Table 5.2: (a) Room Characteristics. (b) Word accuracies in % for the conventional HMM-based
recognizer trained on (I) clean and (II) reverberant speech. The ASR concept of [8] with the RVMs
estimated according to (III) [8],(IV) single-slope approach, (V) [142], (VI) Section 5.5.2 and (VII)
Section 5.5.3. Three variance models are used in connection with the five different mH estimation
methods (III)-(VII): σ2H-variance of the RVM is estimated according to [8]; σ˜2H-using m2H; σˆ2H- according
to Section 5.5.4 (5.15).
in Fig. 5.16 that using the single-slope estimate overestimate the early decay but underestimates
the late reverberation.
Table 5.2(b)13 compares the word accuracies of conventional HMM-based recognisers to
that of the REMOS concept using RVMs estimated by different algorithms. The RVMs determined
according to Section 5.5.2 (VI) generally outperform the ML-RMVs (V) and the HMM-based recog-
niser trained on matched reverberant data (II) in both rooms since they also capture the effect of
late reverberation with relatively high accuracy. In room A, the performance of the RVM (VI) even
approaches that of the exact RVM (III). The gain of (VI) compared to (II) and (V) is somewhat
lower in room B, since it is relatively difficult to capture the strong low-pass characteristic of room B
with the proposed combined approach.
13The author acknowledge’s the kind assistance of Armin Sehr at University of Erlangen-Nuremberg for running
the speech recognition experiments reported here according to the experimental design.
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Figure 5.16: The RVMs for (a) measured RIRs, (b) single-slope estimate, (c) ML method according to
[142], (d) combined approach according to Section 5.5.2, (e) blind approach according to Section 5.5.3
and (f) blind approach according to Section 5.5.3 but with frequency normalisation.
5.5.5.3 Results for Variance Adjustment
Table 5.2(b) shows the results of the experiments. The results obtained with the variance estimate,
σˆ2H, based on the mask according to Section 5.5.4 are highlighted in the table with cyan background
colour. Regardless of the estimation method for determining the mean matrix, mH, using the
variance estimate, σˆ2H, significantly improves the word accuracy over the heuristic estimate, σ˜
2
H.
Using σˆ2H in connection with the means estimated according to [8] (III), it even outperforms the
variance estimate σ2H based on measured RIRs in rooms B and C. In general, the gain of applying
the variance mask increases with the accuracy of the mH estimate. For example, comparing the
estimation methods (III) and (VI) in room C, there is a significant difference in the word accuracy
for the variance estimates, σˆ2H, while the variance estimate, σ
2
H, achieves similar word accuracies for
the estimation methods (III) and (VI). The difference in word accuracy for σˆ2H can be attributed to
the slightly more inaccurate mean estimate of (VI). The results for the variance estimate σ2H based
on measured RIRs in connection with the RVM estimation approaches (IV) - (VII) are only given for
comparison. In real-world applications, they are only available if the RVM estimation method (III)
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is used. The relatively low accuracy of 35.1% for (V) in connection with σ2H is due to the mismatch
between the variance matrix σ2H and the mean matrix, mH, for this case.
5.5.5.4 Results for Blind Estimation
The results obtained with the blind adjustment approach (VII) according to Sec. 5.5.3 are highlighted
by magenta background colour in Table 5.2(b). For all rooms, the word accuracies obtained by (VII)
are significantly higher than that of the conventional HMM-based recognizer trained on clean data
(I). In rooms A and C, (VII) also outperforms the conventional HMM-based recognizer trained on
matched reverberant data (II). The reason why the performance of (VII) is slightly lower than that
of (II) in room B is the strong low-pass characteristic of room B which cannot be perfectly captured
by the blind estimation approach (VII) as shown in Fig. 5.16(e). Additional tests with an adjusted
RVM, shown in Fig. 5.16(f), where the reference frequency response obtained from measured RIRs
is multiplied by the mean matrix, mH, show an increase of the word accuracy to 73.8%. This result
indicates that the imperfect capture of the frequency response of room B is the main reason for
the relatively low recognition rate. If the experiments had been performed in the MFCC domain
in connection with cepstral mean normalization (CMN), a precise capture of the room’s overall
frequency response would not have been that important since fixed frequency characteristics can be
compensated for by CMN.
5.5.6 Summary for ASR
A combined approach for the estimation of feature-domain reverberation models for robust distant-
talking ASR based on the REMOS concept [8] has been proposed in this section. Using only a
few calibration utterances recorded in the target environment, the proposed combined approach
determines the means and variances of a matrix-valued IID Gaussian random process. The initial
frequency response and the early decay is determined by ML estimation according to [142]. Blind
estimates of the reverberation time according to Section 5.3 is used to determine single-slope decay
estimates. These single-slope estimates include the early decay and the late decay. Using the
estimates for the early and the single-slope decay rate, the late decay rate in each mel channel is
determined by adjustment of the single-slope decay rate described in Section 5.5.2.1. Thus, an
RVM capturing both the initial and the late reverberation with high accuracy is obtained. Since
the parameters of the RVM are estimated without the need for close-talking recordings or RIR
measurements, the effort for training is reduced compared to the estimation method proposed
in [8], and it is greatly reduced compared to the training of HMMs on artificially reverberated data.
Simulation results of a connected digit recognition task confirm that using the reverberation models
obtained by the proposed combined approach in the REMOS concept significantly outperforms the
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reverberation models based on ML estimation [142] and also conventional HMM-based recognizers
trained on matched reverberant data. Additionally, two more improvements were proposed: the
blind approach without the need of calibration sentences and the variance mask approach and both
yield further improvements to the application of REMOS in real life scenarios.
5.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the proposed blind estimation of reverberation technique developed in Section 4.6
was applied and adopted to the following applications: acoustic measurement for the extraction of
reverberation time and early decay time in Section 5.3, speech enhancement using spectral enhance-
ments [6] in Section 5.4 and automatic speech recognition using REMOS approach [72] supplying
the reverberation model blindly in Section 5.5. The performance of the different adaptations were
evaluated and discussed in the context for the specific use of each application. The application of
the proposed blind estimation of reverberation has been shown to improve these different areas in
terms of both performance and increased feasibility for practical use.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In the confusion and the aftermath,
You are my signal fire.
The only resolution and the only joy,
Is the faint spark of forgiveness in your eyes.
Signal Fire
6.1 Résumé
The aim of this thesis was to propose and investigate new reverberation models with suitable param-
eter estimation techniques for specific applications. In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of reverberation
were reviewed. Both physical and perceptual models of reverberation were also discussed. Appli-
cations which use estimation of reverberation model parameters were next reviewed. In Chapter 3,
statistical reverberation models in frequency domain, time domain and time-frequency domain were
first reviewed. Some parametric room models to aid the realisation of the reverberation process were
studied. This enabled studies of the relationships between physical and perceptual parameters of
reverberation in the following sections. Two intrusive methods were then proposed to measure the
perception of (i) reverberation tail RDT in Section 3.4 and (ii) colouration Rcol in Section 3.5. This
was done by extracting the most relevant physical properties corresponding to the perception of re-
verberation. In Section 3.6, the performance of RDT was evaluated using a subjective listening test
on a set of reverberant speech and dereverberated speech signals. For Rcol , the multi-dimensionality
of the colouration space was demonstrated through verbal attribute subjective listening tests.
In many applications of interest, a blind estimate of the decay rate of acoustic energy in a
room is required. In Chapter 4, different approaches to the blind estimation of reverberation was
reviewed, and the advantages and disadvantages of each approach were discussed. A different ap-
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proach to the blind estimation of reverberation was then formulated; the signal decay rate domain
was introduced first, where such a domain is directly relevant to estimating ‘reverberation’ parame-
ters. A statistical model, the eagleMax distribution, was next formulated to model the distribution
of the reverberant speech decay rates. The most advantageous property of the eagleMax distribu-
tion is that the room decay rate is inherently modelled as a statistical parameter of the eagleMax
distribution. The blind estimation of reverberation therefore becomes a parameter estimation prob-
lem. Three different parameter estimation techniques were then proposed and evaluated: exact
calculations via the moments equation, maximum likelihood estimation and the statistical features
mapping method. The statistical feature mapping is particularly robust and can be calibrated to an
empirical data set, rather than being constrained by statistical assumptions. This opens the way
forward for Chapter 5, for blind estimation of the decay rate of the RIR with suitable adaptations for
different applications including, acoustic measurements, automatic speech recognition and speech
dereverberation. Using the proposed technique, the performance of each application is similar to
that when the true RIR(s) is known.
6.2 Conclusion and Future Directions
In this thesis, reverberation and in particular the relationship between physical and perceptual models
was studied. The estimation techniques of reverberation were proposed and suitable applications
were also presented. In the following some future work arising from this thesis is discussed.
Phase In Section 3.2.5, a parametric STFT room model was proposed. In the following chapters,
different methods were proposed to estimate the colouration and the reverberation tail from
measurements of the magnitude STFT room model. However it was seen in Section 3.2.5,
that the phase has a distinct influence on the perception of sound, therefore it is also important
to develop techniques to estimate the parameters of the phase STFT room model.
Colouration In Section 3.5, a non-blind method was developed for the measurement of the coloura-
tion as a spectral response. Developing a blind measure for the change in spectral response
could be advantageous in different applications areas. Building a statistical model for speech
spectra across time could give insights into the estimation of the colouration using only a
priori knowledge rather the actual signal.
MLE for reverberation/eagleMax In Section 4.7.5, the MLE method showed good performance in
estimating the room decay rate when the eagleMax distribution was generated from Gaussian
distributions. However, in Section 5.3.1, it was shown that this approach does poorly on real
reverberant data. It was also shown, in Section 4.5.3, that eagleMax modelling can achieve
good Jensen-Shannon divergence when using empirical anechoic speech decay rates. This
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motivates some work on extending the MLE method for eagleMax distribution where the
anechoic speech decay rates are modelled with a more suitable distribution, which may be
theoretical or empirical.
Statistical Features The statistical features mapping is generally sensitive to a specific range of
distribution space as seen in the different performance of the negative partial moment and
the combo feature in Sections 4.7 and 5.3.1 respectively. Formulating a more analytical way
of studying the features and their relationship to parameter estimation could give insight into
finding a better statistical feature to use for the desired application.
Non-diffuse It was discussed in Section 5.3.4 and Section 5.5.2 that the diffuse RIR model may be
too simple model to use in certain scenarios. Developing a non-diffuse model suitable for the
use of the developed estimation techniques would increase the performance of the application
of interest. For example, the two-slope model developed in Section 5.5.2 can be seen as an
equation of three unknowns: λe , λl and tm. Next, using three different fitting lengths, the
single-slope estimates αˆ1, αˆ2 and αˆ3 are obtained. The three unknowns can then be solved,
and the parameters of a non-diffuse RIR could be estimated.
Field The eagleMax distribution may be applicable to different fields, such as statistical timing
analysis for the design of digital integrated circuits, stochastic networks in project scheduling,
auction theory and behaviour modelling. Parameter estimation under the eagleMax framework
could be investigated.
6.3 Publications
6.3.1 Conference and Workshops
1. J. Y. C. Wen and P. A. Naylor, “An evaluation measure for reverberant speech using tail decay
modeling,” in Proc. European Signal Process. Conf. (EUSIPCO), 2006.
2. J. Y. C. Wen, N. D. Gaubitch, E. A. P. Habets, A. Myatt, and P. A. Naylor, “Evaluation
of speech dereverberation algorithms using the MARDY database,” in Proc. Int. Workshop
Acoust. Echo Noise Control (IWAENC), 2006.
3. J. Y. C. Wen and P. A. Naylor, “Objective measurement of colouration in reverberation,” in
Proc. European Signal Process. Conf. (EUSIPCO), 2007.
4. J. Y. C. Wen and P. A. Naylor, “Semantic colouration space investigation: controlled coloura-
tion in the bark-sone domain,” in Proc. IEEE Workshop on Applications of Signal Processing
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5. J. Y. C. Wen, E. A. P. Habets, and P. A. Naylor, “Blind estimation of reverberation time based
on the distribution of signal decay rates,” in Proc. IEEE Intl. Conf. Acoustics Speech, Signal
Processing (ICASSP), 2008.
6. A. Sehr, J. Y. C. Wen, W. Kellermann, and P. A. Naylor, “A combined approach for estimating
a feature-domain reverberation model in non-diffuse environments,” in Proc. Int. Workshop
Acoust. Echo Noise Control (IWAENC), 2008.
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Springer, 2008.
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Appendix A
MARDY
A Multichannel Acoustic Reverberation Database at York (MARDY) was collected for evaluation of
speech dereverberation algorithms. The database comprises a collection of room impulse responses
measured with an eight element linear array for various source-array separations and for two different
wall reflectivity settings. The use of the database for three example algorithms using both subjective
tests and objective measures was demonstrated in Section 3.4.
The contents of and the measurement methodology for the construction of the MARDY
database are summarised in the following. The recordings were made in the Trevor Jones recording
facility at the Music Research Centre of York University, UK. The recording room is a varechoic
room with dimensions as specified in Fig. A.1. The room was developed by Arup Acoustics and
is controlled by a series of moving panels that can vary the acoustic properties of the room by
changing the reflectivity of the walls. The facility has been constructed on suspended floors and
has excellent acoustic isolation. A Genelec 1029A bi-amplified monitor system was used as source
in the recording room. Two types of microphones were employed: (i) a single Schoeps Collette
series microphone was used for reference and (ii) a microphone array comprising eight AKG C417
professional miniature condenser microphones. The separation between adjacent microphones was
5 cm and both loudspeaker and microphones were elevated to 1m above the floor.
Eight different acoustic systems consisting of four source-array separations and two moving
panel configurations was collected. Both Maximum Length Sequences (MLS) and speech were
collected for each scenario. The MLS method [49, 143] was used to extract the impulse responses
of the acoustic systems. The noise floor from the microphone array recordings was estimated to be
-48 dB. The RIRs can be used to obtain reverberant signals by convolution with anechoic recordings.
A linear fade out was applied to the end of the estimated impulse responses in order to reduce the
measurement noise in the tail. An example of a measured impulse response for one microphone at
a distance of 4 m from the source and for all reflective panels are shown in Fig. A.2a. Figure A.2b
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Figure A.1: Diagram of the recording room dimensions and setup. (Room Height=3 m)
Distance Panels T60 s C50 dB D50 % TS ms
1 m reflective 0.7 20.1 0.990 1.8
2 m reflective − 14.4 0.965 5.9
3 m reflective − 11.6 0.935 10.7
4 m reflective − 9.9 0.901 14.1
1 m absorbent 0.3 29.4 0.999 0.7
2 m absorbent − 23.3 0.995 1.9
3 m absorbent − 20.7 0.992 3.0
4 m absorbent − 19.3 0.988 4.1
Table A.1: Averaged objective measures of 8 acoustic systems
shows another example of a measured impulse response at a distance of 1m and for absorbent
panels. The decay curves for the two settings are shown in Fig. A.3a for the all reflective panel
configuration and Fig. A.3b for the all absorbent panel configuration. From these curves, it can be
seen that the configuration of the moving panels dominates the shape of the decay curves, while
increasing the distance of microphone to speaker increases the clarity index (Table A.1). In case
the clarity index is large the reverberation tail effect will be masked by the stronger direct path
component. It was also observed that decay curves resulting from the same setup are all within
1 dB. The following objective measures based on the RIR are calculated: reverberation time T60,
clarity index C50, the Deutlichkeit D50, and Centre Time TS [14]. The results averaged over all
eight microphones are shown in Table A.1. All the collected and processed data can be found at
http://www.commsp.ee.ic.ac.uk/sap/.
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Figure A.2: Example of an estimated impulse response (a) for one microphone at a distance of 4m
from the source with moving panels all reflective (b) for one microphone at a distance of 1m from the
source with moving panels all absorbent.
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Figure A.3: Energy decay curves of the microphones array for (a) all reflective moving panels (4m) and
(b) all absorbent (1m).
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Appendix B
Moments of Decay Rates
B.1 Linear Least Squares Fit
In Section 4.4, the decay rate of speech was assumed to be modelled as piece-wise linear slopes in
decibel, and was defined as the gradient of linear least (LS) squares estimator. Recall,
[α β]T = (XTX)−1XT Y (B.1)
X =
 1 2 3 . . . N
1 1 1 . . . 1
T (B.2)
XT =
 1 2 3 . . . N
1 1 1 . . . 1
 (B.3)
XTX =
 ∑Nr=1 r2 ∑Nr=1 r∑N
r=1 r
∑N
r=1 1
 =
 N(N + 1)(2N + 1)/6 N(N + 1)/2
N(N + 1)/2 N
 (B.4)
det(XTX) = (
N2(N + 1)(2N + 1)
6
− N
2(N + 1)2
4
) (B.5)
(XTX)−1XT = A(i) =
12
N3 − N [i −
N + 1
2
]. (B.6)
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It can be seen that the coefficient of the least squares fit is linear passing through zero.
α(N) =
12
N3 − N
N∑
i=1
[i − N + 1
2
]Yi = AY, (B.7)
and
N∑
i=1
Ai = 0. (B.8)
The gradient α(N) is derived from the above linear least square fit of fitting window of length N.
The mean of the gradient α(N) can be written as:
E[α(N)] = E[AY ] = E[
N∑
r=1
ArYr ]
= E[A1Y1] + E[A2Y2] + . . .+ E[ANYN ]
= E[Y ]
N∑
r=1
Ar = m10 = 0 (B.9)
The first moment of the decay distribution of an i.i.d. to be fitted is zero regardless of the first
moment, m1.
B.2 Variance of the decay rate
The variance of the gradient α(N) can be written as:
var(α(N)) = E[α2(N)]− E[α(N)]2 = E[α2(N)]
= E[(AY )2] = E[A(Y Y T )AT ]
= E[J1,NΛ(Y Y
T )ΛT JN,1] = E[J1,NΩJN,1] (B.10)
where
Λ =

A1 0 0 . . . 0
0 A2 0 . . . 0
0 0 A3 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . AN

, (B.11)
Ω =

Ω11 Ω12 . . . Ω1N
Ω21 Ω22 . . . Ω2N
...
...
. . .
...
ΩN1 ΩN2 . . . ΩNN
 , (B.12)
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Ωi j = AiAjYiYj (B.13)
and JP,Q is the ones matrix with size of P ×Q. The matrix Ω divided into few different segments
first, then the general solution of E[α2(N)] is derived from sum of the parts. Firstly, the solution is
generalised for an odd and even order LS fit. From (B.6), it can be seen that for an even-order N LS
fit, there are no zero coefficients, thus the segments of Dm in Fig. B.1(a) are only the ‘boundaries’
between coefficients Am and Am+1 (m = N/2), they are not part of the matrix Ω. However, for
an odd-order (N − 1) LS fit, the coefficients A N
2
are zero, which are represented by the segments
of Dm in Fig. B.1(b). Removing the segments of Dm reduces the dimensions of the matrix from
(N − 1×N − 1) to (N − 2×N − 2), and this reduce odd-order Ω will have the same segments as
that of the even-order, therefore only the derivation the solution for an even order LS fit is required.
The diagonal elements, D0 of the matrix Ω (shown in Fig. B.1) can be written as:
D0 =
N∑
i=1
Ωi i =
N∑
i=1
A2i Y
2
i . (B.14)
The other diagonal elements, DN of the matrix Ω (shown in Fig. B.1) can be written as:
DN =
N∑
i=1
ΩiN−i+1 =
N∑
i=1
AiAN−i+1YiYN−i+1, (B.15)
however the coefficients Ai are symmetrical around zero, e.g.
Ai = −AN−i+1, (B.16)
therefore (B.15) can be written as:
DN = −
N∑
i=1
A2i YiYN−i+1. (B.17)
The matrix Ω has four pairs of ‘octant’, Q− and Q+ making up four quadrants left in the segmen-
tation shown in Fig. B.1. The expectation operator is an linear operator, thus the gradient is found
summing up the segments of the matrix, Ω.
E[α2(N)] =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
E[Ωi j ] (B.18)
= E[D0] + E[DN ] +
∑
E[Q∗], (B.19)
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Figure B.1: Segmentation of the matrix Ω for N (a) even number and (b) odd numbers.
where Q∗ represents all the different octants. Since Yi are i.i.d., thus
E[YiYj ] = {
E[Y 2] = m2 i = j
E[Y ]2 = m21 else,
(B.20)
therefore
E[D0] = E[
N∑
i=1
A2i Y
2
i ] = m2
N∑
i=1
A2i , (B.21)
and
E[DN ] = E[−
N∑
i=1
A2i YiYN−i+1] = −m21
N∑
i=1
A2i . (B.22)
Looking at a pair of octants, Q− and Q+:
E[Q−] = E[
m∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
AiAjYiYj ] = E[Y ]
2
m∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
AiAj (B.23)
and
E[Q+] = E[
N−1∑
i=m+1
N−i∑
j=1
AiAjYiYj ] = E[Y ]
2
N−1∑
i=m+1
N−i∑
j=1
AiAj , (B.24)
where m is N/2. given the property (B.16) it can be seen that,
m∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=1
AiAj +
N−1∑
i=m+1
N−i∑
j=1
AiAj = 0. (B.25)
Thus
var(α(N)) = (m2 −m21)
N∑
i=1
A2i = var(Y )
N∑
i=1
A2i (B.26)
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B.3 Skewness of the decay rate
The third moment about the mean for the decay rate α(N) can be written as:
E[(α(N)− E[α(N)])3] = E[α(N)3]− 3E[α(N)2]E[α(N)] + E[α(N)]2 = E[α(N)3] (B.27)
then expanding the above expression using α(N) = AY ,
α(N)3 = (AY )3 = AY Y TATAY = J1,NΩ
Y ΩAJN,1, (B.28)
where
ΩY =

A1X1X1 A1X1X2 . . . A1X1XN
A2X2X1 A2X2X2 . . . A2X2XN
...
...
. . .
...
ANXNX1 ANXNX2 . . . ANXNXN
 (B.29)
and
ΩA =

A1A1X1 A1A2X2 . . . A1ANXN
A2A1XN A2A2X2 . . . A2ANXN
...
...
. . .
...
ANA1X1 ANA2X2 . . . ANANXN
 , (B.30)
therefore
ΩY ΩA =

PN
i=1 A1A1AiX1X1Xi
PN
i=1 A1A2AiX1X2Xi . . .
PN
i=1 A1ANAiX1XNXiPN
i=1 A2A1AiX2X1Xi
PN
i=1 A2A2AiX2X2Xi . . .
PN
i=1 A2ANAiX2XNXi
...
...
. . .
...PN
i=1 ANA1AiXNX1Xi
PN
i=1 ANA2AiXNX2Xi . . .
PN
i=1 ANANAiXNXNXi

=

Ψ11
∑N
i=1 Ai Ψ12
∑N
i=1 Ai . . . Ψ1N
∑N
i=1 Ai
Ψ21
∑N
i=1 Ai Ψ22
∑N
i=1 Ai . . . Ψ2N
∑N
i=1 Ai
...
...
. . .
...
ΨN1
∑N
i=1 Ai ΨN2
∑N
i=1 Ai . . . ΨNN
∑N
i=1 Ai
 , (B.31)
where
Ψpq =
N∑
i=1
ApAqXpXqXi . (B.32)
However it was shown that
∑N
i=1 Ai = 0 in (B.8), therefore,
ΩY ΩA = ON,N , (B.33)
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therefore the skewness of the decay rate α(N) is zero,
E[(α(N)− E[α(N)])3] = E[J1,NΩY ΩAJN,1] = E[J1,NON,NJN,1] = 0. (B.34)
The third moment of the decay distribution of an i.i.d. to be fitted is zero regardless of the moments
of the i.i.d., e.g. the decay fitted distribution is symmetrical.
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Glossary
Acronyms
ANN: Artificial neural network
AR: Autoregressive
BS(D): Bark Spectral (Distortion)
BSI: Blind system identification
Col: subjective Colouration measure
CTF: Colouration Transfer Function
DDR: Direct to Reverberant Ratio
DSB: Delay and Sum Beamformer
EDC: Energy Decay Curve
EDR: Energy Decay Relief
EDT: Early decay time
FIR: Finite Impulse Response
HMM: Hidden Markov Model
IIR: Infinite Impulse Response
ITU: International Telecommunications Union
LP: Linear Prediction
LSD: Log Spectral Distortion
MA: Moving Average
MDS: Multidimensional scaling
MFCC: Mel-frequency cepstral coefficient
MI: Modulation Index
MLE: Maximum Likelihood Estimation
MLS: Maximum-length sequence
Operators 158
MOS: Mean Opinion Score
NPM(f): normalized projection misalignment (for spectral response)
Ovl: subjective Overall speech quality measure
RIR: Room Impulse Response
RT: Reverberation Time
RTE: subjective Reverberation Tail Effect measure
RTF: Room Transfer Function
RVM: Reverberation Model
SNR: Signal to Noise Ratio
SPER: Subjective PERception
SRA: Statistical Room Acoustics
SRR: Signal to Reverberation Ratio
STFT: Short-Time Fourier Transform
STI: Speech Transmission Index
VAME: Verbal Attribute Magnitude Estimation
Operators
| · |: Elemental absolute operator
b·c: Floor operator
∗: Linear convolution
⊗: Element-by-element (Hadamard) Product
E[]: Expectation operator
Var[]: Variance operator
Symbols and Variables 159
Symbols and Variables
Intro
N : Dimension of the perceptual reverberation space
Review
Tr : Reverberation Time
V : Volume of enclosure
A: Absorption coefficient of an enclosure
S: Transformation of different definition of A
fw : Very low frequency
U : Largest dimension of an enclosure
fg: Schroeder’s frequency
δ: Decay constant
f : continuous frequency
t: continuous time
Dm: Modal density
De : Echo density
Nf : the number of normal modes from 0 to an upper limit f
Nt : number of reflection from 0 to t
P: sound pressure
H(rs ,ro)(w): room transfer function
ωi : Resonant angular frequency
xd(n): Direct signal
xˆd(n): the enhanced signal
N: Frame length in samples
R: Frame rate in samples
Lp: LP norm
l : time frame
k : frequency bin
kb: bark bin
Kb: total number of bark bins
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Model
H(f ): Complex Frequency Response of the RIR
H(f ): modulus square of the complex frequency response of the RIR
H(t): is the autocorrelation function of impulse response of H(f )
h(t): Room Impulse Responses
〈∆fmax 〉: average spacing between adjacent maxima (normal modes)
b(t): Zero-mean stationary Gaussian noise
〈Wh(t, f )〉: ensemble average of the Wigner-Ville distribution derived from RIR
tmixing: Mixing time
H(t, f ): general time-frequency representation of RIR
H(l , k): STFT of the RIR
j : Imaginary Number, =
√−1
Hp(l , k): Parametric STFT model of the RIR
Bl ,k : Stochastic part of the magnitude STFT room model
λk : Decay rate of bin k
ψ(l)andφ(l): Parameters for the phase STFT room model
Akb : Late Energy of Reverberation Tail at the k-th bark bin
Dkb : Direct Component Energy at the k-th bark bin
λkb : Decay rate at the k-th bark bin (s
−1)
d(n, kb): Decay Tail Model
RDT : Reverberation Decay Tail measure
∆χ: difference or gradient between χ
Jmin, δ1, δ2, δmin and δt : parameters of find end-point/flat region algorithm
Rcol : Reverberation Colouration measure
Henv (m, k): RIR envelop model
S∗(n, k): Magnitude STFT of speech/signal s
γ1, γ2 and γ3: Parameter for onset detection
V(n, k): Onset detection mask
Fˆ (k): Estimated Frequency Response from Rcol
Ld : loudness in dB
LP : loudness in Phons
LS: loudness in Sones
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PP (kb, LP ): signal pressure level
PC(kb, LP ): critical band filtered sound pressure level
F (b): Continuous critical band filter
Eα, Ea(kb), ET (kb) and EJ(kb): Equal Loudness Curve Parameters
EC(kb) and EJ(kb): Critical Band Filter Parameters
γ˘∗: Colouration parameters
Blind Estimation
τ : Fitting Frame Index
ατ : Gradient of LS fit
βτ : Offset of LS fit
ai and bi : Coefficients of the LS fit
y : general LS fit signal
U: LS Matrix
ζ: LS coefficient
%, ρ, ϕ and ψ: Clarke’s intermediate variable
κ: dummy variable for moments equations
pi : Coefficients of quartic equation
vi : moments of reverberant speech decay rates
C(): quartic solution
L(): Likelihood function
S(): Score function for MLE
φ: Statistical Feature
No : Fitting order
wi : Coefficient of Statistical Feature mapping
η˘: Successful estimated values
eNHT ,NST
: Mean Squared Error
NHT , N
S
T : Testing Block Size
Nf : Fitting size
γS: excess kurtosis
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Applications
η: Statistical reverberation model
n: observation frame
m: reverberation frame
D(n): discrete-time two-slope decay logarithmic envelope
v: vector notation for the values of the two-slope RIR model given by (5.2)
γ: Coefficient of single slope estimation
λe : Early Decay
λl : Late Decay
α: single slope estimates
ξ1 and ξ2: Smoothing Coefficients of estimated RVM
d : Source-microphone distance
L: Room size
σ2H: Variance Matrix of RVM
ς2H(m, l): Variance Mask
%, ϕ: Parameters or the Variance Mask model
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